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· CHAPTER . I 
Three Modes ·of Ad~pta'tion: · 
A History . of Middle Eas t .ern Immigrants 
to Jacksonville, . Florida 
Introduction 
The middle Eastern ethnic community of Jacksonville, Florida, traces its · 
beginning to the last decade of the nineteenth centu.ry at which time a slow 
trickle of migration be~an. The original source was the area . then known as 
Syria which embraces what is now .Lebanon, Syria, Iraq and Palestine. The 
entire area was under Turkish rule until after the First World War. 
Subsequently, Franc.e was entrusted by the League. of Nat ions with . the mandate 
ovf;!r Syria including Lebanon;. Great Brittain was. gi vert the mandate over 
Palestine, Transjordan (now Jordan), and Iraq. In 1926 Lebano_n was carved into 
_a separate country. By the end of the Second World War the mandates over 
Syria, Lebanon, Jordan . a·nd Iraq had. ended and these . countries were independent. 
The mandate over Palestine ended in 1948 with the establishment of the state of 
Israel, precipitating a state of war between that new nation and the Arab 
states, including Egypt and, eventually, Saudi Arabia. · This abbreviated sketch 
. . 
is needed to provide a temporal backdrop for the following discussion of the 
three phases of immigration to Jacksonville, Florida, that have occurred since 
1890. 
The three periods in question, (1) 1890-1920~ (2) 1920-1950, and (3) 1950 
to the present, represent three distinct phases in the Middle Eastern odyssey 
·and. settlement, with different demographic features: of the migrants, somewhat 
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. differing motivaeions for shifting local~s ~ arid : differing modes of adaptation 
. . 
for the succes~ive groups. Further complexity to anai'ysis results from the 
. \ . . . . . . 
. . . . 
permanence of the residency of each waye of migrants ·in Jacksonville' . onc.e the 
. . . 
move was ·made, with subsequent second and third genera~ioos appearing . as new 
. elements in the co~munity •. Of the original migrants, · a few returned to the · 
ot,iginal homeland~ a few moved on. to other Amer~can cities, but most have made 
. Jacksonville the per~anent addp~ive home. Further, of the second generation 
born and reared in Jacksonville, a good proportion has remained · in _the city, 
. lending a continuity within generations to the colDli1unity .• 
Phase I: 1890-1920 
No one knows exactly when the first Middle Eastern -immigrant came to 
. 1 
Jacksonville but an educated guess would be around. 1890. During the decade 
from this date to the turn of the century, a slow but steady trickle of 
arrivals got underway. By 1900 there were representatives of several different 
families· and towns of origin beginning a new life in this commercial port city. 
The migrants were primarily Christian young men, · some being brothers or 
relatives from the hea.rt of Syria and Lebanon, who came ·1.n search of var1.ous 
goals,, both tangible and intangible. There were also a few adult women who 
came early and established themselves as peddlers and storekeepers. 
During this period, and until the conclusion 6f the First World War, the 
entire area of the Middle East was part of the decaying -Ottoman Empire under 
the heel of Turkey. Under Turkish hegemony Christians were in a minority 
status, both with regard to religious freedom and political power. Most of the 
population was distributed in small towns and villages where traditional modes 
of social organization and economic activity prevailed. Protestant missionary 
activity had been ongoing throughout much of the nineteenth century, resulting 
1n a stimulated awareness wl.thLn the local populace of the possibilities 
. . . . . 
offered by emigration. 
Economic and educational oppo~tunity in the local hom.e towns· was clearly 
perceived as limited and .. stories of the wonders of AmeriC? circulated 
sufficiently to generate in(:erest -in the adventurous. While small scale 
farming was typical of the · economic activities . of the families of · most of the 
migrants' for many ther.e _was ,also a tradition of .trade or a craft that had been 
learned. Some of the .· emigrants came from f.amilies _where teaching . through the 
s true tute of missionary-sponsored local schools ha.d become part of the father 1 s 
mean& of providing a live~ihood~ 
The educational attainment of th.e original migrants reflectedconsiderable 
var~ance. A few bad . been advantaged by boarding school training provided by 
Presbyterian missionaries, resulting in facility in English as well as a 
general sophistication about Western culture in many of its aspects. One early 
feme1le migrant had experienced education in a convent in Beirut. Many, 
however, had experienced only limited educational opportunity and had to learn 
English as ·well as the other essential. patterns of adjustment in the new 
setting. 
In the taped interviews as well as in the written documents there is an . 
expresed motivatio-n of search for political and · religious freedom in addition 
to economic goals in the decision to migrate to America. 
How the earliest migrants came to choose Jacksonville as the point of 
destination is not clearly expressed anywhere •. This port · city of northern 
Florida had a strategic location for commercial development at the mouth of the 
St. Johns River and had, during earlier periods, erijoyed some dominance as a 
center of trade and through control of the shipping lanes. The Reconstruction 
era, ho_wever, had been a difficult . pne in this divided town (ther-e we.re both 
. . . 
union and co~fe·deracy sympathizers duririg • the war) with a large bla-ck 
population, ~ climate -conducive to peri()dic epidemics of yellow fever, and an 
uncertain leadership. ·'The river · had been dredged in the latter part of the 
nineteenth century and the city did function -as an active_ port; during the . 
1870's and 1880 ' s .· it enjoyed an.: economic bo6n1. 
Between 1890 arid 1900 . the : po.pulation, which ha:d . a decade before been about 
25,000, was reduced ·as a result of a devastating yellow fever epidemic in 1888, 
to somewhere between 17,000 . and 20,000. Apparently, . there was racial tension, 
economic stagnation and the onset of a: variety of civic problems at the time of 
the arrival. of the earliest Middle Eastern migrants. For these it may well 
have. be.en a matter of chance that this particular place was the destination. 
For the subsequent tra~ellers, h6wever, there was usually the fact that . a 
relative had come, es:tablished a _ foothold, and sent word that there was 
something to be gained ·· from -. this _ seemingly inhospitable setting. 
Though Jacksonville had econoinic and civic problems toward . the end of the 
. -
nineteenth century it was not without its redeeming featur~s which may provide 
a clue to the choice of the early' Syrian settlers. The tourist industry had 
become a thriving · one, with both railroad and steamship trans.tpor.tation 
fa.cilities being well-established. There were beautiful, thriving hotels. A 
city streetcar transportation system was well developed and aside from the 
yellow fever threat, the climate was generally conceded to be ideal. The 
surrounding area was a productive farm region, ma:king - the wholesale and retail 
trade in Jacksonville a thriving one. 
There was, in addition to these· advantageous features of the situation, a 
concerted effort made in the 1880's to attract population to Florida. A 
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. . . 
Jacksonvillenewspaper editoria1 1n 1882 commended two local leaders for 
attracting "immigrants all of . the very best classlf •.. The same year, one · local 
. . . . . . . . 
. . .·.. . . . ·. . . . . . . . . 
leader wrot~ to Congress promoting Florida settlement .and described the kind of 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. immigrants. the state hoped to· at tract, saying, "We wa~t populat'ion from every 
. ' : 
state in the . Union and from everyc()untry in · Europe; we . want the thrifty and 
industrious to join · us in occupying andbuilding up ·our vacant places •... we 
· want ••. immigrants that · will btingalong with them sufficient means and energy 
. . . . 2 
to ente·r upon·btisiness for themselves." 
Perhaps · mes sag.es of this kind ~id, .. in fac.t, reach . the ears of some of the 
earliest migrants • . In any event, these pioneer,s came with little besides 
thrift, · energy and industry~ .They made, the . oceanic crossing with steerage 
accomodatio.ns~ they hazarded rejection at Ellis Island because of trachoma or 
other health p.roblems, but they persevered and finally arrived at their 
des,tination. Once there, •they either set up ·a peddling. enterprise or opened a 
small store in the· downtown dis·trict. 
· From all evidence available it · seems. that · the economic enterprise and the 
place of residence were usually one and the same. A small store, either 
grocery and mea~ or dry goods an~ noti~ns, would be established in ' a downtown 
commercial street. The front section would be· used for business activities; 
living quarters wo.uld be set up in the back, The work hours were long; as was 
the work week. If the · new migrant followed in the footsteps of a relative who 
had already become established, he would either help in the store or set up a 
fruit stand, peanut vending operation or novelty counter in front of the store 
as his special enterprise. This cooperative adaptive pattern in time led to 
the accumulation of enough . in savings to enlarge on the size and variety of the 
retail merchandise, or a branching out into n~w enterprises. Further, wit~ so 
many combining their effortsto maintain a retail or whole~ale business and 
make it st,1cceed, a pattern of return to. the old co.untry for: a visit and to 
bring back a wife became possib~e as part of the sequence for the -earlier 
migrants. This kind pf mutual aid was an essential part -of the building of a 
new community 1n the· ali.en setting. 
Another aspect of the pattern was the sense of obligation fe 1 t and acted 
on by the immigrants toward thosewho remained in the honiela:nd. There is 
evidence of the rather · constant transmission of money to parents and siblings, 
simply to aid them in economic problems at home. In addition, younger sib li hgs · 
or other · reia.tives we-re regt1larly assist.ed in financing their passages to 
Ja.cksonvill.e to join the emerging new American colony. That this transfer of 
funds -came from limited -resources is clear, yet there is no hint of begrudging 
or withholding on . the part _ of the donors who were laboring to establish their 
own precarious foothold. There also are accounts of non-relatives a.ctending 
money to newcomers in need,. indicating strong ethnic bonding. 
Thus, by the first decade of the twentieth century, the first slow trickle 
of migrants became a rushing stream, with wives and children as well as young 
adult brothers, and more rarely, sisters or cousins joining the original 
nucleus. In the decade of 1890,...1900, the bond~ - of consanquinity seemed to 
prevail as the chief unifying force, though there were a few units of women and 
their offspring. After 1900 conjugal urtits, with children were the central 
units, ~hough peripheral relatives were often present in the household. 
In the years of the first two decades of the twentieth .century while the 
immigration laws of the United States were still liberal a multitude of young 
men from the Middle East came to Jacksonville and settled. By 1920 there were 
between four and five hundred Middle Easterners in and around Jacksonville. 
' • ,' ' ', v• . • 
: . . · 
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The majority 6f these new s~ttlers ~am~ from Syri~ and .what i~ now Lebanon. A 
smaller number came fr()m Iraq an~ Palestine. In this migrationthere were 
. . . . . . . . 
virtually no Moslem$ • . ·The· great majority were -either Syrian Orthodox, Melkite _· 
. . . . 
· ot Maronit~- Christians. Most of th~se joine.d .the Roman Catholic Church in 
Jacksonville, though ultimately with a priest of th~ir ,own number. A few were 
. . . . · . 
Pro·tes tant, mainly , Presbyterian converts • from . the missionary . activity which had 
been· ongoing since the middle of the nineteenth. century. There was one family _ 
. . 
. of Syrian Jews who settled in iacksonvilie but remained separate from the 
emerging community •· 
This early phase of the process was the period 1n which a sense of 
community began to express _itself in the development of ethnic organizations. 
In 1910 the women .of . the community formed the Syrian Ladies Charity Society for · 
the purpose· of aiding community. members who were in need, or of assisting new 
migrants who were making the -transition. This organization was also an avenue 
for social relations of an expressive · type for . the women. The organization is . . 
:active . s~ill, including a subsequent group called. the Lebanese Ladies Charity 
Society which formed after Lebanon became a separate counfry. The current 
organization includes women of all generations, from some of the earliest 
migrants who are still living to young matrons~ . · 
In 1912 the Syrian American Club wa~ founded by the men of the · communi.ty. 
This organization became an important formal structure for the social and more 
practical goals of the group, building its own club house and sponsoring 
money-making activities for its charitable projects and goals. Subsequently a 
number of clubs based on the bonds of home town commonality were founded. All 
of these eventually banded together to form one club after World War II. .The 
S.alaam Club continues as a vital -ethnic organigation. 
· .. ·;.. . ... ·.-:· 
Tl1es~ formal -organizations are ._ mentioned here to indica.te that there was · a 
plur.ilstic aspect of the process 6f adaptation thit included a highly 
structured arrang·eJDent for expressing . group sentiments, interests and social 
patterns. _· This developed early in the . Jack.~onvi lle experience and served as a 
vehicl~ 1or group id~ntity and - for easing the strains of minority status. 
Some of the young people who ente.r:ed in the first decade of the twentieth 
century -attended the Duval · County public. schools and became, in m.;1ny ways, 
somewhat like the second generation born · in Jacksonville. Yet, this group 
retained a. facility in the use of the Arabic language and was .more Syrian than 
American in culture traits and interaction patterns. 
The -early migrants as a group lost little time in applying for and . 
acquiring American citizenship. This fa.ct alone attests to the intention of 
the group as a whole to leave the old country and become a vital part of the 
new. Even for this first group, then, identificational assimilation was a goal 
a·nd a reality. Perhaps the fact that Syrians and Lebanese felt the Turks were 
alien rulers who exploited and persecuted them accounts for the lack of 
ambivalence about the shift in political loyalties.. Loyalty to family and 
religion was strong; nationalistic lotalty to the Old Country was low or 
non-existent. Further · evidence of this is the · fact that young men who had 
migrated in the early years of the twentieth century and had not yet received 
citizenship could have claimed exemption from military serv-ice during the First 
World War on the grounds. of being alien. Most enlisted, served, and when they 
were honorably discharged from the service; received their certificate of 
Americ~n citizenship. 3 
During the decade of 1900-1920 the patterns of domicile began to shift. 
The store residence gave way to a house, often in the vicinity of the place of 
8 
.. •, :. 
busiqe~s, but more commodious --arid capable of -housing the -_ large number of 
children typical of the Mi_ddle Eastern household~ as well as the unattached 
relatives who continued to mig_rate over • . While there was never a Syrian 
Quarte.r or particulat" area of the city limited t;o the Syrian population, there 
was - some tendency for ·. families and businesses to gravitate to ·various streets 
. . 
and areas where a group of relatives, or -people from the sa1De home town would 
. . 
form mirti-conce~trations. Clan ~nd hometown loyalty, oft~n interwoven and 
. . 
overlapping, hasresulted 1n many distinct sub-groupings within the -Middle 
Eastern community continuing to the present. These proximity patterns were 
.part of th.e adaptive processes- ,of _the first phase of the. immigration. -
. . 
During this firs-t phase of the Middle Ea!?tern immigration to the United 
States~ then, it can be said that a pattern of acculturation ahd assimilation 
was begun, but that a number of forces for separatism and boundary maintenance 
operated to produce a distinct subgroup, complete with separate organizational 
structures serving group and individual needs. These- migrants had to acquire 
sufficient use of Engli~h and business- skills to survive economically, but the . 
more involved forms of structural assimilation were expressed by only a few of 
the group's members. At least a few of the earliest migrants .became active 1n 
the Independent Order of Odd Fell6ws and the Masons in the first decade of the 
century and went on to joinnumerous other civic and voluntary organizations. 
This set a pattern for subsequent members of the community 1n the later phases. 
Phase II: 19 20-19 50 
It is useful to date the second phase of the immigration from the decade 
of the 1920's because this is the period during which restrictive immigration 
legislation was generat.ed an.d ultimately enacted. The heyday of easy entrance 
was drawing to a close, even to the extent that the automatic citizenship for 
wives of naturalized c:ltizeris ceased to be available• . Nonetheless, a steady 
trickle of migrants continued and. a: significar1t group .of young men and women· 
were added to the community at this time • . 
This group of immigrants found a ready~made community al~Jaiting them upon . 
10 
their arrival in the· new setting. Many came directly into comfortable homes of 
close relatives, usually in the · generation of their own parents, who assumed 
responsibility for their weLl-being while . using their services in .the 
already-flourishing business enterprises. Most . of them came · in under the quota 
. . .. . . . 
system, though some devised schemes for. entry through the Bahamas ,and Miami to 
avoid a long delay in coming.. These came second class rather than steerage on 
trans6ceanic vessels~ 
A written memoir of 6ne of thi~ group pres€rtts a vignette of th~ newly 
arrived nephew being aroused at 6:00A.M. of his first dCIY in Jacksonville and 
being instr1:1cted by his uncle to go with him to the grocery and: meat· store and 
start work. "Working six days a week •.. ,twelvehours a day during the week and 
sixteen hours on Saturday, left me hardiy any time far leisure, and on Saturday 
night I received my first weekly pay of $8.00 •.•• But small as my salary was, I 
managed to save most of it, and I often told my children that the secret of 
success 1s that you be able to save the most of your salary when you are making 
. 4 
the least.'' Needless to s•y, having a sponsor and home facilitates the saving 
process; yet there is the tacit acceptance of the necessity to invest energy 
and time for long-range goals. In this sense, the immigrants shared an 
important value with the dominant group~ 
Conditions in Syria during the First World War had been extremely 
difficult, especially in the final year. Turkey's alliance with Germany meant 
that there was tension between the United States and the homeland. The young 
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. peopl'e who were growing up in Syria during this time report on the shortage · of 
' . . . . . 
. food, the spread of disease (sbme estimates. a):"e · that orte third of the 
population died of various des e4s es , especially TyphuS Fever , carried by 
Armenian refug-ees and · other · sources), and - the difficulties ·.of day,...;to~day 
survival. The var1ous missiona_ries had been sent _out of the: country and all 
educationaL facilities were at a virtual stand~till • . No wonder these young men · 
. . 
and women were eager to migrate to a more promising environment and were 
willing to work hatd. to establish a ne~ life _in th~ adoptive country. 
The young man quoted above· remai.ned in his uncle's household from 1922 to 
·. 1928, . when he. married and moved . into an apartment building he had · been able to 
buiLd to live irt and to rent. 
·Some of the .. young men migrating during this period heard from various 
sources about the greater opportunity in Detroit, where the · rapidly dev.eloping 
automobile . industry offered higher weekly wages and the possible chance to make 
money in .a: shorter time • . Of tpos.e who. went . to Detroit - to try the . industrial 
North, informants indicate the experience was disappointing. The cold weather, 
the absence of the- cushion provided by established relatives, and the extremely 
taxing physical demands of the work combined to send these back to Jacksonville 
to pursue the pattern of working with a relative in a business enterprise, 
saving toward an independent economic venture in a store, sundry market or 
tobacco shop. · 
This group was somewhat more innovative in pursuits than their 
predecessors. One young man bought an airplane from a British pilot .who had 
landed in a field, taught himself to fly and, in time developed a flying school 
and a. flying c1rcus. 
: ,. 
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·Though two of the migrant~ of the first pha~e had achieved higher 
. . . . ~ . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . 
education ' in Jacksonville and moved. upward •. into · the legal profession, the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ~ .· 
. . . . 
pattern of acquiring · additional skills -through. night school was more available 
·· to the group of the second phase. They learned _ bookkeeping, accounting, and 
later real estate skills which were conducive _to upward mobility later in their 
careers. 
Young wives were also a ._ significant component of this cohort of migrants. -
Many of the young men who acquired their citizensh-ip · during .· the First World War 
returned to . Syria to find. brides and to visit . families duri:ng the 1920's. Marty 
of these young brides, entering the United States shortly before or after the 
birth of their _ first child, had little skill in the language and relatively 
little knowledge of American ~ulture. 
Several taped interviews with wives who. came to Jacksonville during the 
1920's reveal a pattern of joint households which worked very effecti-vely for 
all concerned. Brothers often shared a house, with their respective wives 
organizing and sharing the housework and cooking and jointly caring for the 
children. This pattern has obvious advantages _ for economy but also served as a 
means of preventing homesickness and loneliness for the new wife in an alien 
land. The. patterns of extended family in the old country setting made this 
artangement a natural one. The brothers were usually engaged in a joint 
business enterprise. It was not possible to ascertain whether there were 
established patterns of superordination and subordination beyond those which 
emerged from personality differences. Tothe extent that Middle Eastern 
culture patterns . were involved, one would expect the older brother to have the 
·final say in matters of . business and his wife to have final say in household 
matters. Added to th~s is the probability thai the older brother arrived in 
... ;._ ... · .. 
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Jacksqnville first and se ~rved, with his wife, to induct newer arrivals . into the 
new ways. One informant indicated that .her first child did not learn to talk 
for two _yea-rs because her older co us ins spoke to her in English while her 
mother spo\<e to her in Arabic. When the mother became more proficient in the 
use of ~ngiish, the ~hild began tQ :talk~ us~ng Engli~h as her first langu~ge. 
Many .of the. wives assisted th~ir 9usbands . in the grocery enterprise, 
learning the language and acquiring skill in keeping accounts. Some .prepared 
and sold foods (for which there was . a . market) in . the family place o.f . business. 
Many of the women of this· ge·neration developed ·camaraderie and personal 
interdependence based on kinship, religious bonds and old country hometown 
affiliation which; in addition to the formal structures and organizations, 
served as an effective buffer -against any . sense . of loneliness or marginality. 
During this · second phase, then, the Middle Eastern community came into its 
own as a subculture providing for new members many ready-made answers to the 
problems of social life, ·along with a very real set of obligations and 
normative requirements and formal ethnic organizations. Sources of financial 
assistance is the form. of loans or jobs fromrelatives were available. 
Business enterprises had been begun and many were thriving, providing insights 
and patterns for newcomers to emulate. . Older generation members who had joined 
churchei, civic organizations or business grocips served ~s sponsors for their 
younger kinsmen, thus facilitating more rapid acculturation and assimilation. 
Florida experienced a boom period during the 1920's which no doubt played 
a part in this group's adaptive mechanisms. The 1930's were far more 
difficult. Many recall this as a period of shrinking opportunity even for 
those with a determination for hard work and effort. Some caught in this 
period had to rely heavily on more affluent relatives who had happened into 
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business ente.rprises le~s adversely affected by the Depression than were the 
. . . . . . . . . . ., 
small grocery stores trying vainly t6 compete< with the r~pidly-developing large 
· chain stores. 
Many -of the Americati:...;.born s·econd generation were completing high school 
during the bleak years of the lgJQts. For tho~e wh6 attended school in this 
. c.ountry the acculturation proc.ess had a different character than for those . who· 
migrated as ·youpg adults. Some of these American-born young . peopl~ rejected 
Arabic, the a:dult · subculture and the organizational mechanisms related to 
ethnicity. Some built on th~ ethnic bonds, however, and a variety of new local 
ethnic soci~l organiz~tions came i.nto being at this time, some geared to the 
interests of young people. 
In . 1931 a national federation of Syrian~Lebanese American Clubs was 
. . 
founded and a: larger organizational structtire for interacting with other Middle 
Easterners from across regions and the countrycame into being. To some 
extent, this federation has served as a: mechanism for expanding the ethnic 
boundary without erasing it. 
In the period of the 1930's and 1940's the second generat.ion born to the 
original migrants began to .· reach adulthood. Of those· who graduated from high 
. . 
school during the Deptession yeats, some, especially the males, were able to go 
to college to prepare for professions of greater ,variety than had been 
available to their fathers. Some of the second generation, unable to attend 
college, entered business endeavors on their own and were remarkably 
successful. One family developed a chain of five and dime stores. Others went 
· into restaurant development. Some build on importing enterprises begun in an 
earlier period by their fathers. 
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The Dep·ress ,ion came to an : end thrpughout · the nation when · the war effort 
began ·to get underway. Jacksonville experienced its . share of this overall 
pattern . to a pronounced degree • . By this· time Jacksonville had a ,population .of .·· 
about . 150,000. 'l'he selection of this city for a . large Naval Air s .tation meant 
· that jobs became abundant for _ civilians in the area . in the Civil Service sector · 
ofthe base • . Further, with ' large n\imbers of military personnel comi'ng into the 
city, all business enterprises experienced g:reat opportunity. Inaddition, 
Jacksonville was a . ·Center · for ship _ building and · ship repairs, . opening up 
categories of job~ previously unavailable. One · Middie Easterner of the second 
phase who had experienced considerable difficulty in establishi~g himself 
during the thirties found' th.at . by working in shipbuilding on the night shift ~n 
addition to continuing his regular restaurant job during the day he was able to 
accumulate enoughmoney to ~mprove his situation through real estate investment 
after the. war. Many families rented rooms in their homes to t_he numerous 
people seeking accomodations in the crowded war boom town. Again, much of this 
extra money wa,s saved for -investment in post-war enterprises. 
The Second World War illustrates the. degree of committment felt by this 
group to the nati6n. By the early 1940's the Middle Eastern group had grown to 
5 . . . b f . . 
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about 2, 00 persons, ~mm~grants, and Amer~can- orn of -spr~ng. Over 225 of 
this group served in the. war, six of them giving. their lives. There were 
high-ranking officers in all branches of the servic~~ including one young woman 
who, having received her R.N •• rose to the rank of Captain in the Air Force. · 
The military also served as a means for educational attainment for some of the 
second generation who qualified for various specialized training programs. A 
propos of the military experience and its influence on adaptive processes, some _ 
of the mothers · of the young people .in service . learned to read and write English· 
. through -a program offe·red by the Government at the Syrian, Ameri:can Club, in 
order to correspond with tQeir young people who were far away tn military 
units. · 
One interesting· side issue related to • the military; acculturation and 
assimilation comes from · the later career of the nurse referred to above. In 
the early 1950 Is she. was sent to Saudi -Arabia -with .the Air Force -where her 
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facility in the Arabic language, along with- her professional crederttials, made 
her an important go-between for the American military leaders and local Arabian . 
leaders. She was made official -interpreter for the military wives in their 
d~aling ~ith ~he wives of the Arab_ leaders~ . Further, on her own she acted as a 
public health nurse teaching the rudiments of hygiene to poorer women in the 
surrounding villages . . This example of reverse acculturation provides an 
insight into the degree o~ acculturation that ha4 takeh place in the lives of 
Middle Easterners of Jacksonville, as well as the continuing s·mse of ethnic 
identity. 
The immediate postwar period that marks the end of Phase II saw the return 
of young people who had been . in the military, many of whom now pursued higher 
. education. Young doctors and lawyers trained before or during the war came 
back to settle in Jacksonville. Many second g~neration Middle Easterners 
became active in real ~state and construction bu~ines~es and a general pattern 
of upward mobility for the entire community was · 1n evidence. 
While some intermarriage with the larger American community had taken 
place within the second generation, a good deal of marriage within the Middle 
Eastern group, largely contained within religious lines, had occurred. Of 
these second generation young people who moved from Jacksonville and failed to 
return, it is difficult to assess the degree of assimilation which ultimately 
took place. ·· .. For those ~ho : caine back to Jack$6nville ;· even with Atpericari 
spouses~ · .ther'·e has · been a. tendency . to remain . 1n 'contact with . the ethnic 
comm11riity, at · least to a li~.:lted . extent • . 
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During the period: in q.ues t ion a rit1mber of . forma 1 organiza·tions, such as a 
. . . . . . . . . ~ . . 
separate -Leba-nese-American Club . and a Horns · Club, had developed. . In time these 
were all united in · one organization called the Salaam Club, . which has a 
clubho~se, pool and; recreational facility. 
Phase III: 1950-Pres ent 
It is likely · that the story of Middle Eastern immigration to Jacksonville, 
as a sourc.e · of new members for the . local community, would have virtually ended 
with Phase· II had events: in the Middle East . not resulted 1n the establishment 
of the .new state of Israel with the resultant -mo;tivation to emigrate being 
keenly felt by some Palestinians. There had been in Jacksonville at least 
since the 1920's several · families who traced the:ir roots to the Christian 
community of. Ramallah, a ci~y about eight miles: from Jerusalem. This group 
traces it.s history l;>ack 350 years to one pair of ancestors. The tight-knit 
clan · emerging from this source had. been a vigorous, affluent community before 
the 1948 war. For generations . there has been preferred col.lsin marriage and 
· strong community bonds within this group • . When the exodous of large · numbers 
from Ramallah · to· the United States began during the 1950's, continuing to the 
present~ they brought a particular variant of Middle Eastern culture with them. 
It is this source that accounts for the main immigrating additions to the 
Middle Eastern population of Jacksonville which have occurred during Phase · III. 
This was an air-borne migration. 
A highly educated estimate suggests that there are in the United States 
. . presently 12,000 persons of Ramallah descent. These are concentrated in 
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several cities in the nation, the largest concentration· being ~n Detroit with 
its estimate-d Ramallah group of 3,500; San Francisco has 3,000. In Jacksonville 
ther~ were estimated to be 1,500 in the mid 1970's. 6 Ninety percent of the 
Jacksonville . Ramallah population is from one large extended fami,ly or clan. 
The community ~s newer than the groups described above and has had its own 
peculiar historical setting and internal attributes~ 
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In the qriginal homeland the Ramallah Chrfst{ans experieric~d the tensions . 
~elated to the establishment of the state of Israel, · with its · attendant 
. . . 
religious difficulties .and the development of a sense of minority status . . The 
. . 
. . 
group, however, has . been a · highly successful, well-educated, a .ffluent gro1.1p; 
man~ have remairied in Is~a~l. Unlike th~ earlier ~igrants to Jacksonville, 
these mid-twentieth centuryRama:llahans had received excellent publi.c 
educations · and entered the United States with occupational and professional 
skills, and/ or with . economic asset:s or family and clan connect ions, to produce 
a different pa~tern of ~daptation. 
Until recent years the migrants to Jackson~ille participated 1n some of 
the activities of the larger Middle Eastern community, sharing 1n the 
. activities of the Salaam Club, attending the Catholic or other churches of 
their choice while establishing .. their businesses and homes. In the recent 
years an Orthodox priest of their number has · come to Jacksonville to establish 
an Orthodox Church, t .ypical of the religion as practiced in Ramallah, using the 
Greek ·ritual but spoken · in Arabic . and Eng1ish, with the purpo.se of developing a 
religious focus for the Ramallah community. The local group has provided the 
money for this structure generously and without interest and the Church is a 
thriving reality. In addition the Church building served as a community center 
for wedding feasts, gatherings and meetings of organizations until a new 
~amallah Club was completed. 
While there is no clearly defined attempt ~o buy houses in particular 
neighborhoods within the city, the · family ties and clan bonds within · this 
subgroup are exceedingly strong. Family ties for all Middle Easterners are 
strong and extended, but the Ramallah group carries this sense of obligation to 
··; : __ , .. . . . : ~ ' . ·. . . . ~. . 
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. family further than · the othe·r gro~ps seem to. · There is an express~d . preference 
. ·• . . ·· · .· .... · 
. . 
that: ·. their young people find mates within the Raina~lah group and effort is inade 
. . . . ·~ . . . . . 
. . 
to arrange socials and organizational meetings with this inmind. 
Educationa 1 attainment for the young is an importan~ . family and group goa 1 
and there has been a record of achievement in education and in the profesional 
and economic sphere. · 
Summary 
· In comparing and. analyzing the · adaptations · of these three contingents some 
interesting contrasts may . be no·t .ed, especially in the area of the degree of 
acculturation and assimila.tion, on the one hand, and the development of 
separatist or pluralistic tendencies, on·. th·e other. The migrants of Phase I 
buiLt an ethnic community, articulating the boundaries with formal 
organizations as well as informal networks of interaction which kept members 
tied into a gemeins~haft pa.ttern that wa:s, for many, a complete way of life. 
Assimilation. was demonstrated along the dimensions of acculturation 10 language 
usage in the. economic sphere, material posses·sions, patriotism and a wish for 
education for _the rising new· generati<?n· A few of these migrants joined 
organizations in the larger · society, but many did not. For the migrants of 
Phase . II there was greater contact with the larger society, including a degree 
of intermarriage. Yet these community members ·remained tied into the ethnic 
.. community sufficiently for the organizations to remain viable and for their 
progeny to identifywith the ethnic group. Both of these groups, however, have 
resisted the pressure to identify with the Arab cause in the Middle East by 
strong financial support or participation . in organized efforts. They do, 
however, voice opinions in support of the Arab cause, viewing Israel as a 
creation of Btitain and the United States, ~stablished at th~ expense of Arab 
peoples. 
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The . migrants .of Phase III; co~ing later, b~ air, with better education 
·backgrounds ~nd professional qualificat-ions ·, have- teride.d . to develop a · . 
- subcommunity within the Middle Eastern group ~ They have stress.ed cultural 
pluralism to a greater degree, along wi ~h a deeper commitment to the pr.oblems 
of the Old Country. Quite successful in assimilation related to~ the economic 
sphere, - they ltave nonetheless _ .erected ~ore .definite ethnic boundaries for the 
perpetuation of their variation of Arab-American culture, ·_ inc-luding a separate 
religious strQctur.e and continued use of Arabi~· Whether .this will continue 
rema1ns to be se~n~ 
. ,-
' : 
CHAPTER ·rr 
The · Middle -East:ern Ethnic COmmunity _ and 
How It Functions 
I. · The Ethnic COmmunity Defined 
The · historical account · of a group's coming and adapting to a new 
enviro,nment in a strange country provides the framework for understanding the 
existence of · an ethnic communi.ty, .but does . not, · in and- of itself, provide an 
explanation fo~ the c6ntinuity of the group ov~r a long period of time. 
Indeed, . earlier socia 1 Scientists were convienced that ethnic groups coming to 
American shores would be absorbed into the "melting pot" within a few . 
generations. This has · not happened with respect · to the Middle Easterners who 
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migrated to Jacksonville, Florida. While it 1s true that some second and third 
generation members have married out .of the group and have withdrawn from the 
community, the fact remains that there is still a viable interacting network of 
people complete with formal organizations, that seems li~ely to persist. This 
is not a monolithic entity, for there ate clearly defined subgro~ps within the 
whole. 
The term . "community" has been used in such. a variety . of ways that it 1S 
necessary to present the definition being used herein in the interest of 
clarity. _ Frederick Bartb1 provided a clear lens with his concept stressing 
ethnic boundaries and boundary maintenance. He defines an ethnic group as a 
population which 
1. is largely biologically self-perpetuating 
2. shares fundamental cultural values, realized in .overf unity in 
cultural forms 
3 •. makes a field of cotmnunication and interaction · 
4. has a membership which identifies itself, and is identified by others, 
as constituting a category distinguishable from other categories of 
the . same order. 
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In applying Barth's definition to the Middle Eastern-Americans of 
Jacksonville, Florida, we begin by - ide11t.ifying · the members biologically, as 
well as . in geographic space. This ethnic group consists of immigrants from the-
countries of ·Syria, Lebanon, Iraq and Palestine, and their -descendants, who 
either came .to Jacksonville some time si-nce 1890 or who have been born to 
immigrant parents. or to children of immigrants.. While an ethnic iden.t i ty 1s, 
to some extent, an involuntary one embracing all who qualify by re.ason of birth 
within the ethnic group, an ethnic community. embraces· those individuals who 
choose to associate in meaningful ways ·with others like themselves to a greater· 
extent than they interact with o.thers. An emphasis on marriage within this 
gro.up leads to .the "biologically · self-perpetuating" aspect ·. For · a· significant 
proportion of the Middle Eastern gro~p, the pressure to marry within has been 
effective. 
Barth's second criterion is amply demonstrated by the "l-!iddle .Eastern 
group. The term Christian "Arab culture'' may accurately be applied to features 
of all subunit~ .of this ethnic entity. One basic, cle~rly-articulated cultural 
_value shared by all Middle Easterners is the emphasis on. the sanctity of the 
family, the impor tartce of the bonds of kinship as important and obligatory. 
The nuclear family with its exceedingly strong relationships . is embedded in a 
larger structure of consanguinity, with mutual aid and other social obligations 
clearly accepted. Within the family structure · there is clearly expressed 
superordinatin- of the father and of the adults. Women are not oppressed, but 
formal authority rests with the father; 
Religion is another key value, despite the multiplicity of forms which 
exist 1n the Middle East. Among the migrants to Jacksonville, almost all were 
.. . Christian; 'but within that broad· designa-tion; · there · were Catholics, ·Orthodox 
and Protestants. · Nonetheless, religion and reLigious duty is a shared bin·ding 
' . . . . 
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value. Religious obligations go han~~in-hand with family obligations. Divorce 
. . . 
is rare partly because marriage and its reLationships are regarde<f as sacred. 
The emphasis on the importance ·of. hard work as . a means · to self:-sufficiency 
and upward mobility is widely expressed • . Thrift is valued; a wife is judged by · 
her thrift and economic probity in running· her home. . Men are expected to save 
and make wise investments. 
Food i$ an important shared value to ·a degree that surpas~e~ this central 
. interest of all cultures. It is a source of a great deal of communal enjoyment 
and food . preparation . is considered a vital part of a wife's obliga.tions, 
regardless of other ca 11 s on he·r time. A typica 1 Syrian mo.ther remarked, "How _ 
can a child tell he has a home if he doesn't smell good things cooking?" 
Elaborately prepared food is central to any celebration and the ~ iddle Eastern 
hostess, even of the . thir.d · generation, takes great pride in presenting the 
painstakingly fashioned delic:acies for fami1y and friends. Caterers are rarely 
called in to as~ist, even for la·rge social functions. Middle Eastern guests · 
expect to be royally dined. Hospitality is a proverbial value. 
Another important shared value in · the Middle Eastern world v1ew is the 
personal integrity involved 1n loyalty to family, clan and group. This 
integrity involves support for less . fortunate members of the various groups 
defined as the "we" group. 
These- shared cultural . values form a backdrop for sets of well-established 
social interaction patterns which, to. some extent, set boundaries between the 
group and the larger society. A viable cormnunitymust be an interacting 
. . 
collectivity of members. While various institutional functions may be 
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preempted by : the larger . soci.ety (ed~catiiln, for a.n ex.;:tmple), it would not be· 
possible for an ethnic community ·to . continue in the . complete absence of ongoing 
meaningful interaction between members ~ · 
The first level at which this often....;intense interaction occurs is, of 
course, the fa~ily. Thts institution is the sine, qua non of ethnic community 
life. For most Middle Eastern people, · the nuclear family .is simply . the 
building block ofa : much larger configuration of ·relatives, which · could be 
id~ntified as the extended fa~ily. Within this structure f~equent visitation, 
exchanges of meals and multiple other activitiea take place. In contempdrary 
American society, the telephone · and automobile simply .extend the capacity of 
members · to . be in frequent, in forma 1 contact. There are instances where a group 
of daughters, all married and residents .· of Jacksonville, are .· in . touch · w:i. th each 
other and their mother daily, or more frequently, so that any incident of 
interest or note is immediately the property of all. · · .It is the expectation 
that if one member of the family has a house · at the beach, all will have. a 
chance to partake of its pleasures. This. would be a group activity, with the 
food being prepared by all and assembled for mutual . enjoyment. Regular 
arrangements for playing cards and sharing food are a source of pleasure, 
within the family and sometim~s extended beyond. 
Clan members have a sense of identity which is expressed at feasts and 
visits for special events. Weddings and funerals, of course, are important, 
but other occasions can be a source of affirmation of relationship. When one 
member of this community was honored as Florida's Mother of the Year in 1960, 
the entire ·clan attended the banquet given by the Mother's Committee 1n her 
honor and presented her with • sil~er, inscribed tray. Periodically a clan 
will hold a picnic for its own pleasure. A visit from a distant relative from 
.. ·_.·.: . . . · . ~ ·•. . '.-: ....... 
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South i\rilerica, or from Syria, Iraq, ·Lebanon or Ramallah, is the occasion for a 
round o.f clan . vis its every evening and the frequent sharing of feasts. High 
. : . .· . . 
school graduation .i~ ·typically marked .by a par:ty ,for relatives who present the 
honoree with gift~, as they par~ake of good things to eat. Since the family is 
the building. blo,ck of. the ' community., ·. these · visitation patterns clearly express 
a function ·of bonding as well as boundary demarcatio~ • . 
Home town derivation is often interlocked with extended family or clan, 
yet is not . entirely overlapping • It is significant that · subgroups. within the 
community may either be designated by a family o~ clan designation, such as the 
Nasrallahs or the Hazouri, or by the area from which they · came, as the Homosni, 
from Horns, or the Nebakney, from Nebik. At one point in the history of this 
ethnic group there were a number of organized .clubs and in forma 1 organizations 
built around hometown derivation. The bond of common hometown o~ district was 
strong. 
For the most recent arrivals in Jacksonville £rom the Middle Eastern 
source, the Palestinians from Ramal lab, this home town bonding has been of 
extreme importance, subsuming the ties of family, religion and family 
organization. 
In 1910 the .SyrianLadies' Charity Society was formed; 1.n 1912 the Syrian 
American Club was organized. Thus, early in the history of this ethnic group a 
rather all-inclusive secular formal structure was established through which the 
social activities and special interests of the total group could be expressed. 
In time the Syrian American Club built its own club house~ which served as a. 
focal point for meetings and recreational activities. The Syrian Ladies' 
Charity Society, besides being a locus for social enjoyment, .had various 
philanthropic goals, such as easing the strains for new immigrants, especially 
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those . who had financial need.s .• . The men's organiza.tion , had numerous projects 
and raised ·money . in var1o.us ways, such as sponsoring picnics, presenting plays, 
sometimes in Arabic · and sometimes .• in EngLish, and other entertainment. In 1925 
. . 
·they joined a deleg~tiori of -Middle Easteri)ers who went to Was,hington · to protest 
. . . .· . . 
. being identified · as Oriental in the new immigration legislation that was being 
debated before enactment. ~ 
In time var1ous cleavage~ developed within this formal organization, a 
major one related to the evolution of nationalistic feelings among the Lebanese · 
component of the co~unity who, . with the establishment of their own political 
. ; . . . 
unit in the homeland, . wanted a separa:t~ iden:ti ty . in the · new. In the early 
1950 1 s all of . the diverse organizations united to .form one fo.rmal organization, 
the Salaa~ Club built a more complete club facility cin spacious grounds and 
renamed it th~ Sal~am Club. In recent years scholarships have been provided by 
the Salaam Club for young community members. This organization is stillhighly 
active • . The Ladies I organization continues to the present as a 
t.rans~generation:al unit which meets for food, fellowship and. charitable 
. . 
projects~ . For several years. the group · from Ramallah ~ere part .of the Salaam . 
. . . 
Club membership; this group has now build its own Ramallah Club with beautiful 
clubhouse and grounds, completely debt free. · .· 
These secular organizations serve as a tangible expression of the largest 
. . 
circle or entity, in which· social interaction is expressed. Through the 
regional Federation of Syrian-Lebanese Clubs, the Salaam Club serves as a link 
to the national membership of ·the ethnic group. The local Ramallah Club· is 
likewise interlocked with a Ramallah Federation. Thus periodic interaction 
with others from a wide geographic area is possible, developing wider-ranging 
networks and providing a wider basis for possible mate-selection. 
A ·diagram of the .concentric circles representing . the fields of communicatiqn 
~rid ~ntera6tibn is presented b~low. 
1. nuclear family 
.2. extended _family . 
3. clan 
4.. home town or . district or nation 
5. _ethnic formal · organization 
· 6. national or regional formal 
organization 
Of course, the social 'interaction · which . trans:pired ~n family, clan and 
club was not . theonly interaction ip which members of the community were 
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engaged.· For most . of the Jacksonville Middle Easterners the ethnic enclave was. 
not the mode of adaptation. For ma·ny, especially males, econom1c activity 
involved social interact~on with members . of the larger society on a day-to-day 
basis. For second generation ·youngsters ., or first generation adults seeking 
more ec:hlcation, the school was a locus · of a great deat of interactJ.on with 
·outside persons. Different individuals and . subgroups experiencedand pursued 
paths of assimilation into the larger society in different degrees. Yet most 
of the people of this community intera6t within the circles described some of 
the : time. For many the hours spent in what would be called leisure. or 
expressive pursuits are almost entirely confined to the ethnic community. 
Primary loyalties tend to be found in these settings. 
The . patterns described above result in the .ascription of identity, both by 
the members themselves and by others outside the community, as members of the 
ethnic community. This identity has psycho-social dimensions that are · 
sufficientli comprehensive to make this designation a key status attribute. 
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II. The· Func t 1ons of the Ethnic Community for the Group 
· The. ·ethn:i.c community from its beginning was ·a source of mutual aid and 
group protect.ion for its members. . Many who came to. Jacksonville did so because 
. . .. 
. . . 
there was already a nucleus of relatives. The organizations which were formed 
: . . . . . . 
. . . . . -
early in the group IS e~perienCe prOVided : a· place tO C00Slder COmmOn problemS 
and attack them; to pool reso~rces and to identify with each other, while 
becoming adapted to the larger urban milieu. This often involved financial 
help. 
The ethnic community served as an economic. unit in that members of · the 
. . 
group acted as a ready-made market for· goods and servi.ces which formed the 
oc~upational structur~ of the group. It should· be noted, however, that members 
· never relied exclusively on the ethnic community for clients and customers. 
Even tho.se who were in the import line of wholesale or retail trade reached 
broader · markets and improved their economic status accordingly. Still, there 
is an economic backbone ~hat is tailor-made forcommunity .members which has 
served an economic function. 
Besides the market-providing function, · the ethnic community has provided 
its members with econom1c niches. As a member became successful, he hired 
other members of · the group and provided economic: security into the bargain. 
During the 1910's and 1940's ~ost of the cashiers and clerks in Syrian and 
Lebanese retail businesses were from the ethnic community. Often, but not 
always, they were relatives. This process, in the early days, served as an 
apprenticeship for the newly-arrived late-comers who learned business skills 
through contact with successful enterprises. 
WOlDen were tied in with economic activities from the very beginning. One 
of the oldest informants was the daughter of an 1890's female immigrant who had 
est~blishe·a a store in the dol.intown area ~ · Many female responde~ts who _caine 
. . . 
over during the 1920.' s as · young bt:ides assisted their husbands in the • grocery 
stores, both in clerking ~n4 keeping accounts and also in preparing food for 
sale. Relatives hired youngwomeri . as bookkeepers, clerks; and later as 
secretaries. 
At botb the informal and forma:l level . the ethnic community . provides much 
of the expressive framework for · social . life. · Entertaitunent of guests at 
parties and meals o .. ccurs more frequently within the ethnic community than 
outside. 
The formal organizations of the Salaam Club, · the Ramallah Club, and the 
broader Federation activities are also part of .the structuring o.£ recreational 
... 
pursuits:, including the search for marriage partners~- These clearly have 
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meaning for a .. significant · group of ethnic · members. . Since it ~s . ~n these groups 
that one finds . th.e satisfying, identity-providing relationships of life, it 
would be difficult t ·o -overestimate the importance of this function in 
accounting for the. continuity of th.e group to the present, and its likelihood 
· of continuation into the future. 
In one sense, the ethnic community is a large network of interrelated 
families and clans · who interact with each · other more ·than they interact with 
anyone else. These structures, embedded within a. large metropolitan community 
have many of the Gemeinschaft features of village life, but they are far 
different from Gans' Urban Villagers.
2 
Many members are sophisticated, 
educated professional people who interact during the business hours with 
numerous non-Middle Eastern people. Many belong to religious, civic and 
professio~al formal organizations, in addition td the family and ethnic 
connections they enjoy. Yet, family loyalty tends to come before all else, and 
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the chief enjoyment of leisure and s.ociability is through the family and its 
extensions .' There is an expresseCi · attitude tl;lat · the . family should be concerned 
.with the younger generation, with d~ting patterns, . selection of college or 
university, -choice of vocation and choice of mate. As ·an . ethnic institutional 
structure, the family is . the locus . for the transmiss-ion of the essence of 
. . 
ethnicity; it :i.s the initial socializing agent; it is a powerful instrument of 
social control; and it provides · the· ini tia1 emotional security and sense of 
status for family ··members. _ 
The Middle -Eastern community · of Jacksonville has not functioned as a 
unified religious community. · In . this _respect, it 1.s atypical of M-iddle Eastern 
communities in other parts ofthe United States which have tended to have 
either a Mar.onite or Mel.kite tradition operating as an organizing feature, with 
the local. priest fulfilling the role · of traditional leader of the group. The 
early Syrian pioneers to Jacksonville were from varied religious denominations. · 
There were Syrian Catholics~ . Protestants, · and Syr~an Orthodox from the 
.. beginning.~ f· The fact may account for the importance of the role bf the formal 
ethnic, secular organizations in structurin~ the social interaction that was 
ethnically distinct. 
The Syrian Catholics have mainly joined Roman Catholic churches, 
identifying _ with these institutions through worship and through the parochial 
schools as preferred educational facilities for the second generation. There 
has been an Arabic-speaking priest, affiliated with the R6man Catholic Church 
though trained in · Eastern rituals, ever since the · 1930 ; s. The current (and 
second) Morisignor arrived in the late 1940 ; s and officiates at services, 
marriages, christenings and other religious functions. Most of the 
communicants whom he serves also attend services and identify with other larger 
: . ~ . 
. · . . ·. : : .. . .. 
congregations• Nonetheless, thr:ough numerol1s pastoral activities and 
. . . . . . ' . . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
ce-remonial activities he. binds segments. of the community together. · 
The . early Syriap Orthodox. either joined Rqman Catholic churches, · Greek 
. . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . 
·orthodox, Episcopal . churches,. · or other . Protestant · denominatio~s. 
' ' 
After · the 
arrival of large numbers . of new . immigrants from Ramallah a Syrian Orthodox 
Church was built as a fo<:us for the social life of this subgr'oup. A dynamic 
Orthodox. prie~t, originally _from. Ramallah, .spearheaded .this development and 
helped. bu.ild the Ramallah · segment of the Middle Eastern community into a more 
traditional type ethni.c group, with the retention of the Arabic language and 
Eastern ritual .as part of the worship. This priest served as a strong 
community leader in secular aspects of the social life of the group. He was 
·. active in the development . of the Ramal lab . Club. It is significant that the 
Orthodox Church was the setting for wedding ~eceptions, christening parties, 
and other social celebrations pr~or to the completion of work o~ the Ramallah 
Club facility. 
The P.rotestant members of the community have been active 1n the 
Presbyterian churches of Jacksonville. In the 1930's a Syrian Presbyterian 
Church . was chartered, se~ving a segment of the Protestant Middle Easterners, 
though a larger group retained membership in a large, non-ethnic downtown 
church. This church is no longer in existence as a separatist ethnic 
institution. 
In the early period of the adaptive process several dynamic leaders arose 
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who functioned to coordinate communicationbetween the ethnic comlliunity and the 
larger urban socie~y. In a later chapter the written personal life history of 
one such leader will be pre.sented as an example of how leadership in the ethnic 
community expressed itself. 
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III. ·· · Ft.Jnctions of · .the Ethnic Communi'ty :for the . Individual 
For the individual members, the psychosocial functions of the ethnic 
. . 
community may be summed up by saying this group ~ives th.e individual a sense of 
identity and worth which is sometimes withheld in the larger coinmuriity. The 
. _··. . ·. . . . · . . . . 
. . . 
sense of marginality and reje~tion oft~n experienced by me~bers of minority 
·groups in America is · an uncomfortable and demeaning one. · The ethnic group is ·a 
protection against this external force. 
It seems clear that in the expressive, identity-giving spheres of life 
there is a feeling of ease that comes from being with other Middle Easterners. 
The ethnic community has been. the source . of friendship and dating connections. 
In this . the ·.· individual has found . the framework in which to pursue the most 
intimate ~nd meaningful areas of personal life. 
For many individuals the ethnic coriununity has been the source of status 
·and prestige within a group of significant others in ways which were blocked 
off by the dominant society. While . many Middle Easterners have risen to high 
place in voluntary organizations and · civic groups outside the ethnic community, 
for others the ethnic arena has been the main soi.trce of dem()nstrating 
leadership and gaining admiration• In some cases there has been a linkage~ 
During the Second World War the Ladies Society worked as a Red Cross unit 
making bandages and other materials for the armedforces. The woman who headed 
this activity received wide recognition as the representative of this group for 
the significant achievement in quality and quant_ity .of contributions. 
. . . 
IV. In.ternal artd External Pressures for . the Origin and · Continuance of. tbe 
·Ethnic GolT1IDunity 
Withiri any heterogeneous urban setting there are different forces at work 
to encourag~ or discourag~ the establishment and continuity of. ethni~ 
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communities which are clearly demarcated. In some historical settings, as with 
the Jews . in Medieval European . towns, ·the ~arger society walled off the .minority · 
segment within a . ghetto. · The United · States has been viewed as a nation 1n 
which arbitrary demands that ethnic groups separate themselves from the 
d.ominant group should not exist. The cases of Blacks and Native Americans are, 
of course, glaring . exceptions to this principle. The melting pot ideology has 
: I ·. 
stressed the bel~ef tha.t . for white · ethnic groups; at least, the externat 
society a(: large provided a setting where . Americanization could be achieved and 
would lead to acceptance and i~tegration, with the ultimate los~ of differing 
ethnic traits. 
The Middle Eastern ethnic community in Jacksonville has c.learly expressed . 
and desired some degree of cultural pluralism from the beginning. The family 
and clan loyalties, the formal organizations and the informal visiting and 
recreational patterns all clearly reflect a degree of voluntarism in the 
building and maintaining. of a strong sense and structure of community life.' 
Community members from many original homelands and of various generations 
express th~ conviction that the culture and heritage of the group is of worth 
and should be perpetuated. 
Yet it is cleai that, despite the often-expressed belief in assimilation 
made by members of the dominant group and despite clear indications from many 
personal experiences reflecting acceptance and assistance from individual 
American friends, as well as formal organizations, there have been prejudice 
and discrimination felt by this group in various ways. 
In 1909 the United States District Court in St. Louis held that . Syrians 
could not be naturalized because they ca1Ile within the category of aliens 
otherthat;i white. 4 Tho1.1gh >the . Circuit Court of Appeal!; reversed this d~cision, 
this demons-trates the climate of prejudice that existed in some places during. 
the early adaptive . period. Further, during .the . period of the . ·establishment of 
the immigration- quotas during the early 1920's, there was an effort made to 
classify Syrians as Orientals and to subject them to the exclusions visited 
· upon the Chinese and Japanese. Though this dire ·restriction was deleted from 
the final version of the law, it reJ>resents an inhospitable attitude within 
highly powerful seg~ents of the society .• 
In the final . passage of the Johnson Immigration Act of 1924, Syrians were 
reduced to an extre~ely low quota, along wfth Eastern, Centr~l and Southern 
European countries. The targeting of the immigration sources from .the 
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Mediterranean countries for extremely low .riumbers of entrants clearly indicates 
tha-t there was, in fact; prejudice and discrimination pervasive in the land. 
This was experienced by Middle Eastern people who . s.ettled in Jacksonville. 
In 1928 Emory Boga-rdus developed his social distance seale, designed to 
measure the degree of acceptance or rejection felt ~oward various minority 
groups in the United States, and hence to meastire prejudice. From th~ first 
use of this scalei testing attitudes of college students throughout the nation, 
Turks were found to b~ th~ t~rgets of the highest degree of prejudice and 
f . f . . 5 strongest eel1ngs o reJeCtion. - Since Syrians were identified as "Turks" in 
the censuses up to 1920, this is a further evidence of the genera 1 lack of 
acceptance and understanding the Middle Eastern group experienced. 
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·A taped sta~tement froril a · female · respondent of _ the s.econd generatiqn 
reflects the viciss{ttides of rejection in the s~hool " setting during the 1930's: 
"You , know, in Jacksonville at the time · that we were raised . the Arab --
people wer~ · not thought of too highly. Some fam1lies were. But, of 
cour~e, this was the reason for our getting . together to have our own 
social sys.tem, for protection; more or - less, from outside abuses •• 
Now I felt it keenly in school. • ~I was so interested in music and 
there were . not · too many extrat:urricular : activities that I · could go 
into. • • I was not permitted -to join any of the social groups 
whatsoever. - It was difficult in many ways. · From the way we were · 
r~ared and the .prejudice against the ethnic group I had no idea that 
there . was a broader world - out - there • 11 
This external pressure gives a strong boos.t - to the primordial bo.nds of 
ethnic sentiment and encourages the ·establishmept of mechanisms to combat the 
negative images, develo~ ecoriomic security and to produce a viabl~ social life 
for the group Is rising generation. The external forces joined with the . groups I ---
own higb regard for its heritage to forge a strong ethnic community. 
The most recent reactivation of awareness of group identity that has . 
emerged -to heigpteri ethnic :bonds has evolved from . developments in the Middle 
East since 1948. The establishment of the state of Israel has had 
ramifications for all people of Arab heritage . in the homeland as well as . 1.n the 
United States. .The Ramallah. group is especially sensitive to this issue since 
their home city has been occupied since 1967, many have relatives who rema1n 1.n 
Ramallah and their identification with the homeland 1.s _much more recent. 
Sympathy for the displaced Palestinians and outrage against -the Israelis 1.s 
fair)y general within the Middle Ea-stern ethnic community. 
.. ,· .· 
CHAPTER III -
-Patte.rns of _ Assimilation_ 
Analysis of Questionnair~ Data 
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-The preceding -chapters of _ this study have -described and defined the Middle -- -
Eastern popu~ation - of Jacksonville as a historically distinct subgroup who have 
expressed patterns Qf both assimil~tion and cultural pluralism. The 
interaction •patterns and the use ·of somecultural patterns that were brought 
-from their native land reflects the pluralistic features. Assimilation is 
reflecte'd ·in - diverse ways and on many pla.nes: of social life. 
The. process of assimilation is a complex, . dynamic, inulti~faceted sociaL -
and psychological phenomenon. · One difficulty in using this concept in 
analyzing the adaptation of a particular ethnic minority to a new host 
environment relates to the many differen,t meanings th~ term has been given by _ 
scholars _ over the years. Mil ton Gordon 1 developed a c·once,ptual framework to 
clarify the concept through differentiating seven sub-processes -which he termed 
variables. In this way separate aspects of the overall general _process may be 
measured in a more precise way; interrelationships; between the -seven variables 
and the sequential stages may also be approached · in a more systematic fashion. 
Gordon defines these seven subprocesses or assimilation variables as 
follows. (1) Cultural or behavioral assimilation, also referred to as 
acculturation, involves changes in cultural patterns to those of the host 
soc{ety. (2) Structural assimilation refers to large-scale entrance by members 
of the minority into cliques, clubs, and ins_titutions of the host society .. 
This subprocess embraces both formal, · organizational membership and 
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partic~pation in intimate primary group activities. (3.) Marital · assimilation, · 
also called amalgamation, refers to large~scale · intermarriage between minority 
group members a·nd the host society. (4) Identificational assimilation means 
the members . of the minority group develop a se~se of peoplehood based 
exclusively on the host society. ( 5) Attitude recept ional assimilation refers 
to . the absence of prejudice . in the ho,st society toward members: of the minority 
group. ( 6) Behavioral receptional assimilation means there is no 
discrimination toward . theminority group exptessed by the host society. (7) 
Civic assimilation means the absence of value arid power conflict between the 
min~rity . and the host . society. · 
In order to measure these aspects of _assimlation in terms of their 
evolution and expression within the Middle Eastern ethnic community of 
Jacksonville, a questionnaire wa:s developed to probe these seven variables. 
Factual and -opinion questions were. posed with respect to each . of · the seven. 
processes. 
With respect to acculturation, : questions related to norms of overt 
behavior are essential. Since .culture also embraces values and beliefs, a set 
of questions designed to probe . these cognitive areas was also included. 
Structural assimilation was approached from the avenue of interaction patterns 
on the primary group level as well as from the perspective of participation in 
formal organizations. Background questions dealt with actual patterns of 
· intermarriage while attitude questions •related to dating and courtship patterns 
of the next generation gave clues to feelings about the intermarriage ~recess 
in the future. Identificational ·assimilation was approached by asking 
respondents to report how they identify themselves. Other questions dealing 
with views about citizenship, political behavior and related at~itudes pressed 
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. the identificational ·patterns further. The subprocesses of prejudice and ·. 
discrimination had . to .be probed in. terms of the perceptions of these two forces 
. . 
held by the re~pondents. · · Quest:Lons related to feelings and · behavior concerning 
. . . 
the Arab-Israeli -conflict in the Middle East comprised the main index . of the 
civic assimilation variable~ 
The questionnaire was designed to measure the extent and forms of . 
assimilation that have occurred since Middle Easterners began arriving in the 
last decade of the nineteenth century. From these findings can also be gleaned 
some indication of the likelihood that. the group will remain an identifiable 
· social entity into the future.. Material of this kind, then, presents evidence 
of both assimilation and cultural pluralism. Indeed, the findings of this 
· study indicate that both of th~se p~tterns are preserttly in effect and that 
. members of the group feel considerable satisfaction with the accomodation they 
have made to the· host society. Many express an attitude whi<¥1 might be summed . 
up in the expression "having the best of two worlds". -
Selection of the Respondents 
In the sumner of 1977, eighty-eight members of · the Middle Eastern ethnic 
group of Jacksonville completed questionnaires. The respondents were made 
available through organized clubs, friendship and family connections and 
through selection from Arabic names in the Jacksonville telephone book. The 
respondents came from all segments of the community in terms of age, country of 
origin, sex and subgroups within the Christianreligion. No claim is made that 
this is a scientific sample of the whole. community. 2 While the group may be 
somewhat biased in favor of those who have remained in ethnic organizations, 
the respondents in fact include some highly assimilated individuals reached 
through friendship and kinship networks as well as the telephone book. 
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· The major presentation o·f the analysis of the questionnaiz::es is a 
. . 
. -
percentage distrib~tion of responses to qu~stion~ having relevance to ·eacb 
subprocess · or variable of assimilation. · These data provide evidence of 
consl.derable assimilation · in map.y areas of social and·. cultural life, but also 
denote · considerable retention of cultural traits- and social patterns of Arabic 
character. · 
In an effort to se·cure more refined .·  information as to which subgroups 
within the whole are characterized by greater or lesser assimilation, an Anova 
program was run on the data, _ showing differences of means . based on the 
variables of age, generationin ~his · country, country of origin, sex, religion, 
origin of . spouse, ·education and 1ncome. Wherev.er the Anova findings . are · 
· significant they are interpolated into the · sunnnary of findings. 
3' 
Background Information on Respondents 
Of the respondents 51.1% (45 individuals) were male and 48.9% (43 
individuals) were female. Of the.se 25.0% were immigrant, or first · generation; 
56.8% were children of immigrant, or second generation; and 18.2% were 
grandchildren of immigrant, or third generation. With respect to age the 
breakdown was 26 .1% aged 17-29; 51.1% aged 30-59; 19. 3% aged 60-80; · 3. 4% gave 
no age. The country of origin of the respondent or his/her Middle . Eastern 
ancestor was 42. 0% from Syria; 20.5% from Lebanon; 6. 8% from Iraq; · 22. 7% from 
Palestine; 8.0% from a combination of two of these. 
Male 
Female 
Total 
TABLE 1 
Sex of Respondents 
51.1% 
48.9% 
100.0% 
(45 individuals) 
(43 individuals) 
TABLE 2 
Generation 6f Re&pond~nts 
Irtmigrant or . First . 
Children .of •· itnmigrant or . Second 
Grandchildren of _ immigrant: or Third 
Total 
TABLE 3 
Age of Re•pondents 
.17 - 19 Years · 26.1% 
30 - 59 Years · 51.1% 
60 - 80 ·Years 19.3% 
No age given 3.4% 
Total 99 .9% . 
TABLE 4 
25.0% 
56.8% 
18.2% .. 
100.0% 
Country of Origin of Respondent or Ancestor 
Syria 
Lebanon . 
Iraq: 
Palestine 
Combination of 2 
Total 
42.0% 
20.5% 
6.8% . 
22.7% 
8.0% 
100.0% 
In terms of marita_l status, 20.5% were single; 69.3% were married; 10.2% 
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were widowed or divorced. Of the married and widowed, the origin of spouse was 
69.1% Middle Eastern; 22.1% Anglo-American; and ·8.8% European, mainly Italian . 
and Polish. 
Single 
Married 
TABLE 5 
Marital Status 
. Widowed or Divorc~d 
Total 
20.5% 
69.3% 
10.2% 
' 100.0% 
TABLE- 6_ 
Origin a·f S·pouse of Married .& Widowed 
Middle Easte-rn 
. Anglo:-American 
European · 
Total 
69.1% 
22~1% 
8~8% 
100.0% 
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The religious affiliation was 50!.6% Roman Catholic; 13.9% Syrian Orthodox; 
35.4% Protestant .. 
TABLE 7· 
Religious Affiliatio~ 
Roman Catholic 
Syria~ ·Orthodox 
Protestant . 
Total 
50~6% 
13.9% 
34.4%. 
100.0% 
· On the educational variable 34.5%were high _ school .graduates, or less . 
(so~e were only 17 yeara of age and h~d not completed their edu~atirin); 43.7% 
had had some college or had graduated from. college.; 21.8% had done graduate · 
work, some having completed advanced professional degrees. 
In the interest of assessing intergenerational mobility a question on 
educational attainment of the father of the respondent was asked. Of the 
fathers 53.4% had graduated from high school or less; 30.1% had some college or 
a college degree; and 16.4% had done graduate work or held graduate degrees. 
There is evidence of improved educational holdings between the generations in 
these data. Since some of the respondents have not yet completed their 
education, the extent of educational achievement of this group are. not yet 
complete. 
· ·. TABLE -8 
EducationaL Attainment of Respondents and Their Fathers 
High SchooJ . or less .. 
Some College ort a Degree 
Graduate Work on Degree . 
Total 
Respondents 
34.5% 
43.7% 
21.8% 
100.0%. 
. Fathers 
53.4% 
30.1% 
16.4% 
100.0% 
The occupation of the head of the house for each respondent was 31.6% 
professional-technical; 34.2% business-manager;. 21.1% clerical-sales; 5. 3% 
skilled workers; 7.9% retired· •. Again a comparison was sought between. the 
occupation of the head of the houae of the respondent with the head of the 
house of his father. Here the. pattern of upward' mobility is quite clear~ For 
the fathers of the heads of h6use 8.2% were professional-technical; 63.3% were 
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business-manager; 4.1% were in clerical-sales; 14.3% were skilled workers; 8.2% 
were retired; and 2.0% were farmers. 
'i'AB_LE 9 
Occupation of Head of House of Respondent's and 
Occupation of Head of House of Respondent's Father 
Occupation 
Prof~s~ional-Technical 
Business-Manager 
Clerical-Sales 
Skilled Worker 
Farmers 
Retired 
Total 
Respondent 
31 •. 6% 
34.2% 
21.1% 
5.3% 
0.0% 
7.9% 
100.1% 
Father of Respondent 
8.2% 
63.3% 
4.1% 
14.3% 
2.0% 
8.2% 
100.1% 
The group of respondents to the questionnaire, then, reflected a cross 
section of ethnic group members in terms of age, . sex, marital status, 
education, occupation and country of origiri. On the basis of educational 
attainment and occupation the respondents were better off than their fathers 
had been. 
Behavior·al Assimilation or AcGulturation . \ . . . . 
Of 'the · seven v~riables, · or subpro(:esses, of assimilation set forth · by 
Gordon, acculturation would seem to be · the ·initial process under most 
circumstances. Members of an ethnic minority must know the language and 
cust.oms of the host society sufficiently to earn· a l .iving and acquire the .· 
. necessitie,s - of life. An exception < to this would be . the presence of a 
self~contained ethnic · enclave sufficiently . large to function · as a cultural 
island within a . city where some members could live a totally separate .social . 
. life. This was ·rtever th.e situation for the Middle Eastern . immigrants to 
·Jacksonville . 
. The content of culture, however, embraces more than language and 
' ' 
' ' 
behavioral norms~ L.egal no.rms, or laws, must be understood suff ic ie.nt ly to 
comply with the dema~ds of the host society, at lea~t to a minimal degree. 
Further, the· con.cept of culture embraces the value orientation, belief systems 
' ' 
and basic institut.ions such . ~s family and religion. The · questions that were 
asked . in . the questionnaire were designed to measure assimilation, or the 
absence of it, in all ofthe.se aspects. of social life. The unwillingness. to · 
take on the host society's patterns in a particular area was interpreted as a 
strain toward cultural retention of the Middle Eastern patterns • 
. Language 
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Language embodies the very essence of a culture; it . is the vehicle through 
which cultural ·Values, beliefs and norms are symboli2;ed and transmitted 
fro+
1
eneration to generation. The question of the retention of the use of 
Arabic by members of the ethnic community was designed as an index of an 
emphasis on cultural pluralism that retards complete acculturation. Since the 
use of . Arabic would have to be confined. to f~mily and ethnic community it 
serves as an indic~tio~ of cultural sepatatism~ 
In answer to the question, "Is Arabic s ·poken in your home?" respondents 
answered 15.9%never; 48~9% occasionally; 35.2% often. Arabic conversation is 
clearly a continuing norm ·among· the respondents. In answer to the question, 
"If .so, who spea.ks it?''. responses were 34.8% everyone; the remainder indicated 
the use · of. Arabic was limited to parents and grandparents!' 
TABLE 10 
"Is Arabic Spoken in Your· Home?" 
. Never 
Oc~asionally 
Often 
Total 
15.9% 
. 48.9% 
35.2% 
100.0% 
The Anova program revealed variations between . subgroups. Females, first 
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generation re.spondents and people of Palestinian origin were significantly more 
likely t .o report the use of Arabic in the home. These differences may well be 
explained by the recency of the immigration of the Palestinian group (Phase III 
and post 1950), signifying closer ties with the original culture. Also there · 
is the probability that Arabic was the mother · tongue for a larger proportion, 
·certainly those of · the first or immigrant generation. 
In answer to the question, "Do you think Middle Easterners should be 
. trained in the Arabic language?" 90.9% said yes; only 9.1% said no. The 
conviction that Arabic shouLd be taught to the younger generation was general, 
with nosignificant variations among the -subgroups. This reflects a belief 1n 
the value of the ethnic heritage with respect to l~ngua~e. A less specific 
ques~ion serves to support this interpretation. In response tp the statement 
"Middle Eastern heritage and culture should be · ~ontinued in this country", 
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61.4% strongly agreed;. 31.3% agreep; 7. 2% neither agreed nor dfsagreed. Np one 
. . 
disagreed with the ~ta~ement. 
TABLE 11 
"Do · You ·_ Think Middle Easterners Should 
Be Trained in the Arabic Language?" 
·Yes . ' 
No 
·Total . 
TABLE 12 
90.9% 
9.1% 
-100.0% 
"Middle Eastern Heritage and Culture . 
Should Be _Continued In This Country." 
Strongly Agree - · 
_Ag:ree 
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree . 
Total 
61.4% 
31.3% · 
. 7. 2% 
99.9% 
A more specific language question asked, "Is an Arabic _ newspaper o.r 
periodical regularly received in your · home?" to which 44.7% replied yes and 
55.3% said no. Again there is evidence of cultural retention or pluralism in 
this sizable minority who continue to read the Arabic language and who keep in 
touch with . the larger ethnic community _ through periodicals emanating from New 
York or Detroit. 
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· · ·. Religi~n . 
! .· 
The Middle Eastern ethnic gro~p . in Jacksonville is overwhelmingly 
Christian. · In the Middle · East the Christian group was a numerical minority and 
a somewhat segmentalized one : at that. · The Maronites, primarily in Lebanon, and 
the Mel kites, primarily in Syria, were tradi~ional, Byzantian chu,rches that 
historically affiliated with the Roman Catholic Church while retaining their 
own rituals. The Syrian· Orthodox, primarily in the interior areas but found 
throughout the Middle East, _ are similar to the Greek Orthodox in liturgy and 
ritual but with · their own Patriarch in Damascus. All· three of these ancient 
denomina·tions utilize Arabic a~d" Aramaic in their liturgy. ·. In addition there 
is a Protestant segment that >originated during the nineteenth century through 
missionary activities, primarily of . the Presbyterian Church. Most of the 
migrants to Jac~sonville were of these groups. In recent years a few Middle 
Eas.tern Moslems have come. As of 19 80 there were so few that they he 1 d 
reli~ious· services in homes.. None of these. were . among ·the subjec.ts of this 
study. 
In America the general culture is generally .more Protestant in outlook and 
value than Catholic. Among the Catholic segment, the Roman Catholic Church was 
established early and has been ihe major denomination. · In its own right it has 
served as an assimilating. institution for ·many immigrants who · found it easier 
to join Roman Catholic congregations than to try to begin churches of their 
own. Orthodox groups have often joined the Greek Orthodox congregations. 
In Jacksonville there have been two native Middle Eastern Catholic priests 
since the mid-1930's. Using the facilities of one of the Catholic churches, 
each continued some of the Syriac liturgy of the old country. Most Middle 
Eastern Roman Catholics in Jacksonville are members of Roman Catholic 
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congregations other than or in addition to · the ethnic one, using . the ethnic .· 
. . . . . . . - ~ . . 
. .· . . . . . 
service only on special occasions. In the m{d.-1970' s a Syrian Orthodox Church 
was built .and its own priest became _perlllarteilt. - Prior to that time Syrian 
Orthodox immigr:ants joined Pr~s byterian, ·Episcopal, Greek Orthodox, or Roman 
Catholic · congreg_at ions. Middle Eastern Protestants have usually joined 
Presbyterian churches. From the mid-1930's until the mid~l970' s there was a 
separate Syrian Presbyterian Church. 'fhis church' has ceased ·_ to be a separate 
ethnic institutiori. 
-while often identified as Protestant in its ma~n cultural value 
orientation, America also has a strong theme · of secularism an_d -religious 
freedom built into its institutions. The emphasis on science and progress as 
well as the high degree of individualism present outlooks that are at variance 
with -the traditional Middle Eastern_ religious perspective. · 
Since religion is often identified with language as a powerful force for 
ethnic bonding; a series of questions related to religion was asked. In answer 
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to the question, "How often do you attend religious services?" 48.2% said at 
least once a week, with an additional 20.6% attending at least once a month. 
Most of the~e attend services in church~s that ar~ integrated with respect to 
the larger community. Only a very small percentage of those reporting church 
attendance w~ekly or _ at least once a month, 9.6%, exclusively attend the Syriac 
services of the .-$yrian Roman Catholic priest. -Of the others, 13.9% identify 
themselves as Syrian Orthodox and attend the ethni6 church of that 
denomination. 
While regular church attendance reflects a religious emphasis that is a 
deeply engrained part of traditional Middle Eastern culture~ religion has also 
served as an assimilating institution since only a IDinority of the respondents 
indicate participation in exclusively ethnic religious st~uctures. 
One other · indicator • of the ini-portance· .of · religion within the · v.alue . system 
of the group was · reflecteci iri responses to the ques·tion, "All in all, . how 
important . would .you say religion is to you?" · to . wh_ich 88.2% replied either 
·. quite · important or . very im~ortant. The A nova · program indica ~ed that · the Roman 
Catholic .subgroup was significantly more likely to place a · high importance on 
reiigion . than the other groups. . On the other religion questions, however, 
there was no significant variation <in the. responses of the subgroups, on the 
basis 6f age~ sex, country of origin or generation. In general there is a 
strong commit tment to religion expressed . throughout the segments of the ethnic 
group. 
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While religion is ciea.rly of importance as a value orientation for . life, 
other -problem-solving avenues are also part of the general outlook expressed in 
replies to questions designed to .probe the .acceptance of the emphasis of 
sc~ence and progress which are typical of American society. In answer to the 
question, "What is the first thing you do when you or a member of your family 
has a health problem?" 76.5% replied· see a doctor; 12.'9% replied pray; 10.6% 
answered nothing, wait and see.. Though religion is important, the reliance ~n 
medical science is accepted. 
In response to the statement, "Progress is occurring ~n most areas of life 
in America", 78% agreed; 10.6% were .neutral; and 9.4% disagreed. In light of 
the fact that fatalism has been identified as typical of .traditional Middle 
Eastern culture, one would infer that assimilation in the area of this cultural 
value has taken place. 
There are, however, limits· to which this optimism about science and 
progress is expressed. In answer to the statement, "Science will eventually 
provide us with answers to all our personal and social problems", 59.5% 
disagreed; 17.6% were neutral; only 13.1% agreed. Religion is tempered with · 
acceptance of science and progress, but not to the extent of complete reliance. 
A related value, strongly emphasized . in American culture, sets forth the 
. . 
illlportance of ha-rd work; as opposed to luck, in the · achievement pJ:ocess ~ : In ·_ 
response ~o the . statement, . ''Hard . work is much more importan_t than luck in 
getting aheadin the . world", 80% agreed; 17.6%were neutral; only 3.5% 
disagreed. · While the necessity for hard work was experienced by most Middle 
Easterners at home and in this country; the reliat1Ce . on this avenue for 
success, a~ opposed . to a fatalism -abou·t life, may TN_ell reflect value 
acculturation. 
Food Customs 
· Since th.e preparation, serving and · consumption . of food are · extremely 
important foci in the context of Middle Eas:t :ern c1.1lture, there was a series of 
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questions related to . th.e · retention of food customs. In. answer to the ·question, _ 
"Is Middle E.as tern food served in your · home,., 51.2% said more ofte.ri than not or 
regularly; an additional 33% said about half the · time; only -15.9% said rarely 
or never. In answer to the quest ion, "When· you give a party at your home, ·. do 
you serve. Middle Eastern refreshments?" 73.2%indicated this occurred . often or 
regularly. Clearly the serving of Mid~le Eastern food is typical both for 
fa~ily use an~entertaining purposes. 
TABLE 13 
"Is Middle Eastern Food Served In Your Home?" 
Regularly 
About half the time 
Rarely or never 
Total 
51 • 2% . 
33.0% 
15.9% 
100.0% 
In answer to the question, "Of the following, and in addition to 
child-rearing, which do you feel is the most important activity of the wife in 
your household?" · · 64. 7% -chose food prepa.ra tion, as opposed to · 30.9% who 
indica·ted house cleaning and 4.4% caring for clothing. Among the wifely 
virt~es food pre~~ration is preferred by almost two thirds, ~ith nG significarit 
variatiori between- groups. 
Two other ques-tions - probed the investment of time and money involved in 
food preparation. , In reply to the question; "In your estimation, how· would you 
juc:lge the proportion of time ~pent for food preparation in your family as 
compared with· an·: American family : of the same general fea-tures?" 50% said much 
·. more and 33.3% said ·a little more. · . (This reflects some awareness of family 
memQers of the effort involved irt the laborious preparation of this delectable 
cuisine.) In answer to asimilar question estimating the proportion of income 
spent for food compared with a parallel American family' 39.2% replied much 
more .. and 30.4% replied a little more. · Almost 70% ·feels - that more ' is spent than 
in a comparable American household and apparently, on the basis of other 
responses, feels this is an important value on which . to · sperid time .· and money. 
Arabic Music and Dancing 
dne other tangible evid~nce of cultural retention has to do with the 
possession of Arabic . phonograph records and the knowledge and • practice of 
Arabic dancing. In answer to th.e- question, "Do you own Arabic records 1n your 
home?" 29.1% replied no, while 70.9% replied yes. Of the positive responders, 
55.5%indicated they played them often or regularly. The Anova program showed 
that the firs -t (immigrant) and- third generations were significantly more likely 
to own Arabic records than the second generation. This may reflect .a 
. . 5 
reactivation of interest in ethnic her1tage, as Hansen suggested, in the third 
generation after some rejection ·of cultural difference in the second 
generation. 
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·. TABLE 14· .. 
"Do You Own Arabic Records :In Your Home?~' 
Yes 
No 
Total 
70.9% 
. 29.1% 
100.0% . 
ln answer to the question, . "Do you know how to dance the debky and other 
Middle Eastern dances?" only 16.1% said not at all; 43.7% said a little; 24.1% 
rather we11; 16.1% very well. Among the respondent.s the ethnic dance is known 
and practiced. ·The Anova program indicated . a significantly .higher report for 
. affirmative answers rela:t'ed to ethnic dancing for those in the 17-29 age 
cate~ory. This seems to · point to retention and continuity of this cultural 
trait. 
Family 
Since the family, both nuclear and extended, is at the very core of Middle 
Eastern social structure, a group of questions was included . to ascertain 
whether or not the traditional features associated with this basic institution 
are being modified through acculturation. 
The middle class Americ~n family is typically defined and described as 
nuclear in structure, with other relatives occupying peripheral places. in terms 
of obligations and commitment. Though originally patriarchal in authority and 
characterized by the double standard in se~ role behavior and power, it has in 
· recent decades gone toward an egalitarian model with an emphasis on autonomy 
and individualistic rights for wives and children as well as the male head. 
Throug~out the twentieth century, with the exception of the post World War II 
baby boom, fertility has steadily declined. 
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. The . traditional Mi.ddle }!;a~ tern -: family is . by contrast characterized by a · . 
. . ·. . . . . . . . .. : : .·· . : . ·. . . . . . 
· strong emph-asis of. the extended -family as the network in which the . nuclear unit 
finds its most meaningful relationships. While womeri.have considerable 
authority within the domain- of the running ·of the house; the patriarchal 
structure is still ct~ar. Superordinat:ion and subordination were articulated 
' . ' 
~ . . 
in h~sband~wife and parent-child rela-tionship • . Fertility was high, with some · 
favoring of males ·in the distribution · of scarce resources, · such as access to 
educational opportunity. 
With resp.ect to the patterns of superordination and subordination between 
husbands and wives several questions were posed. · In· response> to the questio,n, 
"Who has the largest say in making decisions in · your home?" 55.2% said the 
husband; 3.9% said the wife; 40.8%: said both in equal degree. While a majority 
still report. patriarchal decision-making, a sizable: minority are pres.ently 
egalitarian. 
TABLE 15 
"Who Has The . Larges.t Say In Making . 
Decisions In Xou:r Home?" 
Husband, 
Wife 
Both equally 
.Total 
55.2% 
. 3.:9% 
40.8% 
· 99.9% 
In response to the statement, "The Women's Liberation Movement has brought 
about many much-needed changes inAmerica", 26.8% agreed; 29.3% neither agreed 
nor disagreed; 43.9% disagreed •. The Anova program indicated that those with 
higher educational attainment were significantly more likely to agree with the 
statement. In response to the statement, "It would be good fo-r America if the 
Equal Rights Amnendment should pass", 23.8% agreed; 19.0% were neutral; 57.1% 
disagreed. 
... TABLE . 16 .· 
"It Would · Be Good For At11erica lf 'The 
Equal Rights : Atrimendment Should Pass .' 11 · 
Agree 
·Neutral 
Disagre.e . 
Total 
23.8% 
19.0% 
57.1% 
99.9% 
With respect to behavioral . patterns related to · patriachal aspects of the 
family the following ques.tion was as:ke.d: ·. 11 In matters of comfort, such as who 
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is first served food · or re freshme.nt, what is the pat tern in yo4r family?" 64.5% 
reported t:he father; 13.1% said the moth:er ·; 22.4% said the children.. The 
indication here is that the role of mini~tering wife and mother takes 
precedence over any preferential treatment o.f the woman dver children 1n a 
Middle . Eastern family. The·interests and needs of children are recognized. 
A group of questions centered on patterns of parental authority. In 
answer to. the question, 11How would you ch~acterize the manner in which you 
were raised by your parents?'' 68.6% said strictly; 25.6% said neither strictly 
. . . . 
nor permissively; 5. 8% said permissively. In response to the quest ion, 11 How· 
· would you characterize the manner in which you hav.e raised your children?" 
49.2% said strictly; 40.7% said neither strictly nor permissively; 10.2% said 
permissively • . There has been some. shift away from strictness· and toward 
permiss-iveness. 
A comparative question was included to assess the perception of the . 
. . . : . ·. . . . . . ' . . 
respondents . of the childi:earing pat~erns of the American host !;bciety. In 
. response to .· the statement, "Childtert brought .tip in American ho.mes have been 
. . . . 
brought up too. permiSsively'', 61.8·% agreed; 25% netther agreed nor disagreed; 
. . . . . . · . . 
13.1% disagreed. · These responses imply a negative value . judgment, indicating · 
· some resistance to acc.ulturati.on in this area. · Nonetheless; as the paragraph 
above indicates, · some change · has occurred away from strictness and parental 
a uthor:i.ty . . 
·While parental strictness is generally favored over permissiveness, one 
question probed whether this pattern applie~ equally to m:ales and females, or 
whether a double . sta~dard exists, · as is typical of Middle Eastern traditional 
society and culture. In answer to the question, "Do the adolescent boys in 
your family have greater freedom that the· girls?'' 29.3% said no; 27.6% said yes 
in. a few matters; 27.6% said yes in many matters; 8~6% said yes in all matters; 
6.9% found the. question not applicable. For almost two thirds of the 
respo.ndents a pattern of greate~ freedom for the boys in adolescence was 
reported. 
Several items related to importance of the. extended family. In response 
to the question, "Is your house close to the homes of any other mem hers of your 
family", 73.3% replied yes and 26.7% no. There is a pattern of physical 
proximity. In response · to the qu~stion, "Do you entertain relatives with meals 
or other refreshment?" 44.7% said regularly; 47.1% said from time to time; 8.2% 
indicated rarely or never. 
. · TABLE 17 
. . 
"·:ts Your House . Close To The Hom.es ·Of 
· Any-- Other Members Of ·Yo'ur Family?'' -. 
Yes 
No 
Total 
73.3% 
26.7% 
100.0% 
TABLE -18 · 
;· . ... 
. . · : -· · 
"Do You Entertain Relatives With Meals Or Other Refreshment?'' 
Regularly · 
From time ._ to time 
Rarely or never · 
Total 
44.7% . 
47~1% 
.8.2% 
100.0% 
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In· re-sponse .to · the question, ulf you have- a choice of · patronizing· a 
relative's firm or getting ·a cheaper price for the same thing at an American's 
place of business, which do you patroniz-e?" 36.5% said the relative often or 
always; 34.1% indicate no pattern; 29.4% said the American, often: or always. 
While the percentage . patronizing relatives · is not a majority it does seem to 
reflect some sens.e of loyalty and obligation toward the extended family. 
Two other questions were . designed to probe perceptions of the extended 
family in ~erican host society· as compared with the Middle Eastern community. 
In response· to the statement, 11 Amer{can families have too little concern for 
old parents and other - relatives'~, 22.E% strongly agreed; 39~3% agreed; 23~8% 
neither agreed _nor disagreed; 14.3% disagreed. There is a perception among the 
respondents . that American families are too unconcerned. In reply ·to the 
statement, "Middle Eastern families generally take better care of their old 
relatives and other relatives in need than do American families", 38.1% 
strongly agreed; 45.2% agreed; 8. 3% neither ag.reed nor disagreed;_ only 8. 4% 
disagreed. These opinions serve as indicators that extended · family is 
. . \_ 
itnpor tant .to. Middle :Eastern·. c_ommu{lity membe.rs ~ · inv61 ving ·values they do not 
wish to res·tructure along lines they . per~eive in Amer~can society . in general. 
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One final : faU1ily pattern related to accultti.ratiort was . examine4: · fertiiity 
patterns of the last gener~tion and of the present one. The respon4ents .were 
asked to indicate the family size in the family of their 'birth. The mean 
number of children for those families· was 4 .. 48. . Those who have children were 
asked how ma·riy children they now have. The mean number was . 2.57. While this 
is a reduction in f~mily. size over the generation there is still a higher mean 
. . 6 
for .the Middle Eastern group tha,n for the society as a whole. When one 
considers the high economicOstatus and high education attainment reported by 
the respondents, factors usually associated with lowered fertility; ·the size of · 
family is even mo.re impressive. Further, although 83.1% indicated the 
intention of having no more children, some of those reporting hve not yet 
completed their childbearing. 
While there were no significant differences between subgroups with respect 
to. the number of · children in the· family into which respondents were · born, . there 
were several signif1cant differences of means between .subgroups in terms. of 
families of procreation. The means -for those of · the immigrant generation and 
from Palestine were significantly lower than the other national origin groups. 
There was also a significant differnce with respect to religion, with the 
. Syrian Orthodox group_ having the .lowest meari, the Roman Catholics the highest 
and the Protestants falling somewhere between. Since .most of the Syrian 
Orthodox g·roup are from Palestine these two findings may indicate the same 
pattern. 
As would be expected the age category 17-29 had a significantly lower mean 
than the older categories. Since this group also differed significantly 
. . ' . . 
.. · f·" ...... · 
· · .. . _.:. 
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fronf th·e olde;1~· group.s . in · anticipating more children·, this finding may · be 
inconsqtient'ial~ : 
The pattern o.f fertility reflects the ret~ntion of a high value placed on 
· children• The h~gh fertility is found in conjuction with a $tro(lgly e:"~tpresseci 
opinion that young people hav~a a ri~ht. to educa.:tion. In res pons~ to the -
s ta.tement, "It -is important that · young people .have a chance to .go to college", 
70.6% strongly agreed; 25>.9~, agreed; 2.4% neither agreed nor disagreed; only 
·1. 2% disagreed·. The h,igh fertility coexists with a commitment to the needs of 
family members and aiding the chances of upward mobility for . the rising 
generation. 
TABLE. 19 . 
"It Is . Importa.nt That Young People. Have A Chance To. Go To College." . 
Strong-ly agree 
Agree · 
Neither agree or di~agree 
Disagree 
Tota:l 
70.6% 
25.9% 
2 .• 4% 
1.2% 
100.0% 
In summary, with· respect to acculturation the questionnaires reflect some 
. . . 
acceptance. of behavior and: value patter~s from the L9.rger ·host society but also 
indica_te considera.ble retention of elements and patterns from the original . 
culture, as well as an articulated awareness of the importance of preserving 
the cultural heritage for the future. 
Structural Assimilation · 
While acculturation involves changes in behavior and value orientations, 
structural assimilation refers to social interaction patterns expressing 
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. . . . . 
. .. •. ' 
. . . 
entrance intO do~inarit group fo.rmai' arid informal ·St·l;'UCtt}res. ·complete 
. ~ . . . . . 
. . . 
. structural assimilation would imply the absence of bar;riers to group 
. . 
participation, even in close kriit primary group situations. · The absence of 
·structural assimilation would imply .that the ·. ethnic . group · members remain apart . 
. from th.e large society, both . iri formal and informal settings. In the latter 
. . . 
case the ethnic cotimlunity would be a seif-contairied enc.lave . resembling an urban 
village. It is also possible .for members of an ethnic community to belong to 
ethnic organizations, socialize . mainlywith .other ethnic gtoupmembers and · yet 
. . 
. have memberships in groups an~ organizations iri ~he larger hos~ society. In 
this situation, structural assimilation would .be . far . from complete, . but would 
·. have proceeded t .o an extent • 
. One set of questions ascertained the neighborhood patterns in which the 
respondents actually live and those they would prefer, in terms of Middle 
Eastern or American neighbors. In res pons·e to the question, 11 Is your house 
close to other . Middle Easterners' · homes -?,; 78.2% . said yes . and. 21.8% said no. 
For the. question~ ''Would you prefer to live in "a neighborhood with :all Middle 
Eastern, mostly Middle Eastern, mostly American, all American, or mixed half 
and half?'' 3.9% said all Middle Eastern,; 10.4% said mostly Middle Eastern; 
53.2% said half and half; and 32.5% indicatedmostly American. These res~onses 
clearly indicate preference for an ·integrated American-Middle Eastern 
neighborhood • . 
TABLE 20. 
"Would You Prefer To Live InA Neighborhood With All Middle Eastern, Mostly 
Middle Eastern, Mos ~ ly American, All American, Or Mixed. Half And Half? 11 
All Middle Eastern 
Mostly Middle Eastern 
Mostly Americ~n 
All -American 
Half and half . 
Total · 
3.9% 
10.4% 
32.5% 
53.2% 
100.0% 
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. . . . · 
·. · In · response .. to · the question,_ ''How: many: ()f · your · ~lose friends are . from the 
. . . ·. . ' .•· ... , . . . . . 
. Middle Eastern community?i' 5.:9% said all; 37.6% said most'; 28.2% said about 
hal fi . 21.2% : s:aid .a ·few; 7.-1% said .none. Middle Eastern people find . more of 
their close . friendships within the group, or mixed at least half within the 
. . ... . . ' . . . ·. . . . . . . . .·. · .. . . · 
group. The subgroups ._ with educational attainment of high school of less and of 
the immigrant . generatio~ were .significantly more . likely to rep~rt most or all 
of their f~iendships from withiri the Middle Eastern group. 
TABLE 21 
"How Mariy O'f Your Close Friends Are 
From The Middle Eastern Community?" 
All 
Most 
About Half 
Few 
None 
Total 
5.9% 
. 37.6% 
·28.2% 
21.2% 
7.1% 
100.0% 
In response to the question, "What is the membership o,f your . closest 
leisure groups, such as bridge and' poker parties?" 30.8% said all Middle 
Eastern; 39.7% said mixed, with more Middle Eastern than American; 14.1% said 
mixed, with more American than Middle Eastern; . 15.4% said all American. 
Generation was significantly related to response; with the first generation 
more likely to respond toward Middle Eastern group membership and each 
successive generation shifting toward the mixed American response. 
A related question, "When you entertain with social events, such as 
parties, from which groups .are your guests . usually drawn?" was answered as 
fol.lows: 14.5%. sa~d all Middle Eastern; 57.8% mixed, with more Middle Eastern 
than American; 21.7% mixed, with more American than MidQle Eastern; 6.0% all 
. . 
American. For this question the immigrant generation was again significantly 
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.:· . . 
. mor.e likely to respo~ld w_ith ~11 or . lllosely · ~id.dle Eastern~ gilests ~ The Anova 
· program also showed ·that tho.se with non-Middle Eastern spouses were 
. . ·_ . . . . : . . . 
. . .· . . 
significantly more 'lik~ly .to have :American guests ·, indicating that 
intermarriage has an effect on enter:tainm~nt patterns with respect to ethnicity 
of guests. In response t .o the question, "When there is a wedding in your 
. . . . ·.· . ·. . . : . 
family group,. . i~ the celebration mainly a rece~tion for family and fellow 
Middle Easterners?" 54.3% said yes and 45.7% said no. 
TABLE 22 
"When You .Entertain With Socic;ll Events, Such As Par ties, 
From Which Groups · Are Your Guests Usually Drawn?" 
All Middle Eastern . 
Mixed with more Middle Eastern 
Mix.ed with more American 
All American 
Total 
14.5% 
57.8% 
21.7% 
6~0% 
100.0% 
In reply to two q.uestions related to serving meals to friends, . however, 
·the assimilation pa.ttern appeared more strongly. · In response to the question, 
"Do you entertain Middle Eastern close friends with meals and other 
refreshments?" 22.9% said rarely or never; 50.6% said from time to time; 26.5% 
said regularly. This is · an expected pattern, reflecting hospitality and 
leisure activity within the ethnic community. In response to the question, "Do 
you entertain American friends with meals or other refreshments?" the same 
general _patterns emerged: 30.2% said rarely or never; 47.7% said from time to 
time; 22.1% said regularly. If it is true that people who eat together are apt 
to feel comfortable together, this pattern would indicate a developing pattern 
of structural assimilation. 
Clearly there is greater likelihood that expressive events include more 
Middle Eastern relatives and friends than .Americans, but this is not an unmixed 
picture. · •Atrieri~ans~ - ar_e -_· include~( as · friends_; -close ne{ghqors, g~ests, · and 
. • - . . 
. . . . . · . . · 
fellow;..celebrants by the respondents.·, though not as- generally as fellow Middle 
Eas terrier~. · 
While -the · questions discuss-ed above · were designed to assess the patterns 
of · interaction that . include Ainericans and indicate primary group relationships 
. . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. that imply developing s~ructural assimilation, several qu·estions related to 
. . . 
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participatiOn Jn ethnic organizatio~ts and theirfunction, which stress cult11ral 
· .pluralism. - In response to the questiop, ''How oft¢n -do · you·- participate in the 
social functins of the · salaam Club?"l6% repl.ie(l . never; 23.5% replied on rare 
occasions; 38.3% said from time to time; 22.2% said always. When it is 
considered that one · fifth of the group now belong .to a subgroup with its own 
ethnic club there _ is evidence that the ·_ Salaam Club serves as . an important 
orga-nization - for the social activities of members of the group. In answer to 
· the question, "How often do you participa-te in the social func·tions of the 
Ramallah Club?" 48.7% replied never; 21.1% said on' rare· occasions; 7. 9% said 
from time to time; 22.4% said always. · Since the . group from Palestine (ma.inly 
. Ramal lab) comprised 22 . ~ 7% of the total respondents ., it seems -clear that this 
subgroup participates actively in its - ethnic organization. 
In response to the question, "Do you attendthestate convention of the 
. . 
Fedetatiori of Middle Eastern Clubs?" 2~.3% said usually; 37.3% said once every 
two or three years; 37.3% said never. Since this response included the 
Palestinl.an group who· have their own organizational structure, it is clear that 
ethnic organizations are · of importance to the Jacksonville Middle Eastern 
community. 
In response to the question, "Do you make an effort to patronize Middle 
Eastern people and businesses owned by Middle Easterners in Jacksonville?" 
73.6% said yes; 26.4% said no. In. general, this datum supports the contention 
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. .·· .. ... . 
that . ·th.e . ethnic ~omrininity .gt;!nerates loyalty .and · ~utu~l support. ~ · ··. However, thos·e .· 
who were married to Anglo-:Americans were ~igriifica~tly · less likely to make . this 
effort; indicating that· one aspect of assimilation may well tie in with or lead 
to . others. · 
· · It is difficult · to ·asses,s · the : pre~ise amount of structuraL assimilation · 
that has transpire'd for the, ··Middle Eas~erners of . Jacksonville. Clearly, 
- . . . 
Americans are . included in friendship and entertainment cliques .. · Yet the ethnic 
community sets bqundaries for . many activities which form th~ · framework in which 
. . . . . 
expressive and leisure activities occur~ · . Cultural pluralism. is st:ill . very much 
in evidence here, . though some · assi~:Liation has . certainly occurred. 
Marital Assimilation or Amalgamation 
Interma~riage with members of the host society or with members of other 
minorities . is. a pattern which often indicat,es ~ the w~akening of. ethnic bonds. 
Insofar as . efforts are made to discourage int:ermarriage with . the · host society 
. the ethnic group tends to · perpetuate its . ide~tity a.nd . the continuation of its 
cultural heritage. Two approaches. of assessment of this variable were included 
in. the questionnaire data. One was . a question on the ethnicity of the spouses 
of the married, widowed or divorced res.pondents:. • In addi ton, a group of 
. . . 
opinion questions related to dat-ing and marriage patterns for the next 
generation were included. 
In response to the question, "If you are married or widowed, what is/was 
the ethnic background of your spouse?'' 69.1% ,said Middle East~rn; 22.1% said 
Anglo-American; 8. 8% said European (Spanish, Italian, Polish). In response to 
the question, "Have you ever been divorced?" 90.7% said no and 9.3% said yes. 
In response . to the question, "If you have been divorced, what was the ethnic 
identity of your former spouse?" 22.2% ·said Middle Eastern; 55.6% said 
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- . ~ 
Anglo~_Ametican; and 22.2% s~id Europe~n. ~ A01011~ th~ · sm~ll minor-ity· who had, been · 
. . ' . . 
· divorced, the majority .had been mar:ried to spouses drawn frotil outside the 
. . . . . . . . . 
·ethnic g~oup. ·. The majority of all respondents ,r.aported intragroup marriage. 
. . . . . 
Four questions were designed · to probe s~ntiments ~about dating and marriage 
of the younger generation. In response to t:h~ statement, '~It i.s better for 
giris of Middle Eastern background to. date boys fro1n the aame group than to 
. . . . . . ·. . . . . . . ·. : . . . -
date Arneric~n boys", 47.6% agreed (half of these strongly); 28.6% neither 
agreed nor disagreed; 23.8% disagreed. To the same question the ·response with 
respect to boys was similar. 47.1% agreed (almost half strongly); 29.4% . 
neither agreed nor disagreed; 23. 6%. disagreed. No double standard is in 
evidence wi,th ·respect to ·this- sentiment~ 
TABLE -23 
"It Is Better For Girls Of Middle Eastern Background To Date 
Boys From The Same· Group Than To ·Date' American Boys." 
Agree 
Neutral 
Disagree · 
Total 
TABLE 24 
47.6% 
28.6% 
23.8% . 
. 100.0% 
''It ts B~ttar For Boys Of "Middle Eastern Backgrorind To Date 
Girls From The Same Group Than To Date American Girls." 
Agree· 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Total 
47.1% 
29.4% 
"23.6% .· 
100.1% 
In response to the statement, "It is important that young people of Middle 
Eastern descent marry within the group'', 50.0% agreed (half str~ngly); 29.8% 
neither agreed .nor disagreed; 20.2% disagreed. ·· There appears to. be a . strong 
··.:· : 
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bia~ against . illtertila.r~iage airiong · t}Je respondent~ . . · :In . response tc> . the 
. . ... '· · . ... .. · ....... ·. .· . · . . : . ·. ·.·· '. 
statement, '1 It is more iiilportant that Middle Eastern . young ·. peopl~ marry within 
. . . . . 
the same religious group than th~t they rna~ry within the same e.thnic group"' 
35. 7% . agreed; ·.· 36.9% neith,er agreed nor disagreed:; 27.3% disagreed. The.re is a 
cle.ar preference for intra-group marriage, though religious . affiliation is · also 
important. 
TABLE -25 
"l.t Is . Important That Yo~rig People Of 
Middle · Eastern .Descent Marry Within The Group." . 
Agree · 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Total 
50.0% 
29.8% 
20.2% 
' 100.0% 
One other opinion question had .indirect relevance to the matter of choice 
of matriag~ partners. • In response . to the statement, "In general, people of 
Middle Eastern background have a bette.r character than most Americans have", 
53.0% agreed; 26.5% neither agreed nor disagreed; 20.5% ·disagree.d. · 
Ethnocentric :attitudes are transmitted just as other cultural trai~s are and 
they form some barrier to future amalgamation. 
While the expression of 6pinions and attitudes does not necessarily 
provide an accurate prediction of future behavior it does reflect forces that · 
retard marita.l assimilation. · 
Identificational Assimilation 
One of the essential elementsin the definition of an ethnic group 1s the 
sense of peoplehood it feels and expresses. Should this subjective bonding 
spirit completely disappear the group would not long continue as an 
identifiable entity. Ccmplete identificational assimilation would imply that 
members · of the· group · in · quest:io~- id~ntitfy with the l~ost -society so ·totally 
. . . . 
. . . . ' . . 
that .it no longer· uses. nani~ t~rminology rE!lated .to ~ the country of origin nor 
has any sense of ' loyalty or patriotism for the· old country. 
At the most elemental level identificatio11al assimilation. is · shown by the 
fact that all o.f the respondents · are American citizens, . 71.4% born in th.is 
country and 28.6% naturalized citizens. 'rhis (:!thnic ·group _is not made up of 
sojourners. but of those who migrated with the: intention of staying. 
Citizenship and its obligations are taken seriously. · In answer to the 
question, "How important do you feel that it is for a citizen to exercise the 
right to vote?" 84.7% said very important; 12.9% said piode-rate1y important; 
2.4%· said not at all important. In answer to the question, "Do you vote 1.n 
national elections?'~ 73.5% said alw~ys; 15.7% said usually or sometimes;. 10.8% 
said never. 
. . . . : 7 . 
Th1.s 1.s cons1.derably above the nat1.onal average. S1.nce some of 
. . 
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the res.pondents were too young to have voted in a national election at the time 
of the survey, the: response ,is even more impre.ssive. 
·Interestingly, in answer to the questio·n, "Would you vote for a candidate 
. . 
of .Middle Eastern background; rega-rdless of his party or stand on the issues?" 
75.3% replied no, while 24.7% repliedalways or usually. While there is some 
ethnic loyalty expressed- in this answer, three fourths of the respondents take 
a broader viewof the voting obligation. 
Since the label one us.es to identify himself/herself is an important clue 
to identificationalassimilation, the following open-ended question was asked: 
"What do you say . when someone asks _you to identify what nationality you are?" 
Of the respondents 7.1% said American; 21.4% gave a hyphenated designation, 
such as Lebanese-American or Syrian-American; 71.4% gave only a Middle Eastern 
designation (15.9% saying Arab or Arabic)~ Clearly the ethnic background is 
very prominent in the subjective awareness of the respondents, indicating less 
thin complete assimilation !n ~ bhis sphere. 
. . -·". 
TABL·E · 26 . 
''What Do You Say Wheri Some.one Asks ,You To 
Identify . What · Nationality · You Are?" 
American . 
Hyphenated · 
Middle Eastern 
TotaL 
7.t% 
21.·4% 
7i. 4%' 
99.9% 
q7 . 
Irt response to the statement, "America is the most wonderfuL place in the ·· 
·. . . . . . . : . . . 
world· to. live and is the greatest· country onearth", 73.0% agreed (47.1% 
strongly); 24.7% neither agre~d nor _disagreed; only . 2.4% disagreed. In 
response to · the .question, 11Have you ever ·· been sorry that you or your parents 
·. . . . . 
- : . . 
left the old _ country?" 88.2% replied no and 11.8% repti~d yes. _The . .great 
majority of the respondents seem to feel satisfaction with America and are glad 
to be in this country, but the identification is held in conjuction with a 
. strongly expressed. sense of ethnici ty. 
The political ·and military situation· in the Middle East has been a cause 
of concern to members of the Middle· Eastern. ethnic community throughout the 
United' S ta.tes. ·The feeling that Israel has · been established at the expense of 
Arab countries is widespread · and has· generated anxiety for relatives who remain 
in the Middle East, as well as a sense of obligation in some toassist through 
political action, financial contributions through formal organizations or other 
tactics. Though this matter ties in most directly with civic assimilation, it 
has a bearing· on identificational assimilation as well. 
In response to the question, "Do you support the Arab cause in the Middle 
East through affiliation with an organization?" 53.8% said no, but 46.3% said 
yes. Respondents from Palestine and in the younger age . category were 
significantly more likely to have responded yes to this question. Since 
Ramallah has been an Israeli-occupied city since 1968· this datum is 
set{-explanatory· ·· · Iq .res _ponse ·_ to the q\.i~ _s- ti,qn, '~no· you_ suppp~t · tlie _ Arab cause 
. - in the Mi'ddJe East . through _ financial c611tribu~ions?lr 56 ~8% replied no ·while 
. . . . .· · . . · . . 
43. 2% replied yes. The immig·rant. generation and th~ yoqnges t age gro~p were 
' ' 
· significantly mor.e likely to make financial contributions than were the other 
categories . of res,pon~ents. In this aspect . of identificatiohal assimilation 
those who have. arrived mor,e recently feel the .Israeli ~xpansion and. occupation 
most keenly. · These are -.. apt. to be in the youthful age bracket. . This issue may 
become a fqrmidable barrier to . ide[ltificational assimilation; it is without 
doubt the issue on which civic assimilation and the absence of power struggle 
will ultimately revolve. 
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Iliilligrants . of an earlier generation, coming. mainly from Lebanon, Syria and 
Iraq, and their descendants, felt little patriotic devotion. to the.ir homeland, 
mainly beca.use .the TU:r.ks who ruled were regarded as tyrannical .and foreign. 
The complete shift of patriotic loyalty. to America, with continuing pride in 
the Middle -Eastern culture was the typica.l _pattern. The more recent migrants, · 
coming from a homeland that was autonomous and flourishing prior to the Israeli 
invasion · and occupation have. a different set of forces operating and express 
more concern for events in · the Middle East. 
Attitude Receptional Assimilation 
This proce~s refers to the absence of prejudice in the larger host society 
with respect to the ethnic group whose assimilation is bei.ng- studied. Direct 
measures of prejudice toward Middle Easterners in Jacksonville were unavailable 
but some evidence was .gained from questions related to respondents' perception 
of prejudice toward them. 
In response to .the statement, "Americans in Jacksonville feel and express 
prejudice toward people of Middle Eastern descent'', 35.7% agreed; 26.2% neither 
. . ·. 
·._ agi.e:ed nor ~ qisag~reed; 3~l..t% d.isa.gree(. •····.· Iri re~poqse to the s' ~at~m~nt, i'There · 
. are< other group,s it1 J~'cksoqville who feel more p~ejudice from Americans than 
. . 
· . Middle Easterners'', 66. 7% agreed; 24. 7% neither agreed nor -dise1greed; 10.6% 
. ' . 
disagreed • . While over a . third of the · respondents have p~rceived prejudice in 
the host s6ciety, they cle~~ly feel that bther groups a.re targets of greater 
prejudice . _ 
TABLE 27 
"Americans :tn ·Jacksonviile .Feel And Ex.press .Prejudice 
Toward People Of Midd~e Eastern -Descent·-" 
Agree 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Total 
35.7% 
26.2% 
38,. 1% 
100.0% 
Behavioral Receptiona·l Ass imi lat ion 
With res.p.ect to discrimination, o~ the overt expression of prejudiced 
feel~ngs in barri~r~ to social interaction in pri~ary groupi, -formal 
· organizations, religious groups, economic activity or the expression of ci:vil 
rights, again the perception _of th.e pattern was the only available index. 
In a-nswer to the question, "Have you ever felt that you were prevented 
from doing something or joining some gr9up because yo'u were of Middle Eas.tern 
descent?" 42.2% said never; 32.5% said rarely; 15.7% said occasionally; 9.6% 
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said often. While a majority reported having felt discrimination in some form, 
only about 25% perceived the pattern as pronounced. An open-ended question 
indicated that the main spheres in which this discrimina.tion is felt to be 
social clubs such as country clubs, friendship cliques, and to a lesser extent 
business associations and voluntary civicorganizations. ·This variable 1s 
directly related to the patterns of structural assimilation reported above. 
TABLE '28 
"Have Y9t1 Ever Felt YOu, Were · .Prevented ~rom Doing Something 
· Or Joinirig Some Group Because You Were Of MiddLe Eastern Descent?" 
Never .· 
Rarely _ _ . 
· Occasionally 
Often 
Total 
42.2% 
32.5% 
.·- 15 .7% 
9.6% 
100.0% 
A related q~estion, ''In general, being of Middle Eastern descent has been· 
. an advantage to me in living in Jacksonville'', resulted in responses of 35' .5% · 
agreeing :; . 37.6% - neither agreeing nor d~sagreeing; 27.1% disagreeing. 
Middle, Eastern citizens of Jacksonville sense some discrimination . 1.n the 
la.rger society, es-pecially in access to· social clubs and primary group 
relatio:nships, but: this is a mixed picture. Over a third feel that the Middle 
Eas.tern background has been advantageous. Where one takes - into account the 
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upward mobility of the group as. expressed 1.n . income, educational •ttainment and 
occupational distribution, the. c9nclusion is · that though prejudice and 
discrimination doubtless exist and are· perceived by group members, these forces 
·have not . been sufficient to prevent a great deal of achievement within the 
cotmriunity. 
Civic Assimilation 
The sphere in which the potential for value and power conflict between the 
ethnic community and the larger host society seems greatest is. with res pee t to 
the Arab-Israeli situation in theMiddle East. Most Middle Eastern immigrants 
have rejected· the practice of dual _ allegiance and have expressed great loyalty 
and patriotism for the United States. They have served loyally in the Armed 
Forces of the United States in all wars since their advent. As the Zionist 
movement progressed and the state of Israel became a reality, with the 
. ·:.-· . •'·.· .. 
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. ·_. ·': _: ·. •'- ' 
been neglected to the advantage of Jewish interests has been generally held 'in 
all . segxnent.s ·.of the -group. 
Two questions probed. the perception of the political parties 1n the United 
. . 
. . 
States with regard to the ethnic interests of ,Middle Eastern people. In answer 
to the question, ''Which political part_y in the U.s. · do you feel is more 
sympathetic to the Middle Eastern minority in this country?" 27.6% said 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . 
Democrats; 17.2% said Republicans; 55,5% ,said neither • . In response to the 
question, "Which political party in · the U.S. · do. you feel is more sympathetic to 
· the· inte·res ts of the A~ab countries of your ethnic background?" 24.1% replied 
Democrat; 15.5% replied Republican; 60.3% replied neither. · There seems to be 
. . 
no conviction that the existing p.arties are particularly sympathetic to Middle 
. . 
Eastern ·· ethnic interests .iri general or the Arab ·cause in the Middle East in . 
particular. With resp_ect to the latter question the subgroup from Palestine 
was significantly more likely to indicate neither party was s~pathetic than 
the other groups. · Those of the first or immigrant generation were 
significantly more likely to . feel neither party is sympathetic to the Arab 
cause. These two patterns are related,; Palestinians are more recent migrants · 
with more rea.son to feel intensely about their homeland. 
Two other opinion questions served · to probe the tension between the 
patriotism felt for America and the sympathy and personal loyalty felt to the 
Arab nations of their origin. In response to the statement, "I would not want 
a son of mine to fight in the armed forces of the United States if the U.S. 
were on the Israeli side in a Middle Eastern war", 65% agreed; 13.8% neither 
agreed . nor disagreed; 21.3% disagreed. In response to the statement, ''I would 
not want a son of mine to fight in the armed forces of the United States if the 
U.S. were on the Arab side of a Middle Eastern war", 35.9% agreed; 20.5% 
.. :·::!· · ; :--...:.·\',_ " · ... -
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. . .· · . 
neither. agreed nor. disagre~d; 43 •. 6% disa~reed •. : . The responses . to the two questions ·. 
. . .. · . . .. ·. . : . .· . . :· . . _. 
indicate that there is sentiment· against U.S. support for Israel. 
While tl:tere has · generally been an absense -of value and power conflict between 
the· Middle Eastern ethnic community and the larger host society there is a potential 
· for its appearance in the emerging situation in the Middle East . . As the pressure for 
height~ned ethnic identity grows in fhe ·.general American <cultual context it is 
possible that value and po:wer conflic .t ·s .are mote . likely to come foreward. 
Conclusions 
The findings based on the . questionnaires provide clear evidence that . the Middle 
Eastern commuity members of Jacksonville have become highly assimilated in selective 
. . 
ways, while· retaining important elements of their cultural heritage and defining 
social boundaries qf a viable ethic community in other·s . . 
In -the highly crucial subprocess of acculturation there has beensignificant 
incorporation of elements of behavior and value orientation from the American host 
society~ Educational attainment is a clear indication .. of proficiency in the English 
language and ·ac.ademic knowledge .. Occupa tiona 1 success reflects successful 
acculturation in the economic sphere. Nonetheless, there is ample evidence 1n the 
reponses presented here . to show a strong retention of important Middle Eastern 
culture traits with ail articulated respect for the validity of the heritage. Arabic 
language is currently used by mariy, especially in the expressive sectors of life, and 
respondents fe~l it should be taught to the new generation. Religion continues to be 
an important focus of persona~ and social life, but the absence of a separate ethnic 
church and the membership in the established. American institutions reflects 
considerable assimilatin in this important sphere. 
It is in the emphasis on t_he importance of the traditional family and its 
related obligations that continuity ·of the ethnic community .finds .a strong structural 
support. A number of behavioral and opinion questions point to the conclusion that 
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tbere is a :resistance to · comp~ete· ass:i.milation Jn .this basic institution and . . its ·.· 
. . ..... 
· .. normative ' and v~lu~ .· patte ,rns~ . 
. To soJDe extent .the emphasis on the extended fartiily and its obligations 1s tied 
in with the slower pace . of structural assim.i.lation • . The respon~es showed ·a heavy 
. . . . ~ . 
reliance on >relatives and ~thnic . group members for participatibrt in the expressive 
. and leisure activities that comprise: a rich ~oniponent ()f ' personal and community life. 
. . . .· .. · .· .· . . 
. . 
· ~ Though neighborhood and entertainment patterns often involve members of the Americ-an 
. : . . . . . 
c·ommuni.ty,. there is an express,ed : bias toward fellow~Middle Easterners as favored 
. . ·. . . . . . . . ' 
. . . . . 
neighbdrs and clos.e friends. Though this .pattern may partially be. explained by the 
perceptions of exclusion from close cliques, clubs and groups reported in the 
questions of discrimination, there is clear indication that some of the preference 
. . 
. comes from pressures internaL to the commun:i!ty. 
The amount of intet'Tnarriage that has. occurred 10 the total community 1s .. not 
known. .Among the re~pondents a sm;ill minority had non~Middle Eastern spouses. .The 
opinion that young p.eople should date and marry within the ethnic community was 
expressed by a majority of . the respondents . 
. Middle Eastern respondents think of themselves as Americans, though often 1n the 
hyphenated sense involving Middle Eastern identification. All have embraced 
citizenship with a · sense of patriotism to the United States. An expressed 
satisfaction with having settled here is. typical. There is active participation 
through voting and an expressed awareness of the importance of this civic duty . . · 
While there is clearly a pattern of volition involved in the .cultural pluralism 
that has characterized the group, prejudice and discrimination in the larger society 
exert external pressure on the assimilation process and its possibilities. Some 
respondents in this study perceived both prejudice and discrimination in the outside 
community; however, the majority did not report perceptions of these nega.tive 
reactions. The . areas of social life where discrimination is felt most· strongly 1s 1n 
social club membership and friendship cliques and other primary groups. 
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· With ~es:pect -to civic assimi1~tion, it is in the r~alm of the Arab-Isr.aeli 
coqflicf th~t "the main S<;>urce of ~ _-value . ~~d power _ CO:Pflict is .. expressed. ~ There lS a 
general .concern that the Jewish point of view ; is more widely dis semina ted and 
rationalized in the United States and th,at the political structure _ has respor1ded to 
tha-t side of the 1.ssue through both major political parties.· 
. . 
The assimilation subprocesseshavebeen expressed somewhat differently by the 
d:ifferent Si,.bgroups within the respondents~ The most recent arrivals, the youngest 
age gro.up and those from Palestine . project a more pluralistic pattern in general than 
the other groups. This .· is ' not _surpris.ing because_ of the recency of inductiorl into 
· American society and the na~.ure of the situation in their · occupied homeland. 
Nonetheless _, -in all segments there are strong evidences that cultural retention and 
resultant pluralistic features have coexisted with the various aspects of the 
assimilatiotr process. 
The questionnaire data illustrate the fact that assimilation and cultural 
pluralism. are not either-or patterns. They are complex and. dynamic pro<;:esses of 
intergroup rela tioris which · must be observed and measured on · many variables. The 
Jacksonville Middle Easterners· have a strong pride in their cultural heritage and a 
strong sense of a worthy identity. Many feel that marriage outside the group 1s 
disadvantageous. · It is the most recent migrants who cling most tenaciously to the 
cultural heritage and who seem most reluctant to embrace total assimilation, but 
there is a strong resistance from all subgroups. 
- . . . 
CHAPTER IV 
. . . 
Introduction to Autobiogtaphy of 
Joseph Kaleel Da~id 
Among the many sources of informat-ion available to social scientists 
. . . . . . 
· seeking toun(ierstand andanalyzethe ·American scene as a stage for -studying 
: . . . . . . ·: ·. . . . . . . . 
the processes of adaptation made by immigrant groups' . none offer a more 
. . 
immediate feel and empathy than written statements of t:he immigrants 
themselves~ Letters are .one . such source of knowledge of the thoughts and. 
feelings of these pioneers. Less often there is a formalized written account 
of experiences by a member · of the group. The following pages present an 
edited, abridged version of such a document~ 
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In 1949 the au~hor prevailed on. her father to put down in autobi6graphical 
form his recollections of, his early life . in Syria, his migra.tion to 
Jacksonville, Florida, and his- subsequent life and success in that city. His 
original scheme of carrying the work through to the then-present mid-century 
point was not realized. The early portion of his life through the First World 
War,. however, emcompasses the critical years of character-formation as well as 
the major hurdles of adaptation to a new and challenging millieu. These years 
form the content of ·the account included herein. 
Many of the sub-processes of assimilation discussed ~n the prev~ous 
chapters are' clearly in evidence in the . pages below. In many ways 
acculturation began before the thought of emigrating from Syria had formed. 
Contact with missionaries in educational settings provided knowledge of 
English, academic skills and acquaintance with the American value system 
through these agents of social contact. After arrival in Jacksonville the 
author continued to explore his- indue tion into the ways of the new setting 
through the relatives already established and, later, through other avenues. 
Much of this is readily apparent. 
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.· St~uctural · a~$~milation ·· is less self~explanatory: ~ tho:ugh . the ~atly joining 
· ... · .. · .. •· ·.·.· .. .. · . . . ·.· ·. .. . . . . . . . . : 
of the .Presbyte.rian Church and ; the Independent o·rder ·. o~ Odd Fellows Cind ·the 
. . 
Masons indicat~s a, process that was well underway by the period · of World War I. 
Throughout his .adult life the · writer was a very ac.tive and ~uccessful . 
participant i,n professional, civic, church, and fraternal groups, reaching the 
·highest levels of achievement in all · of them. With this structurat · 
assimilation, however, went a continuing interest in the Middl~· Eastern' ethnic 
group and organizations through which its general progress could be made. He 
was a ·key organizer and . the . first ·.· president of the Syrian American Club of 
Jacksonville. In · the . speech to the Jacksonville Associa.tion of Salesmen in 
1912 included here he appears. a liason between the ethnic group and the. larger 
host society. In this rol.e he. characherize~ his ethnic · group as valuable. 
contributors to th.e economic and social .life of the· larger community. 'I:his 
function he continued to. perform throughout his life in numerous speeches and 
presentations. 
Identificational assimilation is illustrated throughout this 
autobiography, from the joy he . expre.ssed upon setting · foot on American soil, 
through the feelings of complet.e rejection of political loyalty to Syria upon 
the acquisition of American citi~enship . . The disappointment experienced when 
the United States . re·fused to protect him on his return v.isi t to his homeland 
did not tarnish his sense of patriotism to his ·adopted country. His abiding 
. ethnic loyalties were cultural rather than political. In the early pages of 
his autobiography the author makes reference to slights and expressions of 
pre-judice which he early encountered, but in general there is an expressed 
feeling of accep.tance, both in attitude and behavior on the part of Americans, 
as perceived by the writer. In a highly subjective and human way this 
autobiography illustrates many facets and complexities of the process of 
assimilation in American life. 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY O'F JOSEPH KALEEL . DAVID . 
After. Half a Century . 
Behold, this is 1949; the fiftieth year since I left my native land, 
Syria, ·to emigrate .. to the great unknown ·land beyond the distant s.eas, the 
United States of America. 
During these fifty yea~s, ·.with all that they held for - me of life's 
fortu,nes or misfortunes; the gqod and the bad; the sweet and the bitter, the 
. successes and the failure~; the acc'?mpanying poverty with its privation and 
misery, and the welcomed sufficiency with its pleasures and joys; yes, during 
all of that time, I never los.t my love for my former country, and my earnest 
hopes for its success and advancement; nor· did I ~orget my sympathies for it in 
its troublesome and dark hours. However, I am giad to· hereby declare that 
there was never a momet)t in all of these years in which I felt but the deepest 
· gratification, and the most profound sati.Sfaction: over my decision to select 
the marvelous United · States of America as .my future and permanent home. This 
indeed iS the land · of my choice. 
During this span of fifty ·· years, · I have had diverse and ·wide . experiences. 
I have suffered and I have enjoyed the opposite extremes. My lot was, at 
first, that of the low est and meanest indignities and humiliations, as is 
generally inflicted without any apparent good reason, upon a poor, gre.en, 
friendless, strange and unknown immigrant. The bigot, the ignorant, the 
prejudiced · seemed to derive great satisfaction in abusing a lad who looked 
strange to .them and who s~emingly had no material backing or influence. 
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Mine .was what was -• generally ca~ed a fruit s _tand; open to the . sidewalk. 
In _ those days, the law permitted • such plac:es to project eighteen inches to the 
side walk. So;. the nature of the business, the apparent poverty of thE! .owner, 
the lopg hours the p]ace - was compelled to keep open in order to make both erids 
meet, in' fact, ~he whole atntosphere was not ·the kind that commands re_apect or 
inspires admiration. 
- . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
- I re.mem ber one certain L:idy, howev·er, who · became interested in m-y welfare. 
. . . - .. . 
. . 
She used to buy everything she needed in· my line. She was gene~ous in her 
. . . . . 
kind advice and words- of encouragement. In' later _ years, this same lady and I 
found ourselves calling each other brother and . sister in the Independent Order 
of Oddfellows. I became an Oddfel.lowinl910, a-nd afterwards- a member of the 
Rebekah -branch of the Order to find that she also was a · Rebekah. This lady 
always addressed me as "son" and when introducing me to her friends, she added 
to my name the words "my son". The kindness and courtesy she showed covered a 
lot of . other people's unkindnesses and bad treatment. -
My unfortunate lot, however, could. largely be attributed to my own 
ignorance, since I did not know the people nor did I understand their customs 
nor _ comprehend how properly to deal with . them. These early unpleasant 
expenences were wiped out in later years. My first great accomplishment was 
· to become an American citizen. After about four years in the United States, _ I 
heard from a · friend that an alien could become a citizen under certain 
requirements. This was a marvelous revelation to me. 
Certainly I lost no time in going down to the Post Office, whe_re I made my 
"Declaration of Intention" to become a citizen. The two years between this 
"Declaration" and the granting -of my full naturalization papers, as the 1a w 
required, could not have passed fast enough. 
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.. _·. · .. ·- · . · . . . · . .-
. . . . . . . . 
. 0~ the 2ls~ day ofDecember,1905~ - L ·ptesentecl~yself. before· the u·.s~ . f 
District , Court, for the Southern Dfstrict of Florida,· .with. m.y .. two . witnesses. 
. . ' . . . . . ·. ·. . . . . . :. . . .. 
. It · was indeed a 1:}.appy day ·for me • to recE!ive my official certificate -. as . an · 
American citizen; and to -be counted amorig the many millions of free American 
men. 
I resolved· there and · t9en, that I would enjoy all ot the · privileges and 
. . . . . . . 
would perform all the . duties. w.hich · this glorious . citizensh-ip bestowed . upon me 
and required of me. I . can truthfully say that I have; never failed to vote m 
an election when it w.as humanly possible to get to the polls. Nor did I ever 
shirk the .duty of serving on the jury whenever 1 was called upon to do so. 
A.s for other duties, T w.as always : ready . and · willing to do what was within 
my pow.er in the service of my country. · 
As the years rolled by, and 1 became more kno .wn·. to the people, . my 
experiences became different. First, was frien~ship and kindliness, then 
hono.rs, through the generous spirit of . the American people, were hea,ped · upon 
me. Among·, t~e church people, in the ranks of fraternal organization, 1n ClVlC 
. clubs - and in · industriaL and business . associations; local~ state~ wide, . and· 
·.· national, my cup was indeed running over. .So, in both attitudes-the degrading 
and humiliating, the exalting and elevating-·.,.nothing was lacking. I am happy 
that it was a full measure. It made me more appreciative of the real lSsues 
and fundamentals of . life, and taught me many lessons, in how to deal with my 
fellow-man, and how to discipline my own self, and regulate .my own conduct. 
I consider my life a success. If in nothing else, it was in the selection 
of the lady who became my beloved wife, and the mother of our six chilren. 
So, after a half of a century, I can now look back with a great deal of 
satisfaction at the distance I have covered. 
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MY IMMEDIATE ·-·· BACKGROUND 
I was born on · the thirty-first · day of .December; 1882. !he record of my 
. . . . . . . . ·. . : 
birth, as well as my brothers 1 and sis ~ers 1 , . is to. be found in an old Bible 
which, was · given to my father· when he attended the missionary school in his 
youth • . The event took . place in the ' sma.ll .town of Nebik. (sometimes. called 
Nabk), in the Welayet (Province} of Syria, . which was then, · and had been for 
over five · hund:red years prior to · that, tinder Turkish . :rule. My . father was 
Khaleel : Youse f Dao·ud (David, . in English) and my mother was Miriam Daoud Daoud. 
They were both of the same family, but remotely related • . I wa.s the second 
child and first . son of th~ six children who survived. · 
The Daoud Family was . one of moderate means. . It • belonged . to what might be 
termed the· middle class. It enjoyed influence and good reputation in Nebik, 
since there were no real rich people in the district. Every· member of the . . . 
family had·. his own home and several pieces of small vineyards or .farming land. 
They took a yery active part in the affa{rs of the community, and their 
wishes in such matters had ~ to be respected. M~st of them were men of physical 
prowess, accompanied by strong minds and determined will power. If anything at 
all, .they co.uld be considered hard as well as hot-headed men. 
My father and his b~others led a very unique life. · Besides the fact that 
· they were, · in a sense, farmers, they also followed the business ·of trading and 
transporting. In those days, before any railroads were laid across Syria and 
Turkey, the . camel was · considered the railroad of the desert. Each had several 
camels, with a mule, horse, or donkey for their personal riding, and in 
caravans, they made trips from as far south as Damascus, to as far north and 
northeast as Aleppo, Mardeen, Nasebine, Ourfa, and Deir Az-Zour. Their main 
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. . . 
. bus ines.s was deal{ng in butter~ _· but ~ they .never fa-iled · to . handle other 
commodities in season. · .. 
_They bought butter from the .Arab tribes w o owned vast herds of sheep. 
They transported their purchases to the bigci ies of Syria, and, as a -general · 
rule, made g9od profits in -their business~ 
This thi!y followed for nearly forty yeB.rs From their travel, their 
. . . 
mingling and dealing with . other people in othe parts of the ~ountry, and 1n 
all walks of life, they became alert, cotiversa t and progressive in many 
subjects; although their education was limited 
The 'l'urkish Government did not al~ow any f its subjects to bear arms, 
even in _their homes or on their vehicles< Yet my people and others like them 
·had to have some · weapon with which to protect hemselves. In their extensive 
travels they carried arms, law or no law. times they would get caught with 
such arms as they approached big cities, . but t ey usually fixed it with the 
6fficer catching them. 
These -men were robust in size and very ha dy. They were mostly light 
complexioned, with brown hair and often blue e es. They were of a very 
sensitive and te~peramental nature, and easyt · get indignant. In their 
dealingwith others, they were straight. They despised lying and deceit. 
Originally, my people's church affiliatio was with the Greek Orthodox (or 
Eastern Church). Later they joined the portio of that church that converted 
to Catholicism, known also as the Mulkites. This Church admits the sovereignty 
of the Roman Pope, but maintains all the Byzantian _ceremonies, customs and 
traditions. The service in the Mulkite Church is exactly like that of the 
Greek Church. 
MY·. TRAINING. 
Nebik is pred.omi11antly a Mohammedan town. ·. Its population wasabou~ three 
to four · thousand at the turn of the twentieth centti:ry • . Its. Christian · 
population represented only about ten percent of the population. 
. . . . . 
The Turkish: government, which for ·five hu11.dted years, and . up uritil the 
. .. 
year 1918, ·had political sovereignty over .Syria, had no public .school sys.tem. 
If there were any: schools at all,._· it was be-c~use some . religious · person· wanted 
to teach some ch:ildten. to read . the Koran. · It was also t:o teach some 
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individuals how to· read and· write as a matter of. social necessity. This was as 
far as the Mohammedans · we·r.e: . interested in · education . in my days of youth. 
The Turkish government, . however, had in big cities· like Damascus; 
Istanbul, and. Alleppo, military or semi-military. schools to prepare young 
Moslems for service either in the military service:, or in the departments . o.f 
governments. • Even. a backward coun.try must have s·ome who . could read .and write, 
if it is· to be . considered a: civilized dominion. O:f course, such schoo.ls, as 
are referred · to above, were · patronized by the high .. strata of the society, and 
only Moslem boys were allowed to attend .them. 
It follows then, that illiteracy was prevalent among the people. As a 
. matter of self-preservation, the . Christiana placed the burden of educatin~ 
their children upon their respective priests. Even those prie~ts were not very 
learned and' could not impart much knowledge to the pupils. 
About the middle of the nineteenth century, when the Turkish regime seemed 
to have growri old and weak, Europeans as well as American Christians . began to 
open their eyes to the great opportunities the Near East offered for the spread · 
of Christianity through the medium of education. Missionary movements were 
started and organized, and missionaries, both men and women, were sent out from 
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England, France.,' -qermany,,. Ru~~ia, · Italy, : and the United States. Even ·Denmark . . 
. . 
got into the movement at thebeginning of th~ twentieth century. These 
. . . . . . 
missionaries were seat tered· thrpughout the· ~ear East, in Egypt, Syria .(which 
. . 
included · Lebanon at · that' time}, Pales tine; Mesopotamia . (Iraq), and . even Iran 
and · Turkey • . 
These· missionaries; had, of .course, to· secure the permission .of the local 
government to· open such schools, which in .many cases had connected with them 
- some form of health ' clinic ·or a hospital which cared for· the health of those 
who asked for help, .as well as those who attended. school. These schools were 
allowed only ·in cities and towns where there were Christian communities. The 
pretense was that . the schools were being opened for . the benefit of the 
Christians. 
I have no information as to· when these · missions began their work in the 
Near East'< but as far as the district of Kala.moon was concerned, it was a 
l~ttle ~fter the beginning of the nineteenth century. This I draw fro~ the 
fact that my father, . who was born in 1844 or the.reabout, found the Kalamoon 
missionary schools in operation when he was old enough to start school. 
The Kalamoon district was a part of a Presbyterian parish whose: 
headquarters was in Damascus. The.re were. only three towns in the district 
where the schools were conducted. 
These missionaries were from England, Scotland, and North Ireland. They 
were known as the "Irish Evangelical Mission''. When was the school in Nebik 
started, I do not know. ,But 1 do know that when my father was old enough to 
sta.rt school, it had been established for quite soine time. He and his brothers 
derived the benefits of knowing how to read and write and calculate in simple 
arithmetic . . This elementary education proved very useful to them in future 
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. . . . . 
life. They were traders ' ' a.nd reading' writing' and arith~e tic were very . 
. • : . 
valuable to those .who trade and · e~change goods. 
Now that ·we are in the .. in~ddle of the twentj.e~h century, ~hen parents are 
called upon to send · their chiidren not only to E!lementary and high schools, · but 
· also . to colleges and universities; when · the A. B. degree has .become a 
commonplace, and the Pb •• :b. a necessity., we. may feel the limited educational 
knowledge some pe.ople received in: those days .to be insignifica.nt. But when we . · 
. . . 
· consider that less than five perce·nt of . the people · in those times knew even the 
difference betweei). A and B we , realize that even my father . and his bto.thers had 
a good educatio11 for that day. 
Of course, it was to be expected that my father WO\.lld be very anxious to . 
give his children the privile_ge of' some . learning; • to send them to some . school 
after he, himself, had- had a taste· of elementary education. By the time I 
becaine ready for school~ . the Catholic Church,. in self-defens·e, had es tahlished 
a school to which my f~ther sent bo.th me and my sister Hasebah, who was two 
l;. 
years older than me. We learned not·hing in tha.t school, not .even the 
elementary spelling of words of two or three . letters. 
One afterno.on my father startled me by asking. "Do you wish to change . 
your school, son?" . This came to me as the manna · from heaven when it fell upon 
the Hebrews in the wilderness. My immediate answer ~as an emphatic yes. The 
fol.lowing day I found myself at the feet of Mr. Katibah, my own father's 
schoolmate in a Presbyterian mission school. 
Teacher Suliman was so enthusiastic . about my progress that he stayed with 
me in school during lunch hour one day and listened to me re.;~d the textbook we 
were learning to read,skipping every few pages until he decided to skip me to 
another grade and an older class. 
r;· . • · ·:, :··.··· · _,-•. f •t ",,''; • T, , •. 
My educa'tl.on at that time consisted .of learning how to read simple boo~s ~ 
wr~tirig and simple arithmetic. 
In time the· Mis·sion secured the ·. services of Mr. Girges Katibah, . the .· 
brother of Suliman ,- as a principle teache:r for·· N¢bik' s school. Mua llem 
(teacher) Girges. was highly- qualified for the position. His golden era will 
always be remembered by tbose whom he . taught, a[ld his cultural and moral 
influence upon hi~ students can never be fully measured. · He taught many . of 
·as 
them some English which came in handy when they began to emigrate to the United 
States •. 
He had been to the English Missionary Hig_h .School 'in Damascus, had studied 
biology and all ele~enta:ry scientific ~durses in pr~paration to become a 
doctor, which he· was not able financially: to follow- up. He had worked as a . 
pharmacist in an English missionary medical institution in Damascus, and had 
acquired a store of knowledge. He had an ~xcellent searching mind, and a 
passion for knowledge and learning. It was a: fortunate thing for many that he 
came to Nebik ·to teacq, and· that he stayed the:re · all his li.fe. 
The glamor of knowing a · foreign tongue was quite an asset for the mission 
school, since Muallem Girges· Katibah was a scholar in the English language. As 
a matter of fact ., any foreign language was considered at that time a · great 
advantage for the Syrian · youth to · learn. Beside his knowledge of English Mr. 
Katibah was scholarly in higher mathematics; inanatomy, p~ology, and 
hygiene, as well as the rules of the grammar and syntax of the Arabic language. 
It was not long before classes in all of the above studies were organized, 
and the school took on an air of a semi-high school. 
Those were really the golden days of my schooling in Nebik. For quite a 
while I studied under Mr. Katibah, the principles of biology, algebra, 
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geometry, Arlibic gram,maJ:'.; and EngJish . as a b~gi11ner. . I . never. for.got -the · thrill . · 
we . received when we c;IiscoJiered ourS.etves . . reacling a foreign language .· 
"backwards>''. (Arabic is read from right to left~) , He · added a coul,"se in 
.· anatomy' physiology' . and hygiene' taught : us the . principle of bookkeeping. 
Our people were so poor ~hat neither we . nor -the teacher · dared ask · them to 
buy us scientificartd technical books., which by nature . are -expensive. We 
. . , . . 
borrowed the teacher's books a.nd . copied them with our handwriting_ on plain 
paper, each writing his own copy, for use as a means of study. 
One of the handicaps o£ . the scho.ol was the necessary absenteeism of the 
pupils from school as soon as spring came. Work then began in the fields, and 
the children would be then required to help their. folks. .As a consequence, the 
classes were disrupted, for only a · fraction of their number would be present 
for study. · 
In my own class there were only aboue .three or four of us present during , 
the spring and: ea:rly sutmner • It was , hard for Mr. Katibah to maintain an,d 
improve the school program under these ·conditions; however, he did wonderful 
work with what material he had. 
·/ 
As students, we were required to attend Sunday School every Sunday. Mr. 
Katibah was als.o inte:rested in music. He taught us to sing the scale. upwards 
and downwards. His object was to prepare us to learn how to s~ng religious 
hymns. And, what a hard time he had with us--a bunch of ignorant uncouth 
country boys. 
But the real worth of . "teacher" Katibah as an educator was not to be found 
in his treasure of knowledge and learning only, although it was all-embracing, 
but rather, his real worth was to be found in his true character, for he was a 
man of high ideals and excellent moral standards. 
' . 
. .. 
Mr. Katibah had , gone · as far as he could in ~eaching our class. Yet, he · 
was keenly interes.ted in my education. 
He knew that fpr me to acq.~l.re higher learning it would be necessary that 
I go to Damascus where the mission had a .· boarding . school for those who came 
from the outlying· villages and. towns. Mr. Katibah' s school was eJCcellent. He 
. approached · my . father on the subject of sending me • to . the Damascus Boarding 
S.chool~ My father, having a large fallli~y, an~. being of. limited means, wanted 
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to know the cost of sending his boy to school in Damascus~ Upon being informed 
that the cos.t would be five hund.red· piasters per year, he declared, . " I cannot 
afford that. , ·rt is bad enough", he continued, '~to be deprived of what little 
service the boy renders us., let alone spending so much for his . education." 
Mr. K~tibah then went to the missionaries and succeeded in getting them to 
offer half of my exp:ense to the school in Damas.cus as. a scholarship. That 
meant .250 piasters would be paid by them. The school year extended straight 
from the first of September to the 15th of July the . following year," or nine and 
a half fulL months. My scholarship took care of my tuition, room, board, and 
laund.ry. Now here comes .the marvelous part--all of that which cost 500 
piasters, meant seventeen dollars in American· money. Damascus had a faculty of 
eight teachers and accommoda.ted about 200 pupils. There was provision for 
teaching four languages. All . studies, however, were conducted in the Arabic 
language~ the l~nguage of the people. 
The other la.nguages taught were: Turkish, the official language of the 
government. It appealed to those who had a desire or liking to be engaged in 
government work. Then, of course, the English language, the national tongue of 
the missionaries, the sponsors of the school. Many students wanted to learn 
the language because it represented two o~ the strongest nations on earth--the 
United States of America and - the B'(itis-h Eriipire. The know_ledge of their 
. . . . . . 
-language should be useful to • the future of any progressive ·young man. · The 
fourtq language was the _ Ftencl1 w:bich held a preference·. in the minds of the 
people and was · considered by .many as - the univE!rs~l language. · France, during 
the year~, . had · developed in Syria a · cult\lt"al . and literary connection through 
its parochia-l . Cat~olic mis.sionaries, and had established for itsel-f a superior 
. economic standing· by -securing for itself · from the ':(urkish Government, 
concessions to build railroads, to contr.ol the tobacco and other indus tries. 
So it seemed that all four languages wer_~, more or less, essential, and I took 
a try at all of them together. What ·an ~mbition - for a young fellow! 
Eventually a wise gentlemen advised me . aga·inst the ambitious project, and 
suggested that I first learn the · Arabic a:iid one fore.ign language, if .I so 
. . 
desired, and then after I had mastered these two, I could t ·ake up the othe-rs·. 
Eventually I gave up the study of the Turki~h language. It did not seem to me 
quite as important as the English or the French. 
My schooling in Damascus lasted for two school years. My teachers · were 
excellent. high-caliber men. 
WHY THE UNITED . STATES? 
Most of _ the young men who attended the boarding school of the -British 
Presbyterian missionaries were, up to my time, given positions as teachers in 
different towns and villages. Things being what they were in Syria, with no 
opportunity for a young man to do anything. that would work toward his material 
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advancement, a teacher's salary be it ever so small, yet regular and permanent, 
was something to be desired, since farming and traveling as my people did; or 
other rough and undesirable work' was. probably the only al terna ti ve. 
The idea of· becoming a ·· teacher, neatly dr.esse<f, generally ·respected by 
all, and having a li.ttle . change in the pocketbook, was not foreign to my mind. 
· However, nothing along that line was ever even whispered _to me, and near the 
end of my second year in -school, the idea was- expelledfrommy thoughts. At 
the same time, the tales of ' the successes of young ·syrians who emigraeed to 
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Americrr countries, were spreading. ·all over. · · Every time one -of these immigrants 
returned home after an absence of a few years .• in Brazil, Arge-ntina, or. any 
· other of the South or Central American co.untries, ?S · well as the U •. S. and 
Canada, · rumors (and only ·. rumors.) · we're . spread all over · the land as• to how much 
money · the immigrant brought back with him •. 
· People like to emulate each other, especially in things that imp:rove their 
economic · opportunities. The bug of · emigrating .from home for a few years, and 
then coming back with reai money, to live like a king in one's home town, bit 
many a young man. This bug. did .• not . miss me. 
However, I wanted to leave Syria for more . than · one reason. Turkey was a 
monarchy--an absolute monarchy, dictatorial, urijust; and unrepresentative. The 
people lived a life· of s .erfdom. Initiative and ambitio.n were retarded or 
unknown. Opportunity was not to be found; and .above all, . religious freedom, as 
.. 
we understand it here in the United States; was out of the question. Add up 
all these and you will have ample reasons why a young man like me should leave · 
home and family and go to the great unknown world in the hope of making 
something· out of his life. 
But why the United States? 
In my studies in Damascus, the geography books used were especially 
designed for those who would study in American schools. There was more space 
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· devoted to · the United States ·· of .. America · in . tho ·se books . than . to ·any other 
country on eatth~ 
But tl:te paramount objective in my mind .was go~ng to .a country noted for 
.· . . .. 
its good climate, and excellent sa11itary conditions, as well as its opportunity 
for material success. Also, I had already acquired some knowledge of the 
Engli.,sh _language •. 
My decision to leave the old country to . go anywh~re was not so easy as it 
may seem. I was a little over sixteen years old. My parents would be expected 
to frown on the idea, and they indeed did. 
My continuous nagging and pleading with them lasted for several months but 
at last had itseffect. They couldsee that my services--whatever they may 
have b~en, in the field - or otherwise, were demoralized by my const~nt thiriking 
' of going to America. The old folks had no defense~ · Up to that time I had not 
seen fifty cents in niy pocket which 1 could call mine, and they knew it. Of 
course, ·I had done . work in my father's vineyards and · field, and in the -
threshing floo,r for this uncle or that, but not for pay. 
The United States of America was the only answer. 
There _was one other reason which caused me to see the United States. 
There were several relatives of mine who had gone there about five years 
before, who were still there at the time of my leaving for the U.S. This gave 
~e and my folks a sense of security and dispelled any feeling of anxiety we 
might have had. 
THE JOURNEY . 
I am not sure as to the exact date when we left Beirut, but I am sure that 
we left Nebik on the 18th of September, 1899. 
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There were four of us in the party. Three besides .tne, a 11 related~ . It 
was · afternoon when we cl;imbed up to. th,e ste~mer • . ·· Of .course, our passage was 
. . . : . . ·. 
steerage as most Syrians who traveled seeking other countries at that time. 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
. The s.teamer provided bunks in the hold for all seeerage passengers, . but . since 
it was summer, th~y were allowed to sleep. on dec:k instead. Most such 
passengers provided them.selves with a blanket and a pillow and: enjoyed the air, 
rather than going down to the unwholesome hold of- the ship' with it darkness 
· and odors. ·The seamen were neither · ci vii nor couth. 
The feeding was self-service s.tyle. E;ach person had to go after his . own 
plate from the kitchen. The food was not palatable, but we had to put up with 
it. Potatoes tasted better to us than the re.s t . of the food • . 
It took us s.even days to make Marseilles,, France. In Marseilles, our 
baggage was fumigated. As. we alighted .to the docks, we were met by a rowdy 
host of men claiming to represent Syrian tra'lel ·agencies. They behaved like 
racketeers, but . what could strangers do in a strange· land? These people even 
had hotels for one to stop at, and provided a certain .amount of accommodation 
for a reasonable price. . Really, they made their money being agents · for ticket 
purchase~ Our tickets, however~ were bought directly from Beirut to New York. 
We took the train from Marseilles toLe Havre, France, passing through 
Paris where we changed trains. We got into Le Havre in ti~e to get on the 
steamer sailing to New York. 
The trip to New York was routine. We were nervous not knowing what to 
expect at our arrival. · For safekeeping, I thought I had better leave what 
little change I had left with my uncle, who was one of the four. 
At last, we arrived at Ellis Island where all passengers of our classmust 
land for inspection an:d examination. The first line we had to go through was 
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the medical officers. My companions were dir.ected one way while I w~s directed 
in another way. This was done · when . the doctor .turned up my eyelids and looked 
searchingly in my eyef:;~ It was three months before I again saw my corrip~nions 
in Jacksonville • . 
. After inspection, I was taken · with other passengers, in a closed vehicle, 
which I later learned was a police wagon, to a hospital in Long Island. I was 
perplexed and did not know what it. was all about. I . soon learned that I was 
detained on account .of having granulated eyelids of trachoma. The treatment 
paid for by the .steam ship lin~, in . the hospital wa~ superb. 
While in the hospital I used to read . the chart on my bed every day after 
the nurse marked her observation. Whe·n I . read the; word "discharged", I 
inquired from her of its significance, and her. answer was "you are going back 
home". · Five· days later I was · taken with · others in the same manner to the · same 
ship. that · brough·t us to the . United States. · 
In my mind:, however, . I was not going home .~ Ideas had been brewing in my 
head. I hadheard, while in the hospital, a Syrian gentlemen, a resident of 
New York, telling a cousin of his, in my condition, that· he would bring him 
back to the United States byway of Canada even after he had been sent . back to 
Europe. At tha.t time, the . inspection between the United States and Canada, was 
not so strict. For . that. I was glad. At any rate, I figured that if I only 
made Canada it wpuld suit me fine. 
When I was in the hospital, I complained· before a gentleman that I did not 
even have two cents to buy a stamp to mail a letter to my kin ~n Florid~, and 
tell them about my circumstances. He was kind enough to give me two cents. But 
since I could not go out of the hospital, ·and did not know that I could secure 
stamps in the hospital, the letter was never sent. and the two cents remained 
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·in my pocket. These -same two · cents were indeed a . life · s·aver about a week . later 
when I arrived in LeHavre • . The ship arrived in lat;e afternoon, and we were 
not given any food. · Whi~e waiting ·. for the time . of the train I bought one apple 
with the two cents . a.nd with that I satis~ied my hunger. 
On th¢ train, headed for Marseilles, 1 tnet a Syrian lady who was with her 
son going back to Paris from where she was to contact her people in North 
America, . with · the idea of ·. getting a ticket · to go to C~nada • . · Her son was the 
one rejected, and she could not let him go .back by himself because he was too 
young. This lady gave me enough encouragement that she would help me. contact 
my people in .the Unitecl States -by cablegram, · that I made up my mind to stop . at 
Paris. She knew someone in th.e great French metropolis who was to arrange 
things for her. But when she mentioned my case to this man, he was skeptical 
about what would happen in my case, and preferred tha.t I proceed to Marseilles . 
. However, my train had gone, and · I had . to wait for the train the next day at 
the same. time. 
The lady, her son, and. I had secured rooms in a rooming house, I not 
knowing who would pay my room rent. I still do not know who paid it. 
During the time that I had to wait for the train, I . had nothing to do and 
nothing to eat. . The last meaL I had was that at noon on the ship be fore we 
landed in Le Havre. I walked up and downthe streets of Paris--La Belle Paris, 
of which !dreamed and hoped to see all my life • • But here I was, hungry, 
lonesome, materially broke, and mentally depressed. As hunger. took a greater 
grip on me, I would . persuade myself to go to the Syrian gentleman's office and 
ask him to let me have something to eat. Time after time, I would approach the 
door of the · building where he had his office, but my Syrian ·pride stood in my 
way. I wouUi prefer to die than ·ask for alms. 
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Fl.nally, the time for my train arrived, and I : went t .o the man's office' to 
get some information from him as to how I can get to the station. ·. He called a .· 
. . 
French woman, ·. paidhe.r for her trouble, and asked her to take me .· to the . depot. 
At that time, it dawned upon him to ask me where · was I · eating. At that . point, 
. . . . 
I broke down, being so . fatigued and hungry. The man blamed himself be~ause he 
did not inq.uire about . my welfi:tre, and immediately gave the woman more money 
with which to buy lun:ch . for me' . not orily for . the immediate time' but also for 
the trip on the. train. I leaned and kissed his hand, for . I was very grateful 
for his generosity and. kindness. Oh, how much I have wished . I could remember 
his name • 
When I arrived 1n Marseilles I made. my way to the · same hotel where I had 
stopped before. 
The Syrian owners · extended me credit for whatever I needed during my stay 
in Marseilles, · besides allowing me to s~ay in the. hotel on credit until my 
money came. 
I communicated with my peop.le both in Syria and in the United States. It 
took twenty-five days to receive an answer. 
During my stay in Marseilles, I was very careful in spending. It seems 
unbelievable now, but my average, daily expense was about five cents. In the 
morning I used to go in the tent-covered coffee shop, run by a lady, and would 
f 11 f . II ask or un sou de ca e, un sou de pa1n• This went on every day until as soon 
• ' 1'1 
as I went into the tent the lady would repeat "un · sou de cafe, un sou de pa1n, · . 
The rest of my meals were composed of an average-sized orange or an apple to 
make up for the rest of the day. 
At last I was called to the hotel's office to be told that they had 
received some money for me from the United States. I was very happy. The 
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money was Secured from the bank,_. and I was ready ·to· start again toward · the 
. United States, this time by way of England and Cartada. 
I ha.d to cross France to the Engli.sh Channel ports, and then to England. · 
My ticket · was bought to Liverpool where I arrived th.e . second day. 
On · the train to Ll.verpool, two gentlemen sitting nearby started a 
conversation . with me, inquiring. about my na:tionality, where I was going and so 
on, When. they were told that · I was going to the United States, they exclaimed 
that "it · cost . big money to go to · the United Stat·es. 1,. • :Money was a· subject I did . 
not want to discuss with anybody, certainly not with strangers. These men did 
not kriow that I was travelling foy.rth class, arid tha.t what I had left could 
ha.rdly get me to where I · was going. My fears were soon dispelled when one of 
the ·men said, "Son, when you get to . Liverpool, do not ask anyone but a 
policeman about a hotel dr anything else. The people are just as bad here "in 
. L i verpoo 1 as they are ln London~.... . Then he added' "and don It you follow. any 
woman, but always follow the advice of a policeman. 1i · 
This good advice I follow.ed literally. The policeman directed me to a 
s;mall house-hotel. The man in charge showed me a room, but he insisted that he 
must have the room rent in advance. 
I did not have sufficient · change in my pockets to pay for the room. How 
am I to pay him without exposing what is left of my little treasure? He was a 
stranger to me, and I was taking no chances either . on my money or on myself. I 
walked out of the place telling the man that I would be back. It was night 
time and very dark. I drew myself into a nearby alley, and there I worked one 
of the gold pieces out of my (Kamar) belt, and then returned to the place to 
pay him and get into my room. 
The. following morning, after I dressed up and came downstairs, he asked me · 
to follow him to the next room. It was a large dining, room with a long wooden 
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dinnt;!t table. · The tabl~ wa$ naked, and. to my pleasant surprise · I saw engrave·d 
. . . :· •, . . : ·· .... - ·.. . . . . . . . 
upon it names .of persons in, Arabic and their birthplaces ·< in Syria, indicating . 
. . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . 
that others of my people had passed through ,the hotel, and on the same route to . 
Canada. The nian wt:~;s a sort of traveling agent. · It was not long before he had 
me in the office of Allen Brothers Steamship Company where he bought · me a 
ticl<et on: the first ship going to Canada. This ship was destined to Portlarid, 
Maine, after stoppirig at Halifax, Canada. After dua consideration~ r decided 
to buy my ticket to Portland, but stop ~t Halifax if I so desired. · 
At the · appointed time . the gentleman took ine to the pier, where he spotted · 
a man at a distance, went over . and had a word with him, . and then came back to 
tell me, "I found ·one of your countrymen going on th~ ·same ship, and I told him 
about you. ' 1 I walked over with great delight and shook hands with the man. I 
found out that he was from Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania, and that he had gone . 
back to the old country to see his people, and now was coming back to the 
United States • 
. . 
The trip on a Britfsh ship, evenin the . steerage class, was a revelation 
to me after I had experienced the horrible crossings of the Atlantic on a 
French. ship. The food was better and more plentiful. The treatment was civil. 
Stewards ·served the eating · table • . Besides the main dish, there were lots of 
trimmings, jams, pickles, oiives, and other delicacies. In addition to the 
three regular ·meals, at 9:00 p.m., the passengers were given refreshments of 
tea and coffee with crackers, nuts, and fruits. And we were traveling 
steerage. 
The weather was inclement and cold since it was in the early part of 
December. At last, we arrived at Halifax, Canada. By that time I had made up 
my mind to get off there and not proceed to Portland, Maine. I reasoned that 
.·.· . 
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it was better .to land . in Canada, and make sure that I wa:s in · the Lind of N·orth · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . _.· . . .·· ·. ·. . : . . . . : . . . . 
. America~ than to take a charice of being again_ rejected in a Uriited States port~ 
My plan was to go on to Montreal, as I h~d he~rd of some Syrian · people 
there. I figured that they might be of some help to me by their advice. . So, 
getting out of .the ·ship, the man .. from ·Penns·ylvania and .. ! stopped _at a store and 
bought, at his -suggestion, some biscuits and bologna to satisfy our inner man. 
That was the first · time · in my life I became introduced to bologna. 
It was not long before I found myself on a train headed for Montreal. In 
Montreal the people were hospitable as Syrians · generally are • . After 
salutations, they directed me, at my insistence, to a small hotel where I 
secured a -roqm. ·Upon counting my money, I found that r did not have enough to 
carry me to New York. I wired my cousin, Mr. Sabbagh, in· Jacksonville to send 
me thirty-five dollars . . I can. never forget his answer by telegram which read, 
"Why do you need more money, you had enough, ·. send letter." The · letter of · 
explanation and reply took about one week. The _ money~ however, came. 
It was on a Monday evening when I was directed to take a certain street 
car to the Grand Trunk Union Depot • . There I bought a ticket for New York, and 
the next day I arrived there. 
Before closing this chapter, I wish to state . that while I was riding 
between Halifax and Montreal, and then to New York, as I came down to walk a 
little whenever the train stopped at the different stations, the thrill that 
came over me because of the fact that I was ·walking over North American soil, 
was indeed indescribable. A flood of joy and happiness took hold of my senses. 
This delightful feeling has never left me even after over- fifty years. 
IN THE UNITED STATES AT LAST 
I arrived in New York around noon Tuesd,ay , . December 19, and lost no time 
1n m•king arrangements to sail on the SS Iroquois, one of the old Clyde Line 
steamers plying coastwise between New York and jacksonville~ making regul~r 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
stops at Charleston, South Carolina, each way. 
. . 
Tbe _steamers scheduled · for 
accepting : and receiving passengers was · 3:00 p.m. The ticket from New York to 
Jacksonville cost $12.50, third class. That evening found me steaming 
Southward t6ward .the land of flo~ers and ~unshin~--toward Florida~ 
Everything about an American steamer in the_ way of service rendered to 
passengers was far, far. superior to anything I had seen in n1Y travels on 
. . 
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European boa:~s • . The trip was delightful and by Thursday, the· steamer docked 1.n 
Charles. ton . for . unloading .and loading of both passengers arid merchandise • 
As soon as the. gates of the steamer's hold were opened, hundreds of -black 
people rushed with their hand trucks to unload _ the goods. As I observed them 
from' the deck, . I was indeed frightened. .I · had never in my life seen so many 
colored people at the same time. 
When: in Montreal, I had been asked where I was going~ When I said to . 
Florida, one of the fellows present ~xclaimed, "Why go to Florida? · There is · 
nothing there but jungles and Negroes." Now that !was in Charleston, I could 
easily realize what the . gentleman had'· meant, as far as the Negroes . were 
concerned. As to -the junglepart of it, my trip from the ocean through the ·st. 
Johns River--a distance of about twenty miles-- to JacksonvilLe, made me see 
with my own eyes the jungles he referred to. 
ARRIVAL 
Friday, December 22, 1.899, about 11:00 a.m., the Iroquois docked at her 
berth in Jacksonville, Florida, at the foot of Hogan Street. 
I was met at the docks by a first cousin of my father, who carried me by 
buggy to 109 ·Bridge Street (it . is now Broad Street). There I was elated 1n 
meeting cousin Asad Sabbagh. 
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He and ·two partners had a dry .goods store next door to, and with an 
opening . to, a grocet;"y s.tore. Sabbagh attende'd · to the grocery sto.re • . The other 
. . ' . 
two rotate9 · looking after the dry goods store part of the time ~ and going out 
in the buggy taking orders from the · customers the rest · ofthe time. 
The C!tristmas season was in full . swing. In those days, Christmas was 
celebrated by shooting ,fireworks, Roman candles and other noise-making fire · 
crackers-. Nearly every store sold these things for Christmas merry-making. 
The New York Grocery Company (such was the · glorified business name) had found . 
. . 
it a profitable thing · in the past to deal in fireworks~ . Now they had an extra . 
hand who could help in selling the stuff. · There were no complications about 
the prices, and I reasonably understood and spoke English. 
They erected a table for me just . outside one of the windows of the dry · 
goods store, loaded it up with sky rockets, fire crac.kers, and Roman candles, 
pla~ed . the goods in my charge, instructed me on the prices and left· the balance 
tomy intelligence and ability. The firstday, · December 23, I did very well. 
Nearly sold out. They went·. out at'ld. bought more of the noise and spark-making 
goods. 1 was happy that I had become useful just from the start. But the 
unfortunate · thing had to happen. 
While I was busy selling and counting my money and standing by the table, 
a spark of a Roman candle fell upon the table and readily ignited .. another 
cracker or candle, and in a minute, the place was like a battleground. The 
fire department was _call.ed. Soon the fire was put out, but not without 
breaking the plate glass of the window, and setting fire to · 't~hat was therein. 
I do not remember whether New York Grocery Company was insured or . not, but the 
blow was very $evere to me as a new business boy. 
The three partners of New York Grocery Company had invested everything 
they had in the double adventure. · As a matter . of fact, when I wrote to Mr .. 
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. Sabbagh from Marseilles telling him .of my p~edic~ment, • he had to borrow the 
. . - . 
money he sent me to France. · There . was a . lady who used to go out and . sell goods 
in the. country (they used to call it Kash S_hi)~ Seeing : Mr. Sabbagh was ·. 
downc~st, she had inquir~d about , his trouble. He rela·ted my story to her, and 
how he .was unable to help -me· out because he had no cash. Urn- Salim readily 
opened her · pocketbook and handed him . the amount he. needed. · 
Had I come several months . earlier, be:fore the .. "triple partnership" was 
formed, . I to~ould have bee11 a great bel p to Mr. Sabbagh. Being absolutely broke, 
it was a problem for me to s.tart ariy kind of business. 
Ninety-nine. percent of the young men who used to leave . the old country to 
immigrate to foreign lands, had absolutely no idea of what awaited .them at the 
end of their journey . . I had no knowledge of business, _no mastery of any 
particular profession or trade; · I did not even know much about farming~ 
although I was· brought up as a farmer's. son. My only· advantage was that r was 
not . an illiterate~ and that I knew a little of the English language. This was 
a decided advantage because when a . young pers.on has th~ essential fundamentals 
of ed~cation, he bec~me~ more and more eager to learn. And, the more knowledge 
he acquires, the more efficient he becomes in whatever endeavor he may try. 
Education, properly applied, is indeed the key to one's success. 
PEDDLING ADVENTURE 
I have great admiration for those who came as first immigrants. Most of 
them followed the business of travelling · in the country, generally on foot, 
carrying useful household articles: dry goods, and notions, shaving devices, 
etc. · They would wal.k two, three 4 and four miles between one house and another, 
to offer . to the farmers who could not come into the city or town' their 
merchandise which they carried all day long. These pioneers represent to me 
~the true: spirit of rugged individualism which carried the American pioneers 
North, South, East, a11d West irr ques·t of a, b~tter life/ and a better place to 
live • .. It _ was a · hard life, trt1e, . but . it proved that · these men were _ha):"dy and 
s -trong and equal tp :its difficult requirements . . 
Those who followed in the footsteps of the pioneers, are also to be · 
complimented for: their pluck and courage. I h~ppened to · be one who could not 
escape that sort o·f hard life . . My venture, however, was short-lived. 
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Before my arrival ~n Jacksonv:ille, there had arrived a few months earlier, 
another yo.ung man, about · two years older than me. He had been peddling notions 
and other articles . in · and arouond Jacksonville. He and I talked business 
matters over, and decided to .go peddling . tog.ether. Of course, the whole idea 
was new to me, . but I was willing· to · try anytp.ing. So, one beautiful morning, 
each of -us carrying a . bundle of dry goods on! his shoulders, and a satchel of 
notions and cutlery; etc. in his hand, walke:d out of the outskirts of 
Jacksonville and headed southward. We would stop. now and then to talk to 
prospective customers, mostly colored women; offering them our wares. I do not 
know ho.w fa.r we · traveled each day· in the woods from one bouse . to another, but I 
do knOW· that within one week we . made Pala.tka. 
We s.lept in white farmers' homes, in cqlored peoples' cottages ., and one 
time, in a deserted house·. It is easy to ~agine the conditl.on we were . in the 
following morning .after spending a night on :awo.oden · floor, with no cover or 
anythiing to stretch on. Our only comfort was the . bundle of clothes which we 
c~rried, and which we utilized as a pillow • . 
I used to dread the approach of the sunset with no house in sight. That 
was a dreadful feeling. 
When we arrived in Palatka, we went to :a rooming house, but the rate of 
the room rent seemed too much for us. We had not" done much business, and felt 
that we could not afford much for room. We . thought maybe we could find a room 
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a little cheaper. Firially~ w~ found otir&elves at . the edg~ of a railroad yard 
. . . . . . . . 
where many empty freight cars w~re parked ·on side trl}cks. The tempation was 
great. 
, .... I 
We were tire4 out. The time was about 7:30 _:p.m. and it was dark~ We . 
did not feel like going back to . the rooming house • . Final~y, we dec-ided · on a 
comfortable car to sleep. in~ We jumped ·in, · and . in . a very few min·utes ;· we were 
~ound ~sleep ftom fatigue and travellirig~ 
About _five o'clock in the morning, we were awakened -by . the sound of two 
men talking. We were startled but kept quiet. The two men were asking each 
other about what they t~ought they saw in the car, · anc;l one asked if the other 
. had a gun. We became more alarmed and were ready. to flee fr()m· the place at the 
first chance. Th~ men disappeared, and we started out. By the time we had . 
jumped from the car, they were again facing us _and with pretended authority 
asked us, "What are you doing here?" Our answer was apologetic and meek. We 
told them that we were peddlers, had very poor luck and · slept in the cat to 
sav~ lodging fees. · They · were ''railroad yard . watchmen," according to their · 
claim. Their duty required that they arres·t us and take us · to the yard master. 
But, wishing ·to be lenient with us, they would rather have us leave the . yard 
and go to a certain point where we would be safe, and they be free of blame. 
We agreed., and started going in that direction, only to discover after walking. 
quite a distance that they were walking stealthily behind us. We protested 
their following us, and they agreed to return and leave us alone. As we became 
suspicious, we looked backwards again, and there they were again behind us~ My 
partner protested vehemently. One of them hit him across the eye with a stick, 
the other started after me as I broke away, threw my bundles and ran. I 
escape.d injury. They failed to find any money, but succeeded in getting some 
shaving utensils and other articles· useful for men, after which they got away. 
M:y partner's eyebrow was cut badly. I had to find a place where we could be 
. \./ . 
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taken care of · until we saw :a:· doctor. Not ve_ry. · far away from tl::re place~ I found . 
. a roominghou~re in which lived. a, . ~ail road y;ard section gang. _· They gave us help, 
and later in the day theytook us to the doctor who .sewed up the cut, and down 
to the St. Johns River. - We went to take the boat back to Jacksonville. That 
was the end of my peddling adventure. 
A YOUNG BUSINESS . MAN 
Since my first attempt in trying to make a living was a failure, I had to 
look for something else to do. Most Syrian immigr~nts · in those days found that 
a small fruit stand, ora limited grocery store, or acounter fo~ selll.ng cheap 
jewelry and cutlery, placed in front of a store, was about as far as they could 
reach. I was no -different from the rest. A fruit stand with some - c1gars and 
cigarettes and snuff and chewing tobacco, was about my highe.st. ·limit of reach. 
Not that I had any money myself, . but because I depended on my kin to give me a 
helping hand. So, I rented a store on Bridge Street at $15 pet month for a 
fruit stand in front, and a few shelves therein, and some counters, with a 
second-hand showcase bought · on credit, but above everything else .I bought -a 
peanut parcher. Every afternoon, I would set up the parcher on the edge of the 
sidewalk, parch nea.rly a bushel of peanuts, empty them in a box and start to -
sack them up in -five-cent bags. The aroma of the parched peanuts as its steam 
_ascended upwards · together with my admonition, "get them while they are hot, 
when they get cold you would not . like them", all helped · to dispose of the 
delicious nuts. 
It may be well .to state here where I . lived. In those days. poor 
immigrants like me, could not afford the luxury of a room. They generally set 
the space for their business between the front end a certain distance in the 
place, toward the back, then erected a partition to make the back part of the 
store living quarters. At first I had no bed, so I improvised two carpenter 
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jacks, put three planks ' across them and a mattress -arid a blanket, for a 
sleeping ar~angement. This I did , for several yeaz:-s. 
. ' . . 
My experiences ~n business were poor as far as making money was concerned. 
However, I did not fail to send my ·parents a check for a few dollars · from time 
to · time. The · big~es_t business blow came when Cousin Sabbag decided to visit 
his widowed mother in Syria and asked me to go in with - Cousin Najib David~ who 
was now in his employ
1 
to run his ·place of business for him while he . made his 
trip to _the old -country and came back. His store now consisted only of a 
grocery and ~eat establishment . . It was my failure in running this store ·that 
dealt me a stunning -blow in business. _ Heretofore, my business operations were 
more or less within my ability. Being transferred to a much larger business, 
and not kno~ing anythin~ about meat cutting, put me in a very awkward place. 
Cousin Najib had met with a tragic end as a consequence of his .falling and 
cutting his hand very severely from which he developed a severe· case of -
lock-j~w, re~ulting in. his death. 
The limitedamount of fundamental education _! had received resulted ~n my 
great desire to learn more. Hence, every time I fotind an interesting new book, 
or saw a newspaper, I was . ready t .o give up whatever I was doing in order to 
read.. In fact, I had a great · des ire to be a writer, to compose poe try, to 
develop a literary career. This, of course, led to my neglect of other duties, 
especially thos.e relating .to business. As a result of this attitude, I was not 
a real success in business, neither before nor after I took over Mr. Sabbag's 
place. 
Two distinct and contradictory reports about me had reached my father, who 
was very much concerned about my success. The first report came from a great 
uncle who was in Jacksonville when I arrived here, and went to Nebik two or 
three years later. He told my father "Youse£ (meaning me) will never amount to 
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anything. "All he . does is sit down: and read books and newspapers~" Fo.r this 
. -. . . . 
report, I received a seve~e reprimand ftotn my father. ti I did not send you to 
America to read," was his declarat.ion, . "but rather .to -work and make s.ornethi.ng 
. . 
out . of . yours.elf ." · The other" report was . from an uncle who was my companion · 
here, as he was my boyhood mate 'in Sy.ria. · He. had seen one of the . scorching 
letters my father had -written me. So ~; unbeknownst to me, he took it upon . 
himself to write my father in my _ behalf. "Sooner or later", he · said, "you 
shall he~r of the fina reputation of your son, - Youse£~ Money is not 
everything, and .I . am sure · if ever he strikes . a streak . of good . fortune in 
business, with his lit~rary genius, he will shine as bright as a star." 
My desire to acquire knowledge · was . so strong that I once fell for a scheme 
of education by correspondence. A salesman convinced me that I could use my 
leisure time · to study law; · and in due cours.e pass an examination and· be· 
admitted to the . bar as an Attorney-at-law. His plan to do this was for ine to 
buy . art encyclopedia of law·, and start studying in accordance with instructions 
given me by the correspondenc.e school. Of course. h~ ·was selling the course 
_including the· encyclopedia at a stated price to be paid' by installments. 
The study was interesting, the logic in the profession of law was 
fas-cinating, but alas, · I was not able to keep my studies up and at the same 
time attend. to my little suffering business. · After going through one or two 
examinations applied monthly by the . school for which I received grade A. I gave 
up. You just can't acquire professional knowledge· and take ca.re of a business 
at the same time. My biggest handicap was that I had to stay open from -6:00 
.a.m. until 12:00 midnight; hence, I had no spare time. This beside the fact 
that since my home was in my store, I could not separate myself .from the store. 
go to a private home, seclude myself as .a student should and then study my 
lessons. 
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. I made anqther attempt at education~ That~as ·studying bookkeeping 
through the Y.M.C.A. I must admit that I made more headw.B:y in that than r · did 
in studying law. What I . learned of . bookkeeping came in han,dy all . through the . 
years . . No bus:ine~s or professional man whose activities require keeping · 
accounts can afford not to know b.ookkeeping. It is an essential. 
Of course; the fact that Najib . had met with an accident that caused his 
death, not very long after Mr ~ Sabbag arrived in the old court try, not . only 
.deprived us of his . knowledge and expet.J.ence · in the . place . as a meat:-cutter, but 
also stunned and demoralized u~. We had to hire a butcher to take. his place,. 
A meat-cutter can easily break any man if he does not do his job., or if he is 
unscrupulous. Hired meat-cutters .endeavor to ct.eate for themselves a following 
among the customers, who would go wherever · they go from one job to another. 
This, of course, is done at the expense of themeat-market owner. We must have 
suffered from this· condition as well as from our li.berality in extending credit 
to bad rich customer~. 
So, after Najib's death, · in fact, evenbeforehis death, we were losing 
ground. ~is increased after · we lost him arid things grew from bad to worse. I 
tried my best to ward off a business ca·tas trophe. I borrowed money from my 
friends; · I bought on credit from people with whom I had been dealing until they 
notified me that. . they couLdn't let me have any more goods on credit; . Imade new 
contacts for g~tting goods on time; b~t all seemed to have gone in vain. I 
could not make any headway at all. I discontinued selling things on credit~ 
and in doing that, I cut down more than half of my customers. Mr. Sabbag was 
informed of these conditions, and he hurried to get back. He could not do that 
fast enough for me. By the time he arrived in Jacksonville, there was little 
on the shelves, and only a little meat in the ~ce cooler. 
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Althoug~ the return of Mr . . Sabbag .was ~·. great relief to .. me, we 
encotintereed difficulti.es in starting business ,on a full scale agai·n. That was 
. due to the fact that . several of my creditors were threaten:ing to bring · suits 
· against the New York Grocery . Company. Mr •. Sabbag had spent .all his spare money 
on his trip. 
For quite a while we were perplexed and tied down. Someone ·suggested that 
I file a petition in bankruptcy. This was . the first time I heard . of the word. 
When I learned what it meant, I hit the ceiling. · .I stood doggedly and told Mr. 
Sabbag, "This w9s a partnership . . If I sign a bankruptcy petition in order to 
get rid of our debts, you woul-d have to sign it with me." He saw that I meant 
just that. 
Finally, we were advised by a Hebrew friend ·to go and see a lawyer by the 
name of Zakara ias . This we did • He advised the New York Grocery Company to 
sell 6ut to A. Sabbag, and let him run the business. I .could work for him for 
wages if I so desired. He assured me that this was .legal, at the same time, he 
suggested that I contact every one of .my ~reditors and give them assurance of 
my intention to pay on an installment basis. This I also did. I had· no· 
trouble in lining up my weekly payments, and made a true effort to meet them. 
Things began to get good fbr us. Mr. Sabbag had the experience and I bad 
by now some ~xperience arid a great deal of energy. In two or three years all 
my debts were paid, the store was full of stock, business was good, and above 
all, I was at ease to use my name in the business whose firm name became Sabbag 
& David, and remained thus unt~ lil8. 
It happened that before Mr. Sabbag went back to the old country, that I 
prevailed upon him to go in partnership in something else. There was a colored 
real estate dealer across the street from me on Bridge Street (Broad Street). 
~his colored realtor convinced me of the advisability of buying two cottages he 
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had . for sale on Union Street, :betw.een Jefferson and Madison Streets. the price 
was seventeen hundred andfifty dollars ($1750.00). The amount was to be seven 
. . . . . 
hundred anti fifty dollars do.wn and the balance to be carried as a mortgage Ot1 . 
the property for s~veral years. The ra.te of int~rest was eight per cent per 
annum. 
I did not hav.e the a(l)o~nt for down payment, so I asked Mr. Sabbag· to go · ~n. 
partnership with me, which he did. The return onthe investment was thirty 
dollars pet month, a fairly good. return~ We sold the . property· after Mr. 
Sabbag' s return from the old country - for. three thousand dollars ($3000. 00). I 
believe we were the first Syrians to buy real estate'- in the city of 
Jacksonville·. 
In his life, my father used to tell me that nothing is like real estate, 
it neitf-..er burns nor . sinks, it neither changes nor disappears. ·How wise he 
was. 
During that period, . I had another experience•which I must relate for 
amusement sake. 
From the· time I was a boy in my · teens, I always had a burning desire to be 
a strong ro.bust .man. I used to stand erect, throw my shoulders back, stick out 
my chest and take deep pene~rating breaths. I was fond of wrestling. and 
tussling. The di~ty earth of Nebik rubbed a great deal out of my back, 
shoulders and legs. 
It was, therefore, natural for me to wish to be of a strong, . tall, broad. 
stature. However, it seems that it was never intended for me to be tall 
although ~y shoulders were broad and my body well-built. I just wished that I 
was even only two inches tall~r. 
Peeping one day through the pages of a physical culture magazine, my eye 
fell upon an extraordinary ad. "Do you want to be from two to five· inches 
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. ·. . ' . 
taller?" · the ad inqu:ired. Theri it wen~ on to claim •· that it was possibfe, 
. _ = ·. ". · · ·.· . . · ·.. . . . 
especia11y so for a young. man. The name of 'the advertiser was The Cartilage 
COmpany; he~d,q~arters at Rochester, New York~ · . The claim for lengthening the 
•- body i~ bas·ed on stretching the cartilages connecting . the bones and joints of 
the · body, and · thtis increasing its _ height. 
I contacted the advert~ser to find that his method was the application of 
an apparatus bound around the back, the shoulders, the neck~ and winding up at 
the top of the .. head. This appara/tus sold for ten: dollars .. · It · would have been 
cheap to me: at hundred times the amount, although the ten dollars was too much 
for me to spare at that time. 
After considerable correspondence· with the Cart.ilage Compa,rry, I secured 
the machine, and went to work according to instructions. Beside . the apparatus 
being wrapped around the back and shoulders and the neck, the feet had to be 
fastened to the. floor or ground, · and the head connected. by a sma 11. rope . 
proceedipg from the .machine, · to the ceiling, where it went through a pully 
screwed to the ceiling and carne down to the hands of the. person stretching 
himself. As 9ne pulled .on the rope in his hand. his body st~etched until his 
feet became tight in the stalk in the floor, and thus the pressure stretched 
out. the body . . 
I honestly believe that . if I had persevered in the method, I would have 
benefited by it. However, it was taking too much of my . time which. after all, 
did not belong to me ·alone, and I began to hear grumbling, so I gave up the 
idea after a brief period. 
THE FAMILY PENDULUM SHIFTS TO THE U.S. 
After my arrival here, in a fit of enthusiasm and optimism, . I insisted 
that my father give up th~ traveling and transporting busin~ss, and I would 
take care of· the family's needs. The ·time he decided . to abide by this loving 
. . 
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but foolish advice of mine is not certain, b~t by 1907 he wa.s looking after our 
property in Nebik with the .weak h.elp of my younger broth.ers . and sisters who 
. • 
were able to do little work; and was having a hard time of it. The property · 
could not give enough to take care of the needs. Of course, a small check from 
me from time to time helped ~ut greatly. 
My ina}?ility to carry out what I had in my heart grieved me very much, and 
the family suffered a great deal on account of my failure in my business 
efforts. 
At the same time, my two brothers and two sisters remaining at home were 
growing up. By 1907, my sister Wasela was quite a young lady. 
In a small town like Nebik, in the interior of Syria, there was ·hardly 
anything for a woman tobe except a housewife. Sometimes if a girl was 
fortunate enough to receive a certain amount of education, the missionaries 
would find a teaching place for her. This was a 1 imited opportunity; however, 
the missionaries did provide such work for a good many of our girls. Wasela 
did not have sufficient edueation; beside the fact that such positions were 
already occupied. Besides teaching, a woman could go to Damascus or Beirut, 
and learn dressmaking, and thus return home and make use of her knowledge 1n 
the field. My sister had neither the opportunity for education, nor the 
learning for dressmaking. She was highly intelligent, howeve~, and desired 
something better than the . lot of a woman's life 1n Nebik, or in all of Syria 
. for that matter. 
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I . . . . . . . . 
When things began to get better with · us economically here, she expressed . 
an earnest desire to come to th~ United State_s, and join me in a land where 
. . . : 
women' ·s rights were at least respected and .her place in society was fully 
recognized. My parent~, although. they war~ strenuously opp6sed to their 
daughter trave1ing . alon~ on such a . long distance _across the seas, could not 
help but feel · that her lot wouid be much better in the United States near her 
brother· than anywhere: else • . . Besides impr~ving her own circums-tances, she would 
be a great moral influence upon me, they reasoned. 
It so happ~ned that an ~ old friend of the family learn~d of a nice family 
preparing to go to the United States. He knew of my sister's desire to make 
· the trii', and my · parents' apprehensions of her: traveling by herself. He 
immediately got in contact with my father, sugges-ting· that Wasela travel in 
company with this f~mily. 
According to the available records, Wasela left Damascus on October 19, 
19:07, · and arrived in New York, November 7·, · 1907. By the 16th of November, she 
arrived rn Jacksonville. She was the first member of my _immediate family to 
join me on this side; therefore, i consider it a real red~letter day 1n our 
family's history~ 
.Wasela.· was highly religious. She had · studied the Bible well and was well 
on the Protestant side in her religious inclinations. She discovered that I 
had been . attending the First Presbyterian Church. However, I had riot joined 
the church up to that time. Wasela was very much interested in whether or not 
I had already affiliated myself with the . church, and when she learned that I 
had not, she insisted that both she and I join at the same time and as soon as 
po s sib 1 e • This we did • 
. 11,2 
It was not long. before ·wasela beca1Ile very . popular among her friends and 
· acquaintances in J:acksonville. She was highly intelligent, sociable, friendly 
and loving • . ·· Her face was · SO, full .of color that she needed . no rouge. · · aer hair 
was brown mingled with . streaks of auburn. He.r temperament was not any 
different from the rest of .. the family: · She ·could stand only ·so much and no 
more of other people's foolishness. Her answers were · quick and always to the 
point. Her mind was her own. 
It . is remarka.ble· to observe how· soon she became recognized as one of the 
outstanding Syrian- women: in the community among · both the ·Syrians and the 
' 
Americans. She occ1.1pied several offices in the Syrian Women's Charity 
Society, of which she was a charter member • . She headed that organization more 
than once, acqui~ting he·rself with dignity, ability, arid refinement. When she 
stood up to speak; her audience was impelled to listen to what she had to say, 
for she spoke good sense. Needles.s to say. that in her patriotism, her love for 
this coun,try, her interest . in . the wel fa:r·e of her people and all mankind she was 
second .to no one.. She, therefore, stood high in the hearts . and minds of the 
people. 
She was married to Richard E. Farris on. January 12, 1919, at the home of 
his brother, N.. E. Farris • The cerE!.mony was conducted by Dr. L. E. McNair, 
then pas tor of the First Presbyterian Church. She gave birth to her first and 
only child, on the 19th of March 1921, but alas, she passed away three days 
after her delivery. 
The loss in Wasela's death to both the Farris and the David families was 
indeed irreparable. She was a great spiritual and moral force in both 
families. She passed away in the prime of life, and so suddenly, when so much 
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was expected from her 1.n her unique position. The vacanc:y caused by her death 
was impos~ible to fill. 
IN THE INTERIM 
In relating the history of sister Wasel~, from th~ time of her departure 
. ' . . ' 
from Syria to the date of her untimely death, I confined the whole writing 
during that period to · her. However, . during that period of time a great deal 
took · place . in the life of other members of the ·family. Now I shall devote a 
portion to a third comer of our family, to Join Wasela and me in the United 
States. 
The second boy of the family, and also the next to Wasela in a.ge was 
S.alem. · Salem was born with an organic heart trouble. His heart did not behave 
like normal hearts. He g()t tired easily and he could not walk very far. When 
he · exerted . himself, his lips; became dark blue and so did his fingernails. An 
. . 
. English doctor connected with the Presbyterian Mission clinic · in Nebik, after 
examining him, declared that nothing could be done for him since the disease 
was an organic one.. He . advised that we keep him from exerting himself, and 
· that he be kept happy and content, never . given any cause for anger or 
excitement. 
He was . six years . old when I left home, and 14 by the time Wasela arrived 
in the United States. By th~ year 1910, he had become a young man, yet without 
any work that he was capable of doing, and with no bright hope for the future, 
except maybe by innnigrating to join his brother- and sister in the United 
States. 
About the end of 1909 he became verj earnest in his desire to come to the 
United States. Even our father thought well of the idea, as much as he hated 
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to see · another ·one of . his sons go. He expr~ssed himself about his anxiety for 
Sa:lem Is future if he were . to ' remairi 1n Nebik. 
Of course, there were. the tickets and other expenses which must be met · by 
me· Father did not ha:v~ any mo[ley, and was . not in his old trade then. So, in 
the course of time when I b~came · able to spare the amount necessary for the 
ticket . and .· other incidental . expenses, I sent the · money to my father for Salem 1 s 
tri~ to the United States. 
Upon his arrival ·· in· Marseilles, France.; . Salem was told that he ha.d 
trachoma in his eyes and couldnot be admitted into the United . States at New 
York .• 
Upon . the advice of a . travel agent in Marseilles, · he . decided to go to the 
West Indies and from there to approach . the state of Florida with the hope of 
entering at som~ Florida port. 
He I eft France for St. · Thomas, and from there he went to Jamaica; he came 
c . 
over- to N·assau, Bahama.s, and on to Miami, Florida. At Miami I met him, and 
although my: presence at the time helped two other fellows, a fa.ther and his 
son, to be admitted, I was not able to do anything for Salem because the 
government's doctor refused to admit him on account . of his eyes. He had . to go 
back to Nassau. I . do not remember how long he stayed there· doctoring his eyes 
before he made another trial, this time, coming to Key West, Florida. Again he 
was rejected at ~ey West for the same reason, and had to go back to Nassau. 
After another while, he decided to make the trial at the port of New York. 
He had got ten acquainted with a family named Amoury. One member of the family 
was going to New York, so Salem went. in his company. However, this time he 
changed his name and bought his ticket as a Mr • . Maloof. He was readily 
admitted to the United States and without te.lling us anything about this Tast 
plan of his, he walked in upon us in the store at 109 Bridge Street. We were 
pleasantly amazed~ and could riot believe our own eyes. It was indeed a gr.eat 
day. 
I am not . sure, but I think Salem stayed on .. the .road n1ne months• ·It had 
cost me a great deal to bring him over, -but I was happy, and would have been 
·happy if I had spent every . cent I had .to. ha.ve him join us. As was stated 
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above, he had a peculiar l:teart, · and I did not feel secure in leaving him at the 
mercy of the world with his physical condition~ · 
SALEM ~DOPTS A PLAN 
When ·salem arrived in Jacksonville, . our business had assumed the name of 
Sabbag & David, instead of A. Sabbag~ -Through a new competitor in th~ meat 
business by the name of Baker · Brothers, we were indeed shown how business can 
be better conducted. . Baker Brothers did not undersell us or keep be tte.r meat, 
but rather they arranged a .more attractive · meat market, with more adverti.si.ng 
in their store and in the newspapers. They were about 100 feet from us, and 
their customers had the chance of observing our pr1ces and -the quality of our 
goods. 
By that time, we, that is, Mr. Sabbag' s family and our family, had rented 
a house to live in. Quite a jump from the living behind-the-store methods we 
were accustomed to. It was more the regular American way · of living. 
S~lem had, at first, to help in the store. He knew very little English. 
He, therefore, had to go to night school. This was of great benefit to him. 
I mentioned in the earlier part of these memories, that I had bought an 
Encyclopedia of Law that I might study the legal profession by correspondence. 
My Bfforts in that direction did not continue long, but the law books remained 
intact. 
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>when Salem became able to read a .little better he began to search 1n these 
law books for knowledge. It must be remembered at the same time, that Salem, 
due to his weak heart, . had no desire or power to do manual work. 
. . . . 
He decided to read in · these books and. find< out · what the sc1enc.e . of law 1s. 
It was not long before he became deeply interested. Law is a logical science, 
and Salem .had a very logical mind~ The reading appealed to him, and he todk 
time in the afternoon, when the business was at a stand-still, to go to the 
back of the store and read to himself. 
The more Salem read . in the la:w ·books the more ·absorbed he became in the 
legal science. He did .not, ·.however, tell anyone what transpired in his mind. 
I was satisfied to see him widen his knowledge by teading books, and , s1nce he 
.was not . consuming any useful . time as far as the work 1n the store was 
concerned, it was perfectly all right with me. 
In the first part of 1913 I became very anxious to make .a trip to the old 
country. I had become · homesick for my parents and· .my other brother and 
sisters, as well as all the relativ~~. This is beside the fact that I had 
passed the age of thirty, and had begun to feel the necessity of establishing a 
home for myself. So, in spite of my very limited financial circumstances I 
made up my mind to make the trip. 
In bringing the trip up at this time for discussion, I only seek to relate 
what took place in my absence with reference to Salem's study of law. For 
while I was away, Salem had made arrangements with a law instructor to study 
law at his hand with a class of young men with the same desire. 
When I came back in 1914, Salem was determined to become a lawyer arid went 
ahead in the study of law. Nothing could have made me more happy, and nothing 
could deter him from his objective. He kept studying and receiving 
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instruct ions unfil ~he . year .1916' ·when he weh.t to rallahas .. see and took th.e bar . 
examination, and was admitted to practice . law in the state of Florida. 
. . . . . . . 
Salem indeed was a b'['illiant man with a fine personality~ a good sense of 
humor and quick thinking. Just to think, that · in 1910 he was merely a farmer 
boy in a town - in the heart of Syria~ With little gen~ra1 education and very· 
limited knowledg.e . of the English language, and· after a year of hard traveling, 
he was · transplanted into the United States · of America, and, like Abraham 
Lincoln~ . he . studied not only the . English language, but also -law for himself, 
without the benefit of going to day school, and was able. to take the law bar 
ex~miriation in 1916, and successftilly ~ass tb practice law in the state of 
Flo-rida. 
Upon receiving his law practice certificate, he joined a law firm. He 
left th~m after a time and werit to practice for himself. With the exception of 
a few months he .spent in the army as a clerk working in the office of the 
selective board in Monticello, Florida, he followed his law practice until his 
death in March 1930. 
While Salem was not physically fit to bear arms and · fight for his country, 
he felt that if he could only help in a · small way he would be happy and 
content. We had a friend who learned · of the op~ning for an office clerk in 
Monticello's selective board office, so he inade the arrangement for Salem. He 
was the only soldier 10 uniform in that little city. I understand he had a 
marvelous time until he was released with honorable discharge at the end of the 
war. 
Salem was the first lawyer Nebik produced whether in Syria or 1n the 
United States. 
A BRIGHT LIFE PASSES OUT 
As stated above, Salem died · .~uddenly in March of .. 1930; and thus a · 
b.rilliant life . was extingu~shed and a promising career· came to a . sudden and 
tragic end. 
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Salem's unt im.ely death was the second stunning blow our immediate family 
suffered· on this side of the ocean. · Our gtief was assuaged by the . presence of 
my mother who had come over three years prior to his death. 
Thus ended the brilliant life of a prom1s1rtg young man, so untimely and . so · 
tragically; Salem, howeveri left behind him two fine child~en, a boy and a 
girl. . There is an adage 10 · the Arabic language, "he who begets never dies." 
· AS LIFE PASSES ON ' 
I now find it imperative to go back to the years of 1910', 1911 and 1912 
when Salemarrived in the United States. 
Heretofore, I had: been struggling to h~lp my sisters · and brothers as weLl 
as my .parents, but now I fe.1t that it was about time to give a little thought 
. to my own pe.rson~l affairs. By now, 1 had approached the age of thirty, yet no 
oneamong members of the . fair sex had appeared on the horizon whose heart and 
mine were close enough to discuss matrimonial matters. At the same time, my 
parents were constantly insisting upon finding a . mate for my life. I was their 
oldest boy, the one who was expected to start carrying the name of the family. 
It appeared to me at the time that my best chance would be to make a trip 
to the ~ld country, see the old folks, and then, maybe by chance find a mate 
for my life. 
In May of the year 1912 the ~yrian American Club was organized. In 
company with about sixty other public spirited Syrians, I worked very hard to 
make the club a reality. In fact, the first early meetings to organize such an 
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as~ociation were heL~ i~ a store on the northwes~ corner of Eighth artd Hubbard 
· Str~et:s, owned by both Mr. Assad Sabbag, ·and myself .. The building had just 
been · completed ·and the store -was still vacartt. 
When the election for afficers took place, two oiher nominees for the 
office ·of presidency withdrew · and I was elected president and later installed 
-as such and serve for one year. 
I mention this, partly be.cause it was my life·' s interest and activity, and 
partly because of the fine $end-off the club gave me in April of 1913 when I 
decided to make _the trip to Syria. That was indeed a fine occasion for which I 
will always be grateful to the tlub. 
A little earlier in my life, I had joined the Independent Order of 
Oddfellows. It was in December 1910 when I found the principle of this order 
exactly what I love and admire in life. The motto of the order is "Friendship, 
Love and T~uth''. I also mention this because Oddfellowship play~d a great part 
1n my life, as I played a great .part in Oddfellowship. 
Oddfeilowship is more or less an American institution. It is true that it 
has branches outside of the Uni~ed States~ especially in th€ Northern countries 
of Europe, but it could be considered an American institution. Certainly there 
were no branches of it in my former country, Syria, or more exactly Turkey . . 
In my application for American Citizenship, I renoun~ed all governments 1.n 
favor of the U.S.A. and more specifically renounced the government of Turkey, 
of which I was a subject. Yet, here I was preparing to visit . that country in 
order to see my people and attend to other matters. It must be understood that . 
in seeking to become an American citizen, I did not secure the consent of the 
government of which I was · a subject. I . just renounced ·it, as most Syrians do 
whe~ they become an American citi.zen, with the knowledge that my American 
citizenship would not be recognized by Turkey. In view of all the above, I 
sought every m~ans that might ;render as~ist~nce · in my former l~nd tn case 6f 
troubie. · 
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Masonry is a univ~rsal organization and a wonderful order. It also has 
members all over the world. To be a member · of that fraternity was something to 
be desired. So, I put in niy application and sought to become a mason, and was 
indeed elated when · told that · 1 was ·accepted·. . Certainly someone along the way 
1n time of trouble would recognize tha:t I am his brother, and extend a helping 
·hand. 
In November of 1912, the JacksonvilleCity SalesmenAssociation, whose 
pres.ident at the time was my friend, Mr. John W. Martin, who later became 
several times · Mayor of Jacksonville and Governor of Florida · from 1924-1928, had 
an. annual mee-ting. It was attended by about 400 guests. Among them was 
Senator Duncan U. Fletcher, and Congressman Frank Clark and the Mayor of 
Jacksonville, J.M~ Jordan. It fell my lot to represent the retailers as a 
speaker. My subject .was "Salesmanship", but what I had to say in the course of 
speaking . seemed to have ple.ased both the senator and the. congressman, as we-ll < 
as the -mayor, as well as members of the association. 
At that meeting, Mr. Martin gave me a glowing introduction, and both Mr. 
Fletcher and Mr. Clark made references to some remarks that I had made. 
Mr. John H. Ek, one of my closest friends, said to me after the meeting, 
"Joe, if . you were running for a · public office, _and made that kind of a talk one 
day before election, the people would have voted for you overwhelmingly." 
This was my first public address, and I had worked on it hard to have my 
thoughts emphasized as I would like to. Mr. Lester W. Mitchell, local 
repre~entative of the firm of Maxwell House Coffee, insisted, and secured a 
copy .of the talk for publication in their trade magazine. 
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Following is an excerpt of that talk: ·"Mr. Presj.cient and GentlE~inen: It 
· is ·indee.d a great pleasure and a high honor to enjoy the privilege of being 
invited to · a ban·quet given. by the Jack~onville Salesmen Association, and it ts 
a grea~er pleasure _·and a higher honor to be so gen~rously complimented by the 
coming orator of Florida and . the most eloquent · young man of this great . 
state--president of this association, Honorable John W. Martin .. . •. _ 
"I am a Syrian by bir~h, but an American by · ideas. I t:tave spent the last 
thirteen years, which is the best part of my life, in this free country .and I 
adopted the glorious cltizenship of this great republic as quick . as I cou.ld get 
it, and have. so . intermingled with · the American people, .. read their literature, 
copied their ways and - customs until I became a loyal Southerner~ a true 
democrat and. an enthusiastic Floridian, or as you .may say, a genu1ne 
Florida-:-cracker and am proud of the title. -· 
"The.re are in this city quite a number of Syrians most of whom are in 
bu~iness and in general they are prosperous, and . I venture to say that -ninety 
percent of - them are property owners. In my estimation their prosperity is due 
to · some io:eri ts they- possess· ~ · One of the best merits the Syrian merchants 
possess· is TEMPERANCE: Syrians are noted for their sobriety, and this is, I 
think; . the greatest factor in their success. They realize that dissipation and 
business d6 not ag~ee. Another merit the Syrian merchants are known for is, 
ECONOMY; you hardly see a Syrian living beyond his means, he does not complain 
of the high cost of living, and at the end of his month he manages to save some 
amount whether small . or large and have it ready for a rainy day. Another merit 
the Syrian merchants possess is ENERGY: Just as soon as a Syrian strikes this 
fair land he goes to hustling, it makes no difference what position he occupies 
he tries to make a success of it. He may not know the language, he may be 
ignorant of the ways and customs of the land, :he. may be financially poor, but 
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all these great obstacles do not stand in the way. ~- ae pushes forward, and 
pushes . forward and · in the course of ti1ne · he makes his mark. And the best merit 
. . ·. . . 
the Syrian merchants possess, looking at it from a business standpoint, because 
it is the mos,t essential in · the life of trade, is PAYING · HIS BILLS: · and this 
statement can be sanctioned by every member of this association . . Some may ask 
why do these poeple leave . their native ,.land and emigrate to foreign countries? 
In reply, I beg to say tbat this is due to the grave condition pre.vailing in 
their homeland. They are driven away by the poverty which is caused by the 
tyrannical and the corrupt methods ·. of theTurkish Administration, and by the · 
persecution the Christians receive by both the Government and the uncivilized 
elements who occupy the land. · And for this reason you see the Syrians · become 
citizens as . fas-t as they can, and buy property as quick as they are able and 
have decided to die in · America even if they were born across the water. 
"In conlusion, I wish to say in behalf of myself and my country-people, 
members of this association .are always welcome to their patronage and 
hospitality. I also wish to express my thanks for the honor of addressing this 
body. May this association live long and remain the means of maintaining 
. harmony and good relations between the wholesale and retail merchants in 
Florida, and "the greatest factor in booming home industry, and advocating the 
great policy 'Keep your money at home-··Buy from Florida Merchants.' Gentlemen, 
· I thank _you." 
THE COVETED TRIP 
The idea of taking a trip to the Old Country was getting such a grip on me 
until by the first part of 1913, I was overtaken by it. However, the money was 
not plentiful in our hands. We had put up the building on the corner of Eighth 
& Hubbard Streets, and that took all the money we had on -hand. Still, I was 
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bent on going to · see the old folks. · Mr. Sabb.ag, no doubt, remembered that I 
made it possible for him . to go and see his mother. He was willing even to 
borrow what was needed to provide a trip for me. In those days money had much 
niorevalue than it hasnow. Fifteen hundred dollars borrowed on the Eighth & 
Hubbard Streets building ~eemed sufficient for my needs. 
Of course, the routine~of farewell parties were had. One particular 
party was gi:Ven me by theSyrian American Club in which I was presented with a 
silver .cup,as first president of the Club. 
The passport applied for here in _Jacksonville, came from Washington -in a 
few days,. Accompanying it was a letter in which I was officially informed that . 
since the United States of .America had no treatywith Turkey with respect to · 
Turkish subjects _ acquiring American citizenship, · that the United States 
G6vernment wished to inform me that I could not expect any legal help from this 
country in the event I was< moles ted by the. Turks, or in case my rights were 
viola ted by. them. · 
The abov.e facts were already known to me, but somehow; now that 1 was 
factually confronted with them, their real significance assumed a. different 
aspect. It had in it a sort of a sting. Heretofore, I had been living in the 
land of the free and the home of the brave. The Turks were completely absent 
from my mind. But ·now, I was contemplating going to their country where their 
. laws had to be obeyed, and their rules and regulations could not be laughed at. 
The country which I had leaned on for protection and help---The United States. 
of America--had officially told me not to expect any help from her as far as 
the Turks are concerned. Of course, it would protect me anywhere else in the 
world, but I was not going anywhere else. Well, here I was, and I had the real 
information. 
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One _ of my friends in New York; _ the late Mr. N. M. Diab; -editor of an 
·_ Arabic ne.wspaper, tn giving n.te what you may call fatherly .advice said: "Joe, 
if I were you, I would go down to the . Turkish cons1,1la te; secure a Turkish 
passport, and gq home and see my peo.ple. 11 Startled by th~ advice, and with 
earnest indignation I asked: "What shall I do with my American passport. now 1.n 
.my pocket?" ' · 
11
Use it in coming.: back for proper artd successful entry into · the United _ 
States;' he counselecl. I became more indignant. · . ''Are you suggestitl.g", I 
queried, "that I carry one country's passport -in one pocket and another 
country's passport in the other? _This makes me a double traitor, claiming and 
using two citizenships at the same- time. Never, no never, will I commit such a 
dishonorable act." "You are not committing any dishonorable act certainly, not 
against the United States/' he snapped . back.· "You are going home to see your 
parents. The United States tells you that you will go on your own 
resp<?nsibility. It is up to you · to devise means to help yourself in attaining 
your -goal." . His argument was logica 1 and .practica 1, but I was not convinced 
that · ! WO\lld be doing the moral and the ethical thing. After all, it is a 
million times better to give ' up the idea of going home, than to commit one 
simple act, innocent as it may be, · that will in .any way jeopardize my American 
6itizenship or cast disparagement on my honor as a man and a citiien. I must 
go - into Turkey as - an American even through difficulties, · and thus demonstrate 
my tenacious love for The United States, _ its flag -and its institutions. 
Like Mr. Diab, most of my friends in New York_ felt that · I was making . a 
mistake and taking a grave chance. They did not say anything but wished me 
luck in their hearts. 
THE -TRIP · EAST 
I had bought a ticket second~ class .on <the White .Star Liner, · ''Oceanic'.', and 
the trip was very pleasant. The w~at:her was excellent' the company .good and 
refined~ and the ship's treatment was -British, . which means tops • . 
Upon my arrivl!l at Marseille_s, I notified my folks in Nebik of that faC't, 
and as · SO()n as I securedmy ticket to proceed further I gave them the low~down 
-as to when I would leave · and about when .the ship would . reach · Beirut. I . also 
promised to wire them . when I got ready to sail. On Sat;:urday, _ May 4, I was on 
top of the Mediterranean, traveling toward my native land. 
In order that the following events may be fully unders toad, it becomes 
necessary for me to digress a little from the subject. 
When !became an -American citizen a few years earlier, I was radiant with 
joy which flashed across to my people in my letters. Of course, they did not 
understand my feeling in the matter. They knew nothing of the United States of 
America, and had no desire to. think that their boy was now comple.tely lost to 
them, the citizen of a foreign country. They had no such . idea as this when 
they. yielded to my re.quests and allowed me to emigrate out of my land and the 
land of my fathers • 
However, this . feeling on my part toward the United States as becoming my 
new adopted ho~e, became m6re and more pronounced as the years rolled by and 
the privileges of being a citizen were felt more clearly and keenly. I was 
accorded th~ privileges of voting in public elections, of accepting or 
rejecting openly the running candidates, of expressing my free thoughts on 
public issues, carrying out my wishes as expressed openly, · on the secret 
ballot. I was called upon to serve on the jury, with the· power that a member 
of a jury possesses, even to the extent of condemning a person to jail 
l,. ' 
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sen,tences . or even death sentences · in capital crimes. · · In :a word; I felt that I .. 
. ·. . . . . . . : 
. had become one of the people of the land with as many rights . as those who carne . 
on the Mayflower enjoyed. 
These .sentiments which animated my .very s.oul, were in turn conveyed to my 
people in my many letters in Which I found wide fields for the expression of 
· elation and joy of being a citizen. 
The reader can easily understand how - these expressions of sentiments 
became more vehement _ as the time for my trip to the old country approached • . "I 
. . 
am coming into Turkey with my everlas.ting hate for the Turks, as an American 
citizen." Thus, I wrote to my father. "I shall notallow those brutes to 
humiliate tne any more." "I am an American, a free man ·>~' so went on every one 
of my letters, full of venom for the Tur·ks and ' love for liberty. 
This attitude on my part startled and scared my people. "Here is this boy 
who- left us fourtee.n years . ago", they counseled. "For ·fourteen long years we 
never laid an eye on him, he was a lad, and now he is a man,. and has decided to 
come . and see us. · Shall we allow him; through his arrogance and foolishness to 
rufn his trip for himself . and s·poil our pleasure in having him home for awhile 
once more?" Their ago.ny was great, and their determination to protect me from 
my folly was greater. So, upon receiving my telegram that l was · leaving 
Marseilles, they made ar.rangements to be in Beirut two or three days ahead of 
my ship's arrival. They landed ·there on Thursday, while the boat was not 
ex?ected until Saturday or Sunday. "This boy does not know of the ways of 
Syria and Turkey. If he is left to himself he will get into some sort of 
entanglement. We shall head him off, put a muzzle .on his mouth, and arrange to 
do the talking for him." That was their program . for me. I cannot say they 
were not -wise. 
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When the steamer docked at Alexandria for a three~day stay, I learned that 
there was another stea~er leaving Alexandria that afternoon, Wednesday, .for 
Beirut. I was homesick. I wanted · to get t() Nebik as soon as I could. 
\ . 
It did not _take long . to arrange for a ticket on the other steamer, arid to 
. . . . . . . . . - . . . . : . . . 
transfer _my baggage and myself from the do.cked ship to the soon-would-be-moving 
ship • . · And so, by two o'clock Thursday afternoon., we ancbpred in . mid-stream at 
Beirut. This was two or three days before I was· -sche~uled to · arrive. 
At the .Custom House in Beirut, the officer in charge made a passing 
ins·pec tion of my trunks and suitcases) not . finding anything taxable. I felt 
. . . . . 
good over that. However, . there was stili the problem of my entry into . the 
country. Ameen, a guardsman, led me t:o the Port Commissioner's office. The 
commissioner said, "Passport, please.'' My heart was . then beating fast, and 
seemed to be sinking within me. This is the hour of trouble and tribulation. 
I pulled the passport out of my pocket and handed it to the man. He looked at 
it. It was an American passport. Then he looked at me. I looked like a 
Syrian. Then he abrup.tly asked. "Are you not a Syrian?" He spoke in Arabic. 
"Yes", I answered, speaking in the same tongue. Then came the dreaded verdict. 
"My friend", he said, "I am holding this pasport here, and we shall take up 
your case with the American Consulate." r immediately rejected the idea. Here 
was my chance to prove my loyalty to the United States right before one of its 
representatives. 
• I 1 
"This passport is ml.neJ . I said, "you have no right to keep 
it. You can either okay it and let me in or g1ve it back to me and return me 
to the ship." "There is no treaty between the U.S. and Turkey with respect to 
men like you becoming American citizens after being · a subject of Turkey) tJ he 
replied. "When I renounced Turkey, it was an absolute, tyranical and 
totalitarian monarchy. Maybe if it was today, I would hesitate in taking on 
another citizenship." I: said that hoping to reduce his indignation . . Turkey at 
. . _ : 
this incident was considered a constitut-ional arid demo·cratic' gover~ment. His 
answer was, "There is no treaty." 
Atthis juncture, the guardsman spoke tom~ in English to terminate the 
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arg1.1ment and step outside .the room that he might talk to the man. I did. Few 
minutes later, he followed me outside to .ask· me if I had any change on my 
person • . I responded with a French gold p1ecei the equivalent of two dollar~, 
all I badin change. "It suffices", he said, took it andwent back 1n. 
I never have seen or heard of a treaty consummated between two nations 1n 
that short a time • . The plenipotentiaries of Turkey and the United States met 
at the instance of a two-dollar gold piece, and decided that the American 
passport of · one Joseph Kaleel David, fo~erly from Syria, and now a Floridian, 
is · authentic and acceptable. in the great government of the Ottomans. 
I was the happiest man you ever saw to think that I carried out my pledge 
of allegiance to my adopted country, the United States of America, to the 
letter, and vehemently and resolutely refused to recognize any other country as 
· having one iota of claim on ,my loyalty. 
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SEVERAL -MOST -PLEASANT AND . STARTLING ENCOUNTERS 
When in New York, Miss DalaL Katibah gave me two packages to deliver to 
. . . 
her sisters. One was for Najibah ,. who was a. stu:dent n~:rse in the Al:nerican · · 
Hospita·I in Beirut, and the other for Basimah, who was · a tea.cher in . Yabroud · 
with the Danish Mission. I called at the ho·spital and· asked to see Miss 
Katibah, explaining my objective in seeing -her. I was g1ven three minutes to 
see her. She came to the . wai ting~room and for the f~rst time; I saw the · lady 
who was des. tined to become my wife. The three minutes soon expired, s.o I bid · 
the lady goodbye and started· by street car toward the .hotel near the Port. 
I w~lked down toward the por.t, viewing · the · beautiful Mediterranean on my 
left and the shops, cafe~ and restaurants, to my _right. There in Syria, at that 
time, the costume and. attire. of .a . person revealed what part of the country he. 
hailed from. To my surprise, I saw three men dressed according to the style of 
Kalamoon, distinguished by the head-gear peculiar to that part of inner Syria. 
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I drew nearer . the three gentlemen who: were . seated in. a semi~circle around 
a dining table in . front of . the barbequ~ shop . .. They had ordered their supper 
and were- waiting for the lahem mishwie . and sala: ta_. 
As I c~me tO about_ thirty feet from them,. their faces looked .familiar. 
"There is my father," I said, "and there are two of my uncles, one sitting on __ 
each side of him. What· shall · I say? How shall I approach them?" It was one 
of ·those undescribable moments in · one's life. ··· I could · not look long at them 
without the feeling of breaking dOwn . . · Finally, I mustered enough courage _ and 
asked them as I came close. "Gentlemen,: where are yo.u from?" "From Nebik.; -~my 
father answered very abruptly and withoutmuch desire to carry on .a · 
conversationwith a stranger. However, he was not going to get rid of the 
st.ranger so ea·sily. For in th·e next· questio~: I _asked, · "What are you doing in 
Beirut?" All indication pointed to an ambiguous answer. "We are buying some 
articles to carry back home' II. he. said. 
These men were- brothers •.. Each had his own distinct characteri~ttics. My 
fa.ther. was an abrupt man; his answer is on the tip of his tongue which he did 
not bite out of deference · to anyone. My -Uncle Habib was one of these extremely 
careful men, who preferred not to say anything, than take the chance of saying 
the wrong thing. My Uncle Salim was the. sport of the family. He was an 
extrovert. He liked to talk to people, to joke with them and to carry on in a 
jovial and· happy manner. He was big in size, good-looking, unafraid and plenty 
smart. 
- Since . I carried the conversation to them, and as far as they knew, -I was a 
complete stranger, attired in the up-to-date occidental style, the only one who 
could be expected to speak was Uncle Salim. My father had already shut me off. 
Uncle Habib, the everlasting careful man, never uttered a word. I was still 
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. . . 
startd:lng close to them, although not looking straight 1n their faces. I could 
not look in their · faces, : t felt, without breaking down. Yet, I was. at a loss 
. . 
as to what to say next. Uncle s·alim finally broke the ice by asking virtually 
thesame question .! asked thetll. "And, where are you from, you.ng man?" he 
· inquired. "From America; )) I readily res ponded, ·.feeling relleved that the 
. . 
conversation' was resumed~ Of .course, Dad and Unc1e only knew the Arabic 
language which was the mediumof conversation between. themand . me. However, 
. . . 
when I said I was from · America, speaking Arabic, .it was too much for Father to 
stand. "From America", he said, . "and can speak such good Arabic?" Knowing my 
father as I did~ and reading • the expression on . his. face, I could readily see 
that he .was thinking that I was lying. So .. I hurried to answer that my people 
are Syrians, but I was brought up in America. Uncle Salim asked .me, "When did 
you come from· America?" . "Today," I answered with seeming lack of concern. I 
looked at the sea~ and then looked back. at them as the questio~ came to my mind 
saying., "Why do you ask? Are· you looking for . someone from America?" Uncle 
Salim said, "Yes", but my .father, who was not interested in divulging any of 
his private •ffairs to a ~tr~nger, had a different view on the subject. He 
interposed the conversation and addressinguncle, as though he was doing it 
privately said, "Let him go, he is too inquisitive; he wants to know too much." 
It is not hard to. imagine . that I would be hard · to get rid of. By that time·. 
Uncle Salim was staring at me pretty hard as though he wanted to pierce through 
fifteen years, to find any resemblance between the nephew Joseph he knew, and 
this young man standing before him, a manwho appeared mysteriously from 
nowhere, to pester him and his two brothers. I asked him, "Why are you thus 
looking me up and down, staring hard at me?" "It seems to me I have seen you 
before, young man," he asserted. "Maybe you have seen someone that resembles 
me," I snapped bac·k. . "You know people sometimes do look like one another", I 
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added. "No", he emphasiz:ed, "it seems ~that l have seen you." . ''Yes _, many 
. . .· . . ·: . . . 
times," I agreed. · "You are ·.Yousef,'' he shouted,. "Yes· ~ I 'am Yousef'', I 
responded' and .· the three men were on their' f~et' and Oil my neck. We saluted' 
.kissed and cried at the sa-me tittie. ··By that time · the mishiwe was re~dy. 
Whether we ate anything, . because - of joy, or. ril)t, I do .not remember, .but I do· 
remember Dad repeating from time to time', "What· a bright, night, and what a 
wonderful evening. How can .we .thank theLordenough?" 
AT HOME AT LAST 
The - following morning we took the narrow-gauge track train that runs 
between Beit"ut, Damascus and Howran. This train takes all day long to make the 
distance between Beirut and Damascus. I .t climbs up and. down the Lebanon 
Mountains by : mean~ of a chain in the middle of the track. 
At the railroad station in Damascus, .we were met by a host of relatives, 
nearly fifteen of them, who came by carriage .· from Nebik to Damascus to meet us. 
It is a great thing to see your folks after so many years, and it is still 
greater to see so many of them at the same time_.·. So many loving hearts, so 
many jo.yous souls. The ties that bind the members o-f a Syrian family are 
indeed unfailing ties. 
The trip from Damascus to Nebik had to be made. in carriages; it took four 
or five carriages to carry the crowd. My heart was beating with joy and 
happiness. A few hours, and · ! will once again embrace my mother andmy sister 
Nargess, whom I did not know. This, indeed, was an . indescribable-feeling. 
When · we arrived at the outskirts of -the old town, it seemed that everybody 
in the hometown had come out. Their singing, chanting and shouting words of 
joy and welcome filled the sky. That was the day I shaiL never forget as long 
as I live. 
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Nebik is hilly, and its stre.ets are narrow. The carriages . <:ot.ild go · only · 
so far into the ·town. We alighted and started walking toward my father ·' s 
house. The people appeared on both sides of . the . stree.ts ~ . in front of their 
homes. · Some of the ladies would sing songs of welcome, and at the same .. t:ime 
would spray me with perfume. Thi·s kept on until we arrived at the old 
homest:ead, and for · the · first time, I laid eyes on my mother after leaving her ·. 
fourteen years earlier. 
LIFE IN NEBIK 
I cCJn truthfully say that for a whole month, our house wa.s never free from 
those who ·came to greet me, and to · congratulate my . folks .. The people rep,ea.ted 
their visits day after day • . ·They wanted to see. me and to hear more of America. 
There is something in that atmosphere that makes one fe.el that what the 
wordly world considers worthwhile is .not at all taken. into account · on such 
occasions.. That the exemplification of friendship, love .and devotion to a 
fellow townsman is much greater · than any. material value. The people of N.ebik 
were indeed happy because of my return to my parents. They would not have 
missed coming over to offer their felicitations to my parents upon my return. 
These :are some of the .marvelous · traits of a small town like Nebik where 
everybody knows everybody else, and where the word neighbor has a very deep and 
significarit meaningA 
In speaking of. the visits of these loving neighbors, I am not taking into 
consideration the generous . treatment I received at the hands of my kin and 
friends. For nearly thirty days, every night, I was invited to a big banquet 
at one of the homes of these relatives. With me there were invited no less 
than forty or fifty guests. After the banquets, the. evening was generally 
spent in discussing public topics, mostly the unbelievable t:ales and news I had 
: ' 
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· ca~ried frbm ,the Unit~d States arid about the gre·CJ_t adv~llCE!ment and civili?:ation 
of that country. 
.·· AN EVENT THAT COMES ONLY · ONCE IN LIFE 
Having had relatives in Yabroud who came to see -me when .I arrived in · 
Ne~ik, it was customary that t pay back the visit~ . 
Yabroud is a beautiful · town~ In the summer it ~s nice and cool. The 
Katibah oou,se; like many houses in Y~brouci, had ·a s.tream of water . that ran . from 
one side of the estate. to the other. On its sides were planted willow and 
sycamore trees. There Abu-Daoud Kat ibah held his rendezvous with his · frequent 
visitors' who drank his well-prepared ,coffee and listened ~0 his wise,' 
informative and · philosophical convers~tion. His gue.sts were mostly Christians, 
but v,ery often Moh·ammedans of letters and krtowledge availed themselves of his 
discourses. He was as learned as any medical . doctor, and he doctored the 
people of Kalamoon for nearly forty years~ although he had no official diploma. 
He was as great a Bible student as · any preacher, and he did preach · in Yabroud, 
Nebik, De ira t teye t, and Hiaf fat. His artie les ~n the · te 1 igious· periodicals of 
the Near East, about the history of the tribes and Kingdoms of the Old 
Testament, received wide ·acclaim, and put him among the real authorities of the 
Holy Book. He also was a student of astronomy. His studies of that science 
were enhanced by the clear skies in Kalamoon, whe.re one is able to read by full . 
moonlight. It is not an exaggeration to say that as the district of Kalamoon 
was a blooming oasis in the midst of the dry desert, so was Abu-Daoud a human 
oasis among the people of Kalamoon. 
I found a great deal of comfort and pleasure in visiting him and listening 
to the wise words coming out of his mouth. 
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Before Na}ibah had her summer · vacation~ -1 had been vis-iting· Yabroud and 
. . . .· .· . 
her home frequently • -- .. The friendship of .her illus-trious father had been 
. . 
established for years, even . before I left for Amer~ca. 
-I had arrived in Nebik in May of 1913. ·It was July following, that 
Naj ibah had her vacation. As she -came from Beirut, there alsd -came all -of . the 
-boys who were · attending .college there, or _teaching elsewhere. ·- All of these 
young men came to Kalamoon at the same time, arid since -• the house .of Adu-Daoud 
. . . 
. . . ' . 
. was the meeting pl~ce of all ~ho were in teres ted in literature and knowledge; 
it became a rendezvous _for us boys. The girl school teachers in Nebik and 
Yabroud added to o~r circle, and Yabroud with its fine orchards and gardens 
became the beautiful grounds of our vacation. We went toge.ther to the spring 
' -
of Krina from whence Yab:roud' s delicious water flows. We frequented the valley _ 
of Skefta, where was another small spring. We bought fruit from the orchard's 
owner 1 and had a lovely time. 
Under these circumstances, Najibah and I _had a chance to learn something 
of each other.. It was not hard for Naj ibah to learn from my pronouncements, 
what sort of a man I was, nor was it hard for me to see in her the beautiful 
character revealed by her mode of speech and her kind conduct and mannerism. 
One evening after supper in their house, I asked her if I could see her 
privately for a personal talk, to which she agreed. And, by the stream . running 
through her yard and under the willow and stately poplar trees, we sat down to 
talk. 
"Do you have any idea why I have been hanging around ·in Yabroud?" Her ~ 
answer was that she thought she did. "What -would be your answer?" I asked. 
She said that she had been praying on it, as she had heard from her people that 
maybe I had something like that 1n mind, and that she had made up her mind that 
she wouLd accept the proposal. I explained to her that I was not a rich man, 
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even though t was fresh from the United States, and - that I had nothing- to· offer 
. . . . . . . 
- except my love, my admiration, _ and my respect. Of course, · I told her, that I 
woul.d 4o my best to give her :a decen:t _ living, ·some thing like she had been 
accustomed to. in her father's house. -_She expressed _ herself as not expecting 
any mor~ than that. And then, h~ving exchanged .our heart-felt §entiments, I 
suggested we go to .the parlor, and the~e ask "her -parents to ble~s our decisio~, 
if they so desired. 
In the parlor, Mr. and Mrs. -Katibah were sitting, each occupying himself 
with reading or some other thing. I lost no time, iil: telling them what 
transpired between us in the way of conversation, and asked if they would be 
willing to. add their blessings~ Mr. Katibah readily gave his consent, while 
\. - . . . - - . . . 
Mrs. Kat~bah · asked severaL quest.1ons and insisted on certain treatment for her 
daught.er which l could not have done otherwise.. She gave her blessings also 
after hearing my sentiments, and what I stood for. 
Of course, I was· very happy, although I knew that my family for religious 
reaso.ns would · rather . h~ve it otherwise. · They knew that I lea-ned toward 
Protestantism, and .that by marrying a Protestant my conversion to that faith 
would be complete. What they did not know w~s that I had already joined the 
First Presbyterian Church . in Jacksonville and regardless of the faith of the 
girl that I might marry, she would have to join with me in my faith; _ otherwise, 
there would not be any marriage. 
!came back home to Nebik .and broke the news to my _parents and 
subsequently to my uncles, aunts, and the rest of the clan. I do not know how 
the mentality of the people now is, but - at 1I1Y time, it seems that every 
individual even if only remotely related to me, he or she had to have a say 1n 
_my selection of a life-mate. 
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I was, · ho:wever, ned.the·r bound not handicapped in my decisions. . I needed 
' . . . 
no favor from any of them. I was by · nature indepen-dent in my thinking, and my 
fourteen years' st~y - in the United States had l~nt ~great deal to my will 
power and freedom of thought and. action~ 
In . cases like e.ngagement or marriage, . one most · undoubtedly · needs his 
relatives and friends, especially in Syria. C,ert:ain forms and cu.stoms · had to 
. . 
be complied with, and only the relatives axe expected to perform the necessary 
forms • lt was necessary that the folks of the bride-to-be were to be contacted 
· by a sort of committee from . the groom's side, first . to thank them for making · 
this relationship poss-ible, and second to . ascertain as to when . it is suitable 
for them to have the ceremony of the engagement officially maoe. 
Yabroud . being about five miles from Nebik, this party had to go on . 
animals' . backs. In a few days, two of my uncles accompanied me to Yabroud. We 
went straight to the Katibahs' estate. After an exchange of complimentary 
expressions---the orientals are noted for that--the date of the official 
engagement was set, after which we returned to Nebik. 
On the 9th of September, 1913, a caravan o; several people including my 
father and all of my uncles, my grandmother on my mother's side, and my 
brother-in-law arrived in Yabroud for the official occasion. The Daouds who 
lived in Yabroud were present too, and the religious ceremony was conducted by 
Mr. Abu-Daoud Katibah after which a -token of engagement was handed from the 
groom-elect to the bride-elect and the engagement was joyously consutmDated. 
THAT WHICH YOU FEAR MOST WILL SURELY HAPPEN TO YOU . 
Up until my engagement to Najibah and sometime later, I used to pat 
myself on the back, thinking of how well things had worked out from the time I 
set my foot in Syrian soil at Beirut until now. 
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It seemeci great to me that I, a nian' o~ military age, whose . number had been 
. . . . . ,. 
drawn just a short while beJore I arrived iri Syria, would be left alone by the 
. . . . . 
military authorities ·or . the Turks, several months after, my arrivar. 
. ·. . . . . ·. . . . ·.. . 
However, with all the satisfaction . I had fe1 t, I ·did not dare ·to · travel 1n 
. . 
Syria ftom .one w¢layut' . (a province) to another for fear that I would be 
r . 
suspected and · caught for military . service. 
I had been · in Nebik over five months having . a fine time among my folks and 
· friends, before w~ moved tp a new and better _ house. This house was. 
well-located, but was only about one hundred feet- from the court house. 
Heretofore the privacy of my -father's old house had hidden me from the eyes of. 
the s.trailgers, inquisitors and the curiosity seekers _. 
In· time, I came under direct observation of the : authorities. I attracted 
their attention by .the style of my attire, the form and dialect of my speech 
which appeared different from that of the people of the town, and my manner of 
bearing • . An officer became. interested. He inquired about my full name, my 
father's f~ll name, how· long was I in ~erica, etc., etc. 
It. did not take the officer · long to check on my military . sta.tus. He so.on 
found that I was about twenty years old, according to the government 
(erroneous) statistics books, that my call -to .service number had only recently 
_been drawn, and that I was reported to be out of the country. Now here · I am, 
in perfect shape to be either inducted into the Turkish Army, and serve as a 
buck-private, or, to redeem myself by paying about three-hundred-and-fifty 
dollars in lieu of my service. 
After my engagement to Najibah, my visits to Yabroud were more frequent. 
My passing in front of the Saraye (court · house) going and coming was 
inevitable. In fact, ·I was . so sure of myself, and of having escaped the 
attention o.f the authorities, that I paid the matte.r no mind. But later, as I 
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. . 
was coming .back .from Yabroud, a police officer fo llo~ed me to t:he front of our 
. . . 
house and requested that ·I. come arid see Mustafa Eff_ertdi .(Chief of Police) at 
the Saraya. I readily agreed,. not knowing what was 'behind his miss ion. It 
. . . 
soon appeared . to me that· this man was calfed upon by the military e3,uthorities 
to have me reportto them with reference to my military status. I re~dily · 
-claimed that I was an. American and was not subject. t() .Turkish _military 
regula:tions. This, of course, ·.did not impress that crowd much, and they 
· insisted that I either make arrangements . to . join the army .. or prepare to pay my 
redemption of three-hundred-and-fifty dollars ($350). They also informed me 
that before I left the ~ourt house, I had to put up a bQnd to insure one or the 
·other of the two above-mentioned requirements. I -soon. managed to put up· a 
written bond with the necessary signatures and walked out with the idea of 
going straight to the American Consul for possible help~ 
I went to · Dama.scus where I called on Mr. Muslaka, the American · 
Vice-Consul, and a Syrian gentlemen of advanced age. He suggested that I go to 
Beirut and ta.ke the case up with the American General Consul. I lost no time 
in reaching~eirut. The General Consul, who did .not condescend to see me, sent 
me a ' word by his secretary that . the· . best thing for me to do, _ would be to leave 
the country, without even going back to Nebik. 
This idea, of course~ would save me money, tro~ble and ariything else. 
However, I was engaged and wanted to bemarried in the presence of my people. 
I was under. bond equivalent to my "ransom" fee. I might as well pay the fee 
and cancel the bond. Otherwise, if I left the country, the bond had to be made 
good by those wh() .signed it. This advice by the Consul General was repulsive 
to me. Had I already been married, I might have left the country immediately. 
But I ha.d to go back and tell everybody goodbye• Furthermore, my bond had to 
be made good. There was rio point in leaving the country before all of these 
thing~ we~e ~~tended to. 
MUCH GOOD ADVICE PROVES . TO BE AN ILL-ADVICE 
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M:Y entanglement with the Turki~hmiiitary authorities was not simply 
paying the military "ransom" arid being. through~ . There was another condition to 
fulfill, which was even more untenable than the paying of money. This was the 
compulsory military training in the Turkish army . for a p·eriod of at · least three 
months. .For how could · I serve ~n an . army and under a. flag .of a government · 
which I had long ago renounced ·forever? 
Furthermore, my visit to Syria was intended to be a short and temporary . 
one~ My duties to my business and to my~ partner in the business, · re.quired that 
my absence be as limited as possible. Three months of it thrown away in the 
Turkish army service was more than I could bear. Yet, here I was 1n the clutch · 
of the Turkish military law, and with no help from my· ad.opted country, save the 
consul's advice to go back home. Impossible to compTy with. 
May I state here that going back from Lebanon . into Syria ~n those days was 
rather like going behind aniron curtain. Lebanon at that time, had a 
semi-free state status, under the supervision of several }:!:uropean powers, and 
the Turks could not transgress into it from their other adjoining territories, 
without incurring the wrath of these powers. · 
So, since Lebanon, up to 1914 enjoyed the guarantees of the European 
powers against any Turkish molestation, the place seemed like a political 
paradise to men in my predicament. Yet, . I had no alternative but to go back to 
Syria and to Nebik. 
The next thing on my program was the arrang~ment for the wedding. In my 
case, it was rather complicated. I was an American in my habits and customs, 
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· and expecte.d some Europeans to be present at the different ceremonies and 
festivities~ yet my people as well as the people of the town were Syrian in 
their habits and . customs. They behaved differently, . they .dansed differently, 
they ~te differently from each · other. The thoughts of these differences rather 
wo.rried me. I wanted everything. to pass without a hitch or criticism from 
·. either side, especially the European side. 
However, these differences were not anything compared with the difference 
in religion. My .peop.le, as was stated before, wer.e Greek Catholics. I was now 
a Protestant. They wanted ine to marry in their church, while I · wanted to marry 
according to my own denomination's ceremonies. 
With them if was. more than religion. · It was pride, honor, . self-respect. 
They had not changed; they · thought I was the one who had changed his 
denomination. Besides, the Pr6testants had no church in the form of an 
edifice_. They held their prayers and services . in a designated house, often the 
school house. There \tlas no native dignified clergyman in the Protestant 
Church. It made a great deal of differente to them as between a foreign 
minister performing the wedding ceremony, or a native bishop surrounded by two 
or three priest~ with all the pomp and glory that accompariy such a setup~ 
"What would the people say about us?" they asked. "Our oldest son, the first 
to be married, seeks another church outs ide of hi~ father 1 s church to marry 
in." I could easily see their viewpoint. But, I was also a man of pride and 
honor. This is my wedding, and certainly it is my bride's wedding. 
I called my uncles, on both father's and mother's side~ to our house. In 
front of my parents, I explained that I had no des ire to injure anyone's 
feeling. I went as far as , to agree that I would marry in the Catholic church 
(subject to the consent of the bride, of course), provided I would be asked to 
perform no religious duties such as confession, that . no demand be made of me by 
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the. clergy in any sha.pe or form, that rt() pledge or prom1.se would be exacted 
from me, except the pledge I was to . make to my betrothed. 
It was left to Uncle Habib to make the statement positively that my 
proposition would not be accepted by the Catholic church . .. This fact I already 
knew, but I was not sure they knew · it. Then I said as a free man who knows his 
. . . 
. ' 
best interest, !shall have the .marriage performed by a Protestant minister. 
That, of course, was final as far as I was concerned. 
A MOST UNIQUE AND PECULIAR WEDDING 
Then, there was nothing left except to arrange for the wedding by the 
Protestant minister. As stated before, theProtestants had no church edifice, 
and a suitable place for the ceremony had to be selected. Our house · had a good 
size front room, and it was our first choice. 
However, my father could not swallow this bitter pi 11. He, one of the . 
• prominent church members of · the Catholic Church, · would have a minister . of 
another church perform his son's wedding ceremony? · ·ro him, that was unbea.rable. 
Let alone the fact that because there was a severe rivalry between the 
constituents of the different denominations, my people feared that the 
adherents to the Protestant Church would be cocky and appear as victors at the 
ceremony, whilemy people were bound to feel as vanquished, in their own house. 
Realizing all these facts, andhaving an earnest desire not to hurt my 
people's feelings, I continued to lo·ok for an easier solution. Finally this 
solution presented itself. 
A missionary offered her own house as a suitable place to hold the wedding 
ceremony. She had a fine home, with a large salon nearly twice as large as our 
front room. 
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Everybody seemed satisfied with this new propositio11. t-fY . people felt · they 
. . . . . . . ·. . . . 
would be spared the embarrassment of having a Protestant wedding for their boy 
. who was born and baptized Catholic, ·in their own house. I felt . a sigh · of 
relief and comfort, · a~d began to direct my attention . to other pressing matters. 
Najibah and ·I had, selected the date, . which was February 12th. Of course, 
she ·had to come from Yabroud to Nebik-...,.about five miles carriage ride~ 
There is a custom in Kalamoon · that when a bride comes . from another town, 
the friends of the groom go out to meet her. She would . be met on the outskirts 
of the town. · The young people, menand wome~, form a circle for singing and 
dancing. They sing and dance as they proceed slowly to the house where she is 
to be received, in a relative·'s home. 
In Najibah' s . reception, it wa.s not · only men and women young. and old, but 
· also all the sheiks of Nebik, both Christian and Mohammedans, mounted on their 
fine Arabian horses, proceeded to about half-way to Yabroud to meet the bride, 
and with long lanc~s and spears in the palms of their hands they formed a 
horse-race and a frolic on horse back., playing: stunts and maneu'!ering in a most 
delightful manner. This they kept up until they entered. the town. I looked at 
the procession as it passed on the street. in front of our hduse; from the 
second story. · To me, that was the ·most important day of my life. The 
processing continued unti 1 they reached her · brother's house which · was about. two . 
blocks away. 
After supper in our house, .at which we had some Europeans at a special 
table with me: and many natives, I was astounded when, as a bolt from a clear 
sky, my father announced to me, "This wedding is · going to be performed in this 
house and no one else's."' Naturally, I argued, "It is not right," I said "to 
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cause Miss · Johanna to go ·. to so much trouble and . expense and then turn her offer 
down. A man's word should be his bond," ! ·continued, "and as · far .as I ani 
concerned I shall meet Najibah at the . appointed place.. Whoever wants to come 
along, he or she is welcome, but I am not · changing · the plans." An argument 
ensued and it grew more bitter every minute. I .· finally agreed, · until my father 
stated another condition, and thatwas "that not a single Protestant except the 
preacher · shall come in my house . for the ceremony~" At. that · point, I became 
madly indignant, and as I walked out I exclaimed, . ''The· custom is that the woman 
assumes her husband's name; in this case I shall be a Katibah. 11 
I ·went straight to Miss Johanna's (the missionary) hot1se, which was about 
five-hundred feet away. The.re I was followed· by diverse ''peacemakers, 11 most of 
. whom represented the Protestant side~ 
Finally, my brother came, and with tears in his eyes he begged me to go 
back and have the ceremony performed at· the house. _. He pleaded for our mother. 
He~ said all the people who seemed interested . in the affair would not · suffer one 
way Or the other, but our mother who had been waiting · for this hour, was going 
to be deprived of witn~ssing my wedding. 
This plea added to form~r pleas by Miss Johanna and Pastor Nielson and by 
others, some of them from the · bride's family, caused me to capitulate and go 
back home. 
It was not long before Najibah came with her brother, Dr. David Katibah 
and his wife; I also saw my brother-in-law and my sister, also Najibah's sister 
Basemah and other Protestants. This took place in spite of the fact that one 
of my uncles had stood at our front door to keep out the "undesiraables~" 
The ceremony was performed in a hurry and without much ado. Afterwards I 
started'out taking Najibah by the arm. She, however, hesitated and was more 
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conciliatory : than I. . Others swarmed around me, including my father and uncles. 
and persuaded me not to leave the house . . I gave in finally, but I was very 
unhappy on this, the happiest night of iny life . . 
F.ather . tried to console me by saying that "he who is defeated by his 
father is not defeated" and such expressions. Before the evening was over, all 
was well . . 
In view of the fact that I was · subject to investigation arid interrogation 
by the .authorities . in case of travel, we had not prepared to go anywhere after 
the wedding, and preferred to spend our honeymoon at home. 
The next day everything seemed normaL. Najibah and I had breakfast with 
Dad, Mom and the rest of the family. It was not long before father became very 
fond of · Najibah. · She had a way with him .that seemed · to please him very much. 
We . stayed in Kalamoon unti 1 April 17, 1914, before we left Nebik for Yabroud, 
Damascus, Beirut~ and the United States. However, a great deal transpiF"ed 
during that short period of time . . 
THE REDEMPTION AND THE FLIGHT 
We spent the greater portion of the period between February 12 and April 
17 in Nebik, giving ourselves a couple of weeks ' in Yabroud. While in Yabroud, 
a gendarme came' over from Nebik after me. The .military authority had decided . 
that I either join the ranks or pay the regular redemption fee wbich was about 
$350.00. 
It was sunset when the man . arrived at my in-laws' home. They, of cours-e, 
treated him with all courtesy. They gave him supper as is generally expected, 
fed his horse, and put it in the stable, and preparedhim a bed to sleep in. 
All this was done while I was out visiting my relatives. 
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The -word came to me to stay there . unt it late in t_he evening, and they told 
me the . reason for the message. Najibah and I returned home about twelve 
o'clock. The man had already gone to sleep. He W(iS receiving .too good 
treatm~nt to be in a hurry. 
I was not in a hurry to get up, and when I did, the man was downstairs 
talking to the one gendarme who was stationed · at ·_ Yabroud. I found them sitting 
. . 
around an open pot of charcoal · fire discussing things pertiining to their 
duties. 
Naturally, the man from Nebik and I got into the business of him being at 
the Katibah' s home in Yabroud, and I asked him point blank, "Do you want me to 
go with you, or does it not ma.ke any difference to you?" He answered as I had 
expected, but the latter portion of his a-nswer was surprising and indeed 
revealing. He said, "I know, 0, effendi, that. you want to benefit me 
personally, but I feel that you better go with me." · 
As we approa.che~ Nebik, I. asked him if I was supposed . to go to the Court 
House ( Saraya) or to · our house which was about two hundred feet from the 
Saraya. He left it to my discretion. I elected to go ,home. Neither the man 
nor I thought of the day being Friday, which is · to the Mohammedans like Sunday _ 
is to the Christians--a holiday. All official government work was at a 
standstill. 
I gave the necessary amount of money to my father to pay my ransom the 
next day, and back I went to Yabroud. I also instructed my father to do his 
best to have the authorities allow me a few weeks of honeymooning before 
serving the three months of c·ompulsory training. 
The last request was not so much for honeymooning as it was for g1v1ng me 
a chance to get out of the country. There was plenty of time for honeymooning 
on board ship on our way back . to the good old United States. 
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The U}il~tar.y ofJicers were· rea~onable . and: : aJlowed a reasonable ·· length' of 
time be f~re inducting me . ~or ~h~ · three-months ·period of training. · 
Now that things were drawi.ng to a close, it became neces$ary that we leave 
Kalamoon as soon as· possible • . We went ·back : t .o Nebik, and without much 
hullabaloo, we bid all good-bye, and started · for Yabroud on the 17th of April 
That was in 1914. It was . the same date on which I had left Jacksonville in 
1913. 
We, of course, lost nq time in leaving Nebik. Late in the afternoon, my 
father appeared in Yabroud. He could not stand not going with · us at least to 
Damascus. 
.. · 
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Good~bye to Yabr6ud was said.· All the relatives there~ who had spent -' the 
previou~ evening w·i th us, w.ere on hand to. say good~bye for the last time, and 
off we started on our fist day of a long journey. 
The following day .we ~aw the rest ·of the relatives, bought · what we thought 
we could afford to buy in the · way of Damascus souvenirs, and were ready · to take 
the train to Beirt1t the foltowing morning. 
Going back to the states I had beside$ Najibah, my young brother Assad. 
My brother's going back -with me to the United States. was a pro.blem. But Assad 
was bent on making the trip. He traveled to Beirut alone, ahead of us. 
The · train, . those days, Jl1ade an average of only 15 miles an hour. It took 
it all day to· make the distance between Damascus and Beirut. 
As we approached Beirut and still were. in Turkish territory, . a policeman 
came into tbe· car. He, presuming me and my wife to be European tourists, I 
suppose, did not .ask us ·any questions. 
At . Beirut we met brother Assad in the ho-tel where· we had agreed to · stop 
befo:re leaving Kalamoon. The following day was devotedto attending to some 
~:rgent duties·, such · as · seeing the American Consul and having · the necessary 
papers .made out for admittance of -Najibah into the United States. 
Having ~ested my mind about Najibah~s entrance to the United States, I 
turned my attention to the steamship reservations. I received a second class 
ticket for each of the three of us. The ship was Italian. and its destination 
was Napoli; Italy. 
Now, ·. all was set except getting on the . boat, which was anchored tn 
midstream. I took the matter up with. my friend, ·Amean-Zine...:.Eddeen • . I also 
told him of my brother. "Be calm," he said. "I will put you on that ship as 
though you were Mr. Woodrow Wi 1 son. You be at such and such a place with your 
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. tru~ks: . You., your wife : and 'broeher wait there . for me." · W.e did a:ccording to 
. . . . . . 
his instructions. : He met us at the appointed place; . ha~ our · trunks loaded in a 
. . . . 
· big row boat, and then we came down to the boat after having taken care of him 
by giving him ten dollars, and a:way the man rowed toward the steamer. 
As .we passed the sentinel in midstream, our man spoke up. "Americany and 
his wife," {pointing. to Najibah and .me} "and this man is coming back with me'', 
pointing to Assad. We climbed : the ladder .to the steamship with :an energy mixed 
with .joy and relief. I paid the>man for his services; and h·e returned: without 
my brother. I cannot help but feel that it was a fix and the sentinel in the 
boat received his little cut. 
Those days·, once · you were on a foreign ship in Turkish waters yo~ were 
. I 
safe from the· Turks. So, at last my ·wife, my brother and I were safely outside 
· of Turkish reach. What a joy! Yet even at . that the steamer could not have 
steamed out of the harbor early · enough for me. 
The · trip to Napoli was very pleasant. The company on the boat was 
excellent. The food wa·s delicious. The treatment was fine. 
· One night before we arrived in Napoli, we pa·ssed by the city of Catania, 
Sicily, near the · v.o.lcano of Vesuvius. The city looked so beautiful and. calm 
with the mountains at its back and the sea at its feet, and nature in its 
· beauty • . 
The following day we . hea·rd that the volcano had had a very violent 
eruption and that Catania _was nearly covered with lava. We felt very bad for 
the. catastrophe which overcame the pretty city. 
At long last we left the ship. We. stopped at Hotel Patria, · a five-story 
modern building; it had self-operating automatic elevators, something I had not 
seen myself in Jacksonville up to that time. The · rate was . two dollars per day 
for a single room. The place was very pleasant to stay in. 
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THE FINAL OCEl\N -SPAN 
We were fortunate in finding a French steamship company willing . to take us 
on board. Another thing we :were still worried about .was Assad's eyes and the · 
possibility of their having trachoma. He had been rejected once before at 
Beirut · as he plan~ed to come to the U.S. 
As he approached the steamship . company's doctor at the dock in line with 
passengers of his category our hearts were · beating very fast. You can imagine 
hc:>w 'happy we were at that 1n0ment he- passed him. 
Of cour~e, we still had the examination in New Yo~k to face, but the 
decision of this doctor was very encouraging. The ocean trip was very pleasant. 
The sea, was calm. However, Najibah was indisposed until it was necessary to 
call the ship doctor for her. He found tha.t her · ailment was . not seasickness, 
but rather the ~ign of a child to be expected in later months. 
On -the 12th day of May, 1914, we saw the beautiful shores of the United 
States. At long last we saw home .again. Of course, it was the first time for 
Najibah and Assad. The hum in the boat became more pronounced. Excitement was 
prevalent all around~ Our . own concernwas .Assad. 
Those who were American citizens were taken aside, while the others were 
grouped together for examination. 
T:he examinationwas _taken up at once. All formalities were attended to by 
the civilian officers, while the medical examination was conducted by the 
medical staff. Assad never left our mind during those moments, nor did our 
eyes leave his path as he stepped up toward the examining doctor. Our feeling 
was actually indescribable when the doctor looked at his eyes and let him pass 
as O.K. Someone has saidit is easier to enter into Heaven that to be admitted 
into the domain of Uncle Sam. · How true this statement is. 
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AT HOME At LAST 
As we stepped ·out . of the ship to the custom house, . l, who had lived 1n the 
. . . 
United States fot fourteen years, had a feeling that only one with . my 
. . 
. experience can . have. . I was happy . beyond description. . At long . last, I was back 
home in my beloved · country. No countryonearth can offer. to her citizens what 
the United States . so abundantly gives to her citizens~ · Freed6m, personal 
freedom without which .life is not worth anything, is . greater in this land · of 
liberty than anywhere else on earth. Here every ci tizeti 1s a sove:reign. 
As far as Najibah and Assad, I cannot say how they f~lt except that they 
were happy the · trip was over and that Assad had no trouble making the grade 
being admitted' to the . great United States. 
The· Unite:d States of America looked to me better ·. than ever. While on the 
train to Jacks'o.nville, I kept pointing out to Najibah .every worthwhile sight 
with much· enthusiasm and· a great deal of joy· and delight. I wanted her to 
share with me · this .great privilege of calling this .my country. I desired her 
to join me' in the appreciation of what. we had . been running toward . for the last 
thirty; • days • 
When we arrived in Jacksonville, we found besides our own close relatl.ves 
a big delegation from the Syrian American Club. We went directly to our 
·building on. the northwest corner of Eighth and Hubbard streets where Mr. Sabbag 
· and his family were living at the time in the apartment upstairs. Needless to 
say tha:t we were glad we were home again, and that all of the Syrian community 
was ·glad to see . us back. Many of them as well as many of our America~ friends 
came to see us, and we were happy. Wearrived in Jacksonville around May 20, 
1914. 
The cottage Waselah, Salem an:d I had at 101 E. 8th Street proved too small 
for us and we rented the house behind our building, 2110 Hubbard Street, a . 
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twO-story frame house which still ·st'ands till this 'd.gy. ·. In this house our 
first baby, Beatrice · ~ was born . 
. I went back ·to work . as usual • . ··. Waselah was working at the · time in the dry 
goods store of N. E. Farris, at the coxn·er of Davis and Duval Stre~ts. Salem, 
besides helping in the store on ' Bridge- St_reet,· was diligE!ntly engaged in the 
study of law • . Needless . to say., I was very happy over the prospects of seeing 
Salem someday become a lawyer • . My day became consumed as. usual in my business . 
and the only recreation I had was during the .evert-ing as I attended· the 
Syrian-American Club meetings, · and those of the Independent Order of · 
Oddfellows • 
. One of the chief causes of our happiness was the fact that Beatrice was 
born · in the United States. of Am.e:rica. After our marr1.age, our people in Syria 
wonder.e4: at the hurry in which ~e were to return to the states, but my answer 
. . 
was . that, should we be blessed with. a child, we wanted it born only under the 
"stars and stripes-". 
It had not been long since world conditio_ns abruptly changed on account of 
the assassination of the Austrian Archduke Ferdinand. When we first arrived 1n 
the States, we found that business was · at a standstill. 
. . ·. . 
Things were soon changed by declaration of the First World War,with 
Germany, Austria-Hungary and. Turkey on · one ·. side, . and England, France, Belgium, 
and Italy on the other. The United Sttes became the supplying market for. th~ 
fighting nations, and business boomed. 
Of course, we, were not engaged in anything that pertained to war, but 
where business in general picks up, all businesses profit by the boom. Our 
business therefore became successful in both places. 
During World War I our boys . were mostly young and subject to military 
_service. The first group of them to be . called to the service were Jemel David, 
-: ·. ~ · .... :, .. 
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· my first co us in on my father's sid~; Abraham and Abd6 Shaslty j first . cousins on 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
my mother' ·s side, Salim ~C;lsrallahandAnd~ew K. Nastallah, .· an9 . Habib Jabbour ~ 
Later on, brothers Salem and . Assad both joined the Anny. Salem was assigned to 
the S. S. Board at Monticello, Florida, while Assad all the time of his service· 
at Camp Johnston, Jacksonville. ·. The other boys. all went to France, served with 
credit and. were honora~ly dis~harged. · 
One th:lng I want to mention in this connection, . two of·. the boys, . Abraham 
Shashy and Assad, my brother, could .have .escaped the service. Both were 
aliens, . and the U.S. laws ·did give them the pr~vilege of not serving if they so 
desired. They chose to serve, and became citizens after their discharge. 
Before leaving for service the· boys were given several . fare:well dinners. 
Orie . was held at my house; on that evening .! pronounced one of my most eloquent 
pieces of poetry (in Arabic). Happily every one of the boys came back safely. 
During the: wa.r there had to be a certain amount of food regulations. 
There were meatless days and wheat less . days.. . It was therefore necessary to 
have food. administrators in each county. This administrator had to have 
deputies to help him carry out his duties. .I was appointed as one of those 
deputies. This was a payless job, and may 1. say a thankless one. Whenever one 
tries to put limita:t ions or regulations to other people' s activities , 
especially in matters wherein they make their money, · he becomes unpopular with 
them. 
However, I did not mind the' unpopularity and in many cases, I helped my 
Syrian friends who were mostly engaged in the grocery. and meat business, to 
regulate their conduct, and remain within the law. 
Little did I think whe·n. we finished World War I that I would go in my own 
time through another World War. Now we feel that World War III is inevitable ~ 
God forbid. 
. ' . ·. ·~ .. . ...... 
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. . . . . . . . . . . : 
Noven:~ber 11, 1918, . is . a · ·memorable clay in my life. · Armistice Day which is 
. . . 
· almost forgotten now, was . the day of days for lib~rty~loving people. . Above 
. . 
. ev¢rything the old regime of Turk,ey under. which flag I was born was no .more. 
What a glorious thought. : . 
I never got dr\ink· in my life, but anyone who saw me on thcit day in my 
~odel T Ford truck wit~ a flag hoisted at .the back end of it, ~rid ~ith tin cans 
tied to the trunk with a rope ·draggirig on the pavement of the street, . making a 
lot of noise, no doubt thought> that I was . lit up .. . -: · 
One of my friends, Mr. Jones, manager of Kingam _. & Co., said when he saw 
me, "There- goes Joe David; I bet he is as crazy as he can be~" He was .right. 
. . 
.... - --
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Chapter I Three Modes . o.f Adaptiori . 
1. J. K. David, The Near East Settlers of Jacksonville. and Duval County, · 
historical presentation to Jacksonville Historical Society, May 12, 1954, p. 4. 
2. Richard A. Martin, The City ·Makers, 1972, p. 19 7. 
3. David, .2..E· cit .. p. 8. 
4. Mitchell G. Katibah.; Memoirs and Glimpses of the Early Life of Mitchell 
George Ka-tibah . . Unpublished Manuscript.· 
5. David, £E· cit., p. ·12. · 
6. Taped interview with Syrian Orthodox priest serving the Ramallah community. 
Chapter . II The Middle Eas-tern Community and How It Functions · 
1. Fredrik Barth~ Ethni~ Group and Boundaries, 1969, pp. 10-11. 
2. Herbert Gans, · The Urban Villagers, 
3. J. K. David, The Near · East Settlers of. Jacksonville and Duval County, 
p.9. 
4. Philip K. Hitti, The Syrians in America, 1924, p. 88. 
5-. Howard M~ Bahr, Bruce A. Cha.dwick, and Joseph H. Stauss, American 
Ethnicity, 1979' PP• 212-225, passim • . 
Chapter III ·Patterns of Assimilation 
1 . Milton M. · Gordon, Assimilation in American Life., 1964, P· 71. 
2. Limitations of financial and time resources precluded the possibility of 
acquiring a scientific random sample. The author was able to gain contact with 
all se.gments of the ethnic community because of personal connections with 
friends and relatives as well as through formal organizations. 
3. Because of rounding, totals will range between 99.9% and 100.1%. 
4. This is somewhat: above the national average. Gallup reports the following 
datum from a 1978 · survey: In answer to the question, "Did you, yourself, 
happen to attend church or synagogue in the last seven days?" 41% replied yes. 
George H. Gallup, The Gallup Poll: Public_Opinion 1978, p. 276. 
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· 5. · Marcus Lee Hansen, The Problem of the Third Generation Immigrant; . 1938, 
p. 9. 
6. Shortly before 1980 the mean number of . c.hildren in American families was . 
1•8.',. considerably lower than the Middle East~rn pattern. u~ s. National Center 
~or Health Statistic•~ MorithlY Vi~al Statistics · Report, May 1981. 
7. In 1972 only 56% of th;e eligible voters voted in the presidential . 
elections; -in 1980 it was 53%. James McGregor Burns; J. W ~ Pel tason, and 
Thomas E. Croqin ·, Government by the People·, · 1981, · pp. 227~228. 
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